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Abstract

Real-world interactions involve a constant exchange of information between
agents (be they humans or AIs) that are characterized by a limited availabil-
ity of resources. These dialectical interactions, and the entailed properties,
constitute the primary focus of this dissertation. They can be formalized by
argumentative models of non-monotonic reasoning that provide real-world
dialectical characterisations of arguments by resource-bounded agents. This
thesis covers a wide range of implementations for such dialectical methods
that span from proof theories to labelling algorithms, from argument schemes
to dialogue protocols, and from explainable AI to decision support systems.

The main contributions consist of: (1) the design of (sound and complete) di-
alectical argument game proof theories and (2) algorithmic procedures for the
enumeration of dialectical labellings. (3) The formalisation of Explanation-
Question-Response (EQR) protocols and specific EQR argument schemes

yields dialogue specialized in conveying explanations. Upon these results,
(4) the presentation of D-schemes, i.e., dialectical versions of EQR schemes,
allows for EQR dialogue implementations capable of delivering explanations
more suited to real-world resource-bounded agents. Finally, (5) a practical
code-based implementation shows how a software chatbot can perform (a
partial) EQR dialogue to assist users seeking information.

From this thesis stem different possible research directions, theoretical and
practical. Focusing on the practical application, the herein automatization
of the developed dialogue protocols allows the implementation of software
capable of seamlessly enhancing clinical decision support systems by an-
swering patients’ clarification needs. Furthermore, by implementing a fully-
fledged EQR dialogue on the presented bot, it should be possible in the future
to improve the software scope and enable a multi-purpose chatbot tailored to
different explanation contexts and related functions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“The ability to engage in arguments is essential for humans to understand

new problems, to perform scientific reasoning, to express, clarify and defend

their opinions in their daily lives.”

Quoted from P.M.Dung’s seminal paper [53], this sentence seems to extend a famous pas-
sage of Aristotle that compares every human being to an ‘animal capable of reasoning
[through speaking]’ (i.e., ‘ζ ωoν λoγoν εχωµ’ [12]). That is to say, arguing and pro-
viding the rationales underpinning one’s own beliefs via exchange of arguments fulfils
a fundamental role in human reasoning. Indeed, since Aristotle’s Organon [4, 118] and
its considerable influence on the history of Western thought, rich scholarly literature has
been investigating the intertwined notions of arguments, reasoning, and logic. For ex-
ample, Walton claimed that “logic is the evaluation of reasoning in arguments” [135],
whereas Mercier and Sperber emphasised the idea that reasoning evolved to produce and
evaluate arguments [93]. Trying to consolidate possessed information by formulating rea-
sons (arguments) that challenge or defend them is an ordinary procedure in which humans
engage. This process is not only common but even necessary: how would it be possible,
otherwise, to decide what to believe or trust without being misled by a non-reliable source
of information? This ‘scaffolding’ (as defined in [95]) role of dialogues and arguments
can be seen in both social and lone thinking practices where the reasoner(s) evaluates the
possessed information by constructing counter-arguments that assess their acceptability.
That is to say, every reasoning process entails a dialogue (even if it is just an imaginary
dialogue that a person makes ‘within himself/herself’), and every dialogue entails argu-
ments irrespective of the type of interacting agents: be they humans and AIs, among
themselves and with humans. Thanks to its important role, argumentation has thrived as a
rich, interdisciplinary area of research spanning philosophy, linguistics, psychology, and
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artificial intelligence [57, 126, 15]. Able to characterize a promising paradigm for mod-
elling reasoning in the presence of conflict and uncertainty, formal-logical accounts of
argumentation theory have come to be increasingly central as a core study within Artifi-
cial Intelligence. According to such theory, in order to determine if a piece of information
is acceptable, it will suffice to prove that the argument (in which the considered infor-
mation is embedded) is justified under specific semantics. Dung’s abstract argumentation
framework (AF) [53] has been considered the formalism from which stemmed most of
the subsequent studies in this fruitful research field. Nevertheless, although a plethora of
works has successfully shown various additions and instantiations of Dung’s abstract AFs
and achieved different goals [54, 106, 98], none of these approaches managed to provide a
full rational account for real-world resource-bounded agents. Undoubtedly, the introduc-
tion of rationality postulates [27, 28], as well as desiderata for practical applications [56],
have enabled preclusion of counter-intuitive results in AFs instantiations. However, such
requirements may demand a consumption of resources that far exceed those available to
real-world agents.

Dialectical Classical Logic Argumentation (Dialectical Cl-Arg) is an approach that
provides real-world dialectical characterisations of Classical Logic arguments by resource-
bounded agents. This method satisfies the rationality postulates and practical desiderata
(under minimal requirements) and revolves around the core notion of dialectical defeats.
Such defeats enable argumentative interactions more aligned with the dialectical reason-
ing of real-world agents. An interesting feature of Dialectical Cl-Arg is that it makes an
epistemic distinction between committed premises and suppositions assumed true for the
sake of the argument. This distinction, which efficiently solves the “foreign commitment
problem” i, allows an argument to be challenged by supposing its premises, outlining in
this way a dialectical move typical of real-world dialogues.

D-ASPIC+ is a general framework for argumentation considered halfway between
Dung’s abstract approach and its concrete instantiations. Similarly to Dialectical Cl-Arg,
although from a higher-level perspective, D-ASPIC+ provides a full rational account of
arguments for real-world resource-bounded agents.

These two dialectical approaches represent the formal tools used to tackle the research
questions around which the thesis has been structured.

iAs extensively explained in [29], the foreign commitment problem is the issue that arises in dialogical
applications when agents are forced to commit to the premises of their interlocutors in order to challenge
their arguments.
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1.1 Research Objectives

The current paradigm discerns intelligent agents as those entities that receive percepts
from the environment and perform actions [109] guided by their goals. This broad de-
scription comprises simple and complex agents, each capable of learning and exchanging
information. Human beings belong to a subset of this category and share membership in
this class with any other entity that interacts with them or their surroundings: together
they are denoted as real-world agents. A common feature associated with this group
is the scarce availability of resources, here intended in the general sense of ‘anything
that has utility’ (thus, also including abstract elements such as knowledge, memory, and
time). Given this limitation, real-world agents regularly exchange information among
themselves and their environment in order to conduct their functions. Although a large
corpus of studies in argumentation and dialogue formalisms should prove their adequacy
in modelling such communication by logically encoding the involved data, this is not al-
ways the case. The main problem is the lack of consideration of the resource constraints
that characterise real-world entities: the majority of the research in the field of argu-
mentation disregards such a feature, especially those approaches that logically instantiate
arguments.

The gap that the present thesis will therefore try to target can be summarized by the
following overarching question:

■ Can we envisage and design logically structured argumentative proof-theoretical

models of dialectical interactions that approximate real-world resource-bounded

agent reasoning?

In particular, the thesis aims to address the following research questions:

1. (a) Does a proof theoretical account of real-world exchanges of arguments differ
from the standard argument games?

(b) If so, can we still devise a procedure that enjoys soundness and completeness
properties?

2. (a) Can the dialectical inconsistencies of arguments be efficiently represented by
the standard 3-value labelling method and algorithms?

(b) Otherwise, can we adapt such a labelling approach to provide sound and com-
plete algorithms more suited to dialectical characterisations of arguments?

3. (a) Can we envisage an argument scheme capable of enhancing explanations specif-
ically addressed to real-world resource-bounded agents?
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(b) If so, can we design a dialogue protocol informed by this template and the
enhanced explanation it conveys?

(c) Finally, can we outline a practical implementation for such an argument scheme?

1.2 Methodology

Throughout the thesis, two methodologies have been employed: formal (for the majority
of the dissertation sections) and practical. The discussed topics involve many theoretical
subjects, especially the research conducted from Chapter 3 to Chapter 6, whose contents
maintain a high level of abstractness. The required logical manipulations for achieving
the desired results revolve around a formalism that includes: definitions, theorems, corol-
laries, lemmas, and related proofs. Such theoretical tools proved to be enough for the
introduction of each abstract element and the demonstration of any related property.

On the other hand, Chapter 7 concerns a concrete application of the findings that
results from the previous Chapters and demands a more practical methodology. For this
reason, a detailed example and a code-based implementation are provided. The external
repository that contains the designed software can be accessed and tested by the reader
via the supplied (GitHub) weblinkii. The developed program is meant to be interpolated
among the architecture of an already existing piece of software which, along with the
provided virtual example, testify to the validity of the implementation. In addition, a
formal assessment of the introduced algorithm is also given through (an outlined) proof
of its soundness and completeness properties.

1.3 Thesis Overview

The structure of the thesis is the following. Chapter 2 presents a brief review of all the rel-
evant literature referenced throughout the dissertation (including any essential formalism
and proofs). For the reader’s convenience, a table has been positioned at the end of the
first paragraph which highlights the connection existing between each reviewed notion
and the respective section of the thesis.

Chapter 3 tackles the first research objective and studies a procedure for develop-
ing dialectical argument game proof theories tailored for real-world resources-bounded
agents. To achieve this, it expressly adapts the standard argument games described in
[97] to Dialectical Cl-Arg and analyses the attained outcome. This chapter is arranged

iihttps://github.com/FCast07/EQRbot
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into four main parts. The first handles the admissible and preferred Dung’s semantics by
designing an appropriate protocol for the dialectical games. Similarly, the second section
devises a dialectical game protocol for Dung’s grounded semantics. The third, instead,
provides a list of the properties enjoyed by these new proof theories, whereas the fourth
part concludes the chapter with a discussion about possible efficiency improvements for
the games.

Chapter 4 focuses on addressing the second research question by working on a suit-
able modification of the standard 3-value labelling approach to accommodate Dialectical
Cl-Arg arguments. After having introduced the required formalism in the first section, the
following sections devise algorithms (and their respective optimized version) that pro-
cedurally output admissible, preferred and grounded labelling for the Dialectical Cl-Arg
labelling approach (denoted as dialectical labelling). Notice that the optimized version
of the grounded algorithm is identical to the standard 3-value labelling. This is demon-
strated by resorting to a particular definition that, with some ingenuity, takes advantage of
a particular issue experienced by each Dialectical Cl-Arg admissible extension. Finally,
as an additional assessment of their respective soundness and completeness results, a for-
mal equivalence between Dialectical Cl-Arg related argument games and algorithms is
shown.

Chapters 5 to 7 deal with the third research objective. In particular, Chapter 5 stud-
ies the EQR scheme, a new type of Argument Scheme (AS) expressly designed to be
employed as the core element of an Explanation-Question-Response dialogue. Particu-
larly suited for conveying explanations to real-world agents, the purpose of such AS is to
formalise the consequences arising (and the presumptive reasoning leading to them) by
acting upon a specific expert opinion. The EQR scheme presents three variants depending
on the particular focus provided: assertion (EQR claim scheme), endorsement (EQR en-

dorsement scheme) or precise endorsement (EQR endorsed-by-whom scheme). The chap-
ter is divided into three main sections, each of which illustrates a specific EQR version
listing also all the critical questions (CQs) associated. In addition, a different protocol for
the Explanation-Question-Response dialogue (shortened as EQR dialogue) is informed
by every one of the three variants, along with the corresponding attacks (derived from the
different sets of CQs). The related protocol syntax and (axiomatic) semantics are also
shown in detail.

Chapter 6 builds upon the investigation commenced in the previous chapter and stud-
ies a combination of the EQR scheme and D-ASPIC+ arguments. The result (denoted
as D-scheme) provides variants of the EQR template that, when instantiated, yield fully-
fledged D-ASPIC+ arguments, thus better accounting for resource-bounded agents. The
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remaining sections devise EQR formal dialogue protocols that involve D-scheme instan-
tiations, present an implementation of such dialogues and demonstrate the existing equiv-
alence with the dialectical argument games for the admissible/preferred semantics.

Chapter 7 proposes a practical application of the EQR claim scheme as a template for
conveying explanations to patients to assist them to better manage their health conditions.
The content of this chapter is organized into three main sections. The first presents a
background framework about clinical decision support systems (cDSS) and a brief sum-
mary of the research field of Explainable AI (XAI). The second part reviews the already
existing argument schemes employed in medical settings. The last section shows instead
the benefits provided by the EQR claim scheme when used as a tool for cDSS. Indeed,
the instantiations of such a scheme will feed a (purposely engineered) chatbot that will
convey the requested explanation following the EQR dialogue protocol.

Lastly, Chapter 8 provides a comprehensive overview of the main results of this the-
sis, along with a discussion concerning the envisaged future theoretical work and other
potential practical applications.

1.4 Summary of Contributions

Here is a brief summary of the main contributions resulting from the extensive investiga-
tion of each research question:

• Design of specific argument game proof theories for Dialectical Cl-Arg (i) admissi-
ble/preferred and (ii) grounded semantics. The presented protocols (and the option-
ally provided efficiency enhancements) allow for the unfolding of games that enjoy
the soundness and completeness properties.

• Development of (iii) 3-value labelling for Dialectical Cl-Arg and entailed proper-
ties. Taking advantage of the new dialectical labelling approach, algorithms for
the generation of (iv) dialectical preferred and (v) grounded labellings have been
devised.

• Introduction of the (vi) EQR argument scheme (including all of its three vari-
ants claim, endorsed and endorsed-by-whom) along with (vii) the Explanation-
Question-Response dialogue protocol, i.e., a protocol that revolves around the EQR
schemes.
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• Integration of the EQR scheme and D-ASPIC+ framework to generate (viii) D-

Scheme instantiations and the (ix) formal dialogue protocol that employs them as
its core element.

• Practical implementation of the EQR claim scheme as an (x) explanation template
for a clinical decision support system. This implementation is integrated within a
(xi) chatbot software capable of delivering explanations (partially) following the
previously developed dialogue protocol.

These contributions have currently produced the following peer-reviewed publications:

[32] Federico Castagna. Argument games for dialectical classical logic argumentation.
Online Handbook of Argumentation for AI, pages 2–6, 2020.

[33] Federico Castagna. A dialectical characterisation of argument game proof theories
for classical logic argumentation. International Workshop on Advances in Argu-

mentation in Artificial Intelligence (AI3), 2021.

[34] Federico Castagna. Labelling procedures for dialectical classical logic argumenta-
tion. Online Handbook of Argumentation for AI, pages 7-11, 2021.

[38] Federico Castagna, Simon Parsons, Isabel Sassoon, and Elizabeth I. Sklar. Pro-
viding explanations via the EQR argument scheme. In Computational Models of

Argument: Proceedings of COMMA 2022, pages 351–352, 2022.

[35] Federico Castagna. Towards a fully-fledged formal protocol for the explanation-
question-response dialogue. Online Handbook of Argumentation for AI, pages
17–21, 2022.

[37] Federico Castagna, Alexandra Garton, Peter Mcburney, Simon Parsons, Isabel Sas-
soon, and Elizabeth Sklar. EQRbot: a chatbot delivering EQR argument-based
explanations. Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence, 6:39, 2023.

[36] Federico Castagna. Dialectical argument game proof theories for classical logic.
Journal of Applied Logic (IfCoLog), 2023.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

This chapter provides the relevant literature and background notions
upon which the contents of the thesis are based. Each of the presented
topics is indeed particularly relevant to specific chapters, as shown in
the following table.

Sections\Chapters 3 4 5 6 7
Dung’s AF

√ √ √

Argument Games
√

Dialogues
√ √ √

Labelling
√

Dialectical Cl-Arg
√ √

D-ASPIC+ √

Argument Schemes
√ √ √

2.1 Dung’s Argumentation Frameworks

Informal studies on argumentation are underpinned by a rich literary heritage [59], but
it is only in the past decades that logic-based models of argumentation have been inten-
sively investigated as core components of AI-driven and Multi-Agents systems [15, 42].
Dung’s seminal paper [53] has been the starting point for most of the recent interest and
research in the field of abstract argumentation and its argumentative characterisations of
non-monotonic inference. Indeed, the main strength of his approach is the simple and in-
tuitive use of arguments as a means to formalise non-monotonic reasoning, also showing
how humans handle conflicting information in a dialectical way. In a nutshell, the idea is
that correct reasoning is related to the admissibility of a statement: the argument is ac-
ceptable (i.e. justified) only if it is defended against any attacks from counter arguments.
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In this section, I am going to outline the formal definitions that mainly portray Dung’s
argumentation approach:

Definition 1 (AFs, Conflict freeness and Acceptability). An argumentation framework

(AF) is a pair:

AF = ⟨AR,attacks⟩

where AR is a set of arguments, and ‘attacks’ is a binary relation on AR, i.e. attacks ⊆
AR × AR. Let S ⊆ AR, then:

• S is conflict free iff ∀X ,Y ∈S : ¬attacks(X ,Y );

• X ∈ AR is acceptable wrt S iff ∀Y ∈ AR such that attacks(Y,X): ∃Z ∈S such that

attacks(Z,Y ).

In the previous definition, we could describe Z as the argument that defends X , thus
granting its acceptability. In some AFs, indirect defences might also occur. That is to say,
giving a sequence of acceptable arguments ending with X and starting with A, it can be
the case that X (indirectly) defends A.

Definition 2 (Indirect defence). Let ⟨AR,attacks⟩ be an AF, and X ,A ∈ AR. According to

the following recursive definition, an argument X indirectly defends an argument A if:

a) X defends A;

b) X defends Z, and Z indirectly defends A.

Notice that an unattacked argument is, trivially, defended and indirectly defended by itself.

Definition 3 (Dung’s semantics). Let ⟨AR,attacks⟩ be an AF, and S ⊆ AR be conflict

free. Then:

• S is an admissible extension iff X ∈S implies X is acceptable w.r.t. S ;

• An admissible extension S is a complete extension iff ∀X ∈ AR: X is acceptable

w.r.t. S implies X ∈S ;

• The least complete extension (with respect to set inclusion) is called the grounded
extension;

• A maximal complete extension (with respect to set inclusion) is called a preferred
extension.
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The notion of complete extension provides the link between preferred extensions
(credulous semantics), and grounded extension (sceptical semantics)i. In general for E
∈ {admissible, complete, preferred, grounded}, X is sceptically or credulously justified
under the E semantics if X belongs to all, respectively at least one, E extensions. In [53]

Figure 2.1: An abstract argumentation framework. The arrows represent attack relations between the
arguments of the AF.

Dung showed also an important result in relation to the newly introduced argumentation
approach: the fundamental lemma and its resulting theorem.

Lemma 1 (Fundamental Lemma). Let ⟨AR,attacks⟩ be an AF, and S ⊆ AR be admissi-

ble. Let also X ,X ′ ∈ AR be arguments which are acceptable w.r.t. S . Then:

(1) S ′ = S ∪{X} is admissible, and

(2) X ′ is acceptable w.r.t. S ′.

Intuitively, the fundamental lemma guarantees the generation of new admissible ex-
tensions by adding acceptable arguments to existing admissible sets. A very interesting
consequence of the fundamental lemma is that every admissible extension is a subset of a
preferred extension. Formally:

Theorem 1. Let ⟨AR,attacks⟩ be an AF. Then, for each admissible set S ⊆ AR, there

exists a preferred extension S ′ ⊆ AR such that S ⊆S ′.
iThe grounded extension is sceptical in the sense that it always induces a unique extension of admissible

arguments: in case of an unsolvable conflict between two arguments, it leaves both arguments out of the
extension. On the other hand, preferred extensions, in the case of an unsolvable conflict between two
arguments, build multiple extensions and separate the conflicting arguments.
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Another interesting result presented in [53] is the alternative definition of Dung’s ex-
tensions (i.e. the ‘fixpoint semantics’) via the AF’s characteristic function FAF :

FAF(S ) = {X | X is acceptable w.r.t. S },where S ⊆ AR

For any conflict free S ⊆ AR, we then have that S is: admissible iff S ⊆FAF(S );
complete iff S is a fixed point of FAF , i.e., S = FAF(S ); grounded iff S is the least
fixed point of FAF(S ); preferred iff S is a maximal fixed point of FAF(S ).

Dung’s AF can be extended such that ‘preferences’ can be taken into account as well.
It can be useful, indeed, to have a way of deciding, among two or more conflicting argu-
ments, which ones are preferred, hence, which attacks will succeed as defeats. This leads
to the formal definition of defeats:

Definition 4 (Defeats). Let ⟨AR, attacks⟩ be an AF. Then ‘defeats’⊆ ‘attacks’ is the defeat

relation defined by the strict partial ordering ≺ over AR, such that:

defeats(X ,Y ) iff attacks(X ,Y ) and X ⊀ Y

That is to say, an argument X defeats an argument Y if and only if X attacks Y and Y is

not strictly preferred over X. In the remainder of the dissertation, X ⇒ Y will stand for

“defeats(X ,Y )”, and X ⇏ Y will stand for “¬defeats(X ,Y )”.

As anticipated, abstract AFs represent general frameworks capable of providing ar-
gumentative characterisations of non-monotonic logicsii. That is to say, given a set of
formulae ∆ of some logical language L, AFs can be instantiated by such formulae. These
instantiations paved the way for a plethora of different investigations concerning the so-
called ‘structured’ argumentation (as opposed to the abstract approach). Studies showed
how the conclusions of justified arguments defined by the instantiating ∆ are equivalent
to those obtained from ∆ by the inference relation of the logic L.

2.2 Argument Games

Argument game-based proof theories provide procedural structures capable of determin-
ing the status of an argument. Given an argumentation framework, these games identify
the membership of an argument to a specific extension simulating a conversation be-
tween two opposing contenders. The semantics meant to be captured dictates the rules of

iiIn [53], Dung employs Reiter’s Default logic [108] and Pollock’s Inductive Defeasible logic [103] as
an example of non-monotonic reasoning rendered via abstract argumentation.
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the played game, which serves to describe how the players can achieve victory. In other
words, these proof theories formalise reasoning processes allowing to (sceptically or cred-
ulously) defend the data encoded in an argument via a rule-guided interplay of arguments.
Intuitively, they can be seen as fictitious dialogues that an agent performs ‘within itself’ to
evaluate the reliability of a specific piece of information it possesses. Let us now review
the fundamental notions of argument games as described in [97]: we will consider these as
identifying the ‘standard argument games’. Notice, however, that these definitions have
been modified to accommodate defeats rather than attacks among the arguments of an AF.

To begin with, an argument game is played by two players, PRO (for proponent)
and OPP (for opponent), each of which is referred to as the other’s ‘counterpart’. PRO
starts the game by moving an initial argument X that it wants to test. After that, both
players take turns in moving arguments against their counterpart’s moves. This generates
disputes:

Definition 5 (Dispute). A sequence of moves in which each player moves one argument

at a time against its counterpart’s move is referred to as a dispute. Formally, d = X—Y —

Z— · · · is a dispute, and X—Y denotes a player moving argument Y against an argument

X moved by its counterpart (similarly, Y —Z). A sub-dispute d′ of a dispute d is any sub-

sequence of d that starts with the same initial argument. For example, if d = X—Y —Z,

then d′ = X—Y would be a sub-dispute of d.

Notice that, to avoid any ambiguity, each argument of a dispute will be labelled with
either P or O (that stands for either one of the two players, PRO or OPP). Hence, d =
(P)X—(O)Y —(P)Z is a dispute where PRO moves the argument X , followed by Y moved
by OPP and countered by another move from PRO, Z.

We can now introduce the notion of the (unique) dispute tree, which represents the
‘playing field’ of the argument games. In other words, the dispute tree is the data structure
that contains all the potential moves (and sequence of moves) available to the players.

Definition 6 (Dispute Tree). Let AF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩ be a finite dialectical argumentation

framework, and let A ∈ AR. The dispute tree induced by A in the AF is the (upside-down)

tree T of arguments, such that T ’s root node is A, every branch of the tree (from root to

leaf) is a different dispute, and ∀X, Y ∈ AR: X is a child of Y in T iff defeats(X ,Y ).

For the remainder of this section, we are going to write PRO(T ) and OPP(T ) to
denote the sets of all PRO and OPP arguments in the dispute tree T . Also, LAST(d) will
identify the last argument played in a dispute d.
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An argument game is said to be won by the proponent only if it has a winning strategy.
That is to say, only if it can successfully defend the argument it wants to test (i.e., the root
of T ) against any possible arguments moved by the opponent. PRO loses otherwise.

Definition 7 (Winning Strategy). Let T be the dispute tree induced by A in a finite di-

alectical AF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩. Let also d be a dispute in T . Then, a winning strategy T ′

for A is the dispute tree T pruned in a way such that:

(7.1) The set T ′
D of disputes in T ′ is a non-empty finite set such that each dispute d ∈T ′

D
is finite and is won by PRO (i.e., LAST(d) ∈ PRO(T ));

(7.2) ∀d ∈ T ′
D, ∀d′ such that d′ is some sub-dispute of d, LAST(d′) = X and X ∈

PRO(T ), then ∀Y ∈ OPP(T ) such that Y ⇒ X, there is a d′′ ∈ T ′
D such that

d′— Y is a sub-dispute of d′′.

Informally, the previous definition states that a winning strategy is the dispute tree T

pruned in a way such that (7.1) T ′
D is a non-empty finite set, its disputes are finite, end

with a PRO argument and (7.2) are such that OPP has moved exhaustively (i.e., all the
moves that OPP could have moved, had been moved) and also PRO has countered every
defeating argument moved by OPP.

Depending on the semantics the game is meant to capture, there are different kinds of
protocols that need to be observed. For example, each protocol requires that the players
move only one argument at a time during their respective turns. However, the procedure
for the admissible/preferred game forbids the repetition of the arguments already played
by the opponent in the same dispute, whereas the protocol for the grounded game does
the exact contrary. The authors of [97] proved the correspondence existing between the
membership of an argument A to an extension E and the presence of a winning strategy
for the same argument A. Let ΦE represents the protocol of an argument game meant to
capture an extension E (where E ∈ {admissible/preferred, grounded}), then the following
theorem holdsiii:

Theorem 2. Let AF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩ be a finite argumentation framework. Then, there

exists a ΦE-winning strategy T ′ for A such that the set PRO(T ′) of arguments moved by

PRO in T ′ is conflict free, iff A is in the E extension of the AF.
iiiAlthough the theorem refers to an AF based on defeats rather than attacks, the proofs are the same as

the ones presented in [97]
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Figure 2.2: The picture depicts the dispute tree T , induced by argument X , and the corresponding
winning strategy T ′ (assuming that OPP cannot repeat its moves in the same disputes, as per the protocol
of the admissible/preferred game).

2.3 Dialogues

The view of computation as distributed cognition and interaction [83] led to the rise of
multi-agent systems, where agents are software entities with control over their own ex-
ecution. This new paradigm required the design of means of communication between
such intelligent agents [89]. The choice fell upon formal dialogues, due to their potential
expressivity despite being still subject to specific restrictions. Dialogue games are rule-
governed interactions among players (i.e., agents) that take turns in making utterances
(i.e., moves) following the rules of the game. Unlike argument games, dialogues games
represent a higher level of agents interactions where each participant has its own beliefs,
goals, desires and knows only a small (possibly, none) amount of information regarding
the other players. That is to say, if an argument game corresponds to a dialogue that
an agent plays ‘within itself’, the latter represents a dialogue in a public venue that can
simultaneously engage multiple agents.

2.3.1 Types of Dialogue

Dialogue games are commonly categorized according to elements such as: what the par-
ticipants know, what the participants seek to get from the dialogue, and what the dialogue
rules are intended to bring about [21]. The following is an extended list (with no ambition
of being exhaustive) of the standard dialogue types presented in [141]:

• Information-Seeking: one participant seeks the answer to some question(s) from
another participant, who is believed by the first to know the answer(s) (e.g., [72]).
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• Inquiry: the participants collaborate to answer some question(s) whose answers are
not known to any one participant (e.g., [20]).

• Persuasion: one participant seeks to persuade another to accept a proposition she
does not currently endorse. This can mean that the persuadee holds the opposite or
is agnostic about the position put forward by the persuader. (e.g., [105]).

• Negotiation: the participants bargain over the division of some scarce resources.
If a negotiation dialogue terminates with an agreement, then the resource has been
divided in a manner acceptable to all participants. (e.g., [92]).

• Deliberation: the participants collaborate (hence, share the responsibility) to de-
cide what action or course of action should be adopted in some situation. Appeals
to value assumptions, such as goals and preferences, may influence the agents’ de-
liberation (e.g., [85]).

• Eristic: the participants quarrel verbally as a substitute for physical fighting, aiming
to vent perceived grievancesiv.

• Verification: one participant seeks the answer to some question from another agent.
The former wants to verify if the second believes that p (i.e., the proposition with
which the dialogue is concerned) is true (e.g., [43]).

• Query: one participant always challenges the answer about p from another partici-
pant. The former’s interest lies more on the second’s argument for p rather than if
she believes p or not (e.g., [43]).

• Command: One participant tells another what to do. If challenged, instructions may
be justified, possibly by referencing further actions which the commanded action is
intended to enable (e.g., [65]).

• Education: One participant wants to teach another something. Unlike information-
seeking dialogues, in education dialogues the asking agent does know the answer
to the question she is posing (i.e., she is quizzing the learner). (e.g., [117]).

• Discovery: A new idea arises out of exchanges between participants. Unlike inquiry
dialogues, here the focus is on the discovery of something not previously known.
The question whose truth is to be ascertained may (or not) emerge in the course of
the dialogue (e.g., [86]).

ivAs stated in [21]: ‘[...] eristic dialogues have not been widely studied in computer science’.
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2.3.2 Dialogues Combinations and Control layers

Overall, a dialogue game can be composed of multiple mixtures of dialogues, each of
which might be of a different type. Drawing from the classification detailed in [87], we
can identify the combination patterns listed below:

Iteration Let D be a dialogue. The iteration of D to its n-fold repetition is also a
dialogue, where each occurrence is undertaken until closure, and then is followed
immediately by the next occurrence.

Sequencing If D1 and D2 are both dialogues, then their sequence is also a dialogue,
which consists of undertaking D1 until its closure and then immediately undertaking
D2.

Parallelization If D1 and D2 are both dialogues, then conducting them in parallel

can be also considered as a dialogue, which consists of undertaking D1 and D2

simultaneously, until each is closed.

Embedding If D1 and D2 are both dialogues, then their embedding is also a dia-
logue, which consists of undertaking D1, and then switching to dialogue D2 which
is undertaken until its closure, whereupon dialogue D1 resumes immediately after
the point where it was interrupted and continues until closure.

The selection and transitions between different dialogue types can be rendered via a Con-

trol Layer [87], defined in terms of atomic dialogue-types and control dialogues. The first
element is based upon a finite set of dialogue-types. Control dialogues, instead, are dia-
logues that have as their discussion subjects not topics, but other dialogues. They include
the so-called Commencement and Termination Dialogues in charge of opening (respec-
tively, closing) the subject dialogue, thus contributing to the management of dialogue
combinations and their transitions.

Similarly, Walton and Krabbe [141] studied the interaction between multiple dia-
logues. Their analysis resulted in an informal and general classification of possible di-
alogue shifts: (a) ‘from one type to another’, a sequence composed of multiple kinds of
dialogues similar to the sequencing combination patterns; (b) ‘internal shifts’, which oc-
cur within the same dialogue type without normative changes; (c) ‘from one flavour to
another’, where the transitions concern only flavoursv. Shifts can be licit or illicit, the

v[...] we sometimes say that there is one type of dialogue along with a flavour of another type of dia-
logue, meaning that the one type of dialogue is more explicit and dominant, while the secondary type of
dialogue is present in a more subdued or less explicit form. [141]
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second kind is usually associated with fallacies (i.e., a sort of faulty reasoning leading to
an invalid argument).

2.3.3 Dialogue Components

Following the study outlined in [89], we can now summarize the three main features of
formal dialogues: syntax, semantics and pragmatics.

Syntax The syntax of a language prescribes the instructions on how to form words,
phrases and their combinations. Similarly, determining the syntax of a dialogue game
involves the specification of the utterances available to the agents and the rules that govern
the interactions among such utterances. In addition, it is standard to consider utterances
as composed of (1) an inner layer comprising the topics of discussion and (2) an outer (or
wrapper) layer comprising the locutions.

Semantics Research concerning dialogue games is at a crossroads between multiple
fields of study. Indeed, the interplay among participants in the dialogue is a form of
communication that draws from human linguistics knowledge. However, the language
must also be necessarily formal while, at the same time, being interpretable by computers.
It might then be helpful to consider different types of semantics according to the specific
focus, and final deployment, of the dialogue.

1. Axiomatic: It defines each locution in terms of its pre and (possibly) post-conditions.
Pre-conditions identify what must exist before the locution can be uttered, and post-
conditions determine the consequences of such utterance. Public axiomatic ap-
proaches enable access to all conditions from each agent in the dialogue, whereas
private axiomatic approaches restrict such access to a smaller subset.

2. Operational: It considers each locution as a computational instruction that operates
successively on the states of some abstract machine. That is to say, it interprets
these locutions as commands in some computer programme language.

3. Denotational: It assigns, for each element of the language syntax, a relationship to
an abstract mathematical entity, its denotationvi.

viThe possible worlds (i.e., Kripkean) semantics is an example of denotational semantics for a logical
language [79].
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While the dialogue unfolds, agents usually incur commitments. That is to say, a speaker
asserting the truth of a statement, may be committed to justifying such statement (even
if it does not correspond to their real beliefs) against opponents’ challenges or retract
its assertion. The commitments of all the agents are then tracked and stored in a public
database, called a commitment store. This position adopts Hamblin’s understanding of
commitments as purely dialectical obligations [70]. Walton and Krabbe consider instead
commitments as obligations connected to a course of action that subsumes under this
paradigm also dialectical commitments: “[...] whose partial strategies assign dialogical

actions that center on one proposition” [141]. On the other hand, Singh [115] and Colom-
betti [44] regard commitments as social, i.e., expressions of wider inter-personal, social,
business or legal relationships between the participants, and utterances in a dialogue are a
means by which these relationships may be manipulated or modified.

Pragmatics Pragmatics deals with those aspects of the language that do not involve
considerations about truth and falsity. Such aspects usually include the illocutionary force

of the utterances along with speech acts, i.e., non-propositional utterances intended to or
perceived to change the state of the worldvii. More precisely, drawing from the analysis
of [67] based on relevant literature on the topic, such as Austin’s and Searle’s works
[9, 112, 113], we can define speech acts as ‘verbal actions’ that accomplish something.
Locution would correspond to the simple performance of an utterance, whereas illocution
would be the actual intention of the speaker behind the locution meaning. For example,
the sentence “You’re standing on my foot” uttered in a crowded place is a statement
(locution) with the illocutionary force of a command (that is to say, the real meaning is
the imperative “move away”).

2.3.4 Burden of Proof

One last important aspect considered by the dialogues literature regards the so-called
‘burden of proof’. Multiple authors have investigated the matter and proposed different
definitions. For instance, according to Walton [134], the burden of proof is “an allocation

made in reasoned dialogue which sets a strength (weight) of argument required by one

side to reasonably persuade the other side.”, whereas van Eemeren and Grootendorst
[58] described it as occurring when “a party that advances the [dialogue] standpoint

is obliged to defend it if the other party asks him to do so”. In general, we could say

viiAn example of analysis of the different pragmatical meanings existing between, say, ‘commands’ and
‘promises’ can be found in [88]. Furthermore, the work presented in [91] introduces a specific syntax that
accounts for the pragmatical uptake and revocation of utterances over actions.
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that participants in a dialogue incur a burden of proof when declaring a proposition as
their thesis, thereby compelling them to offer evidence or backing when such a thesis
is challenged. In an evenly matched dispute, where the plausibility of the participants’
thesis is balanced, any new argument moved may tilt the burden of proof. Nevertheless,
in some specific circumstances, the burden of proof can be much heavier on one particular
side. As an example, consider any criminal trial: the prosecutor must prove guilt “beyond
reasonable doubt” to win her case, which means that she bears a greater encumbrance
than her counterpart. Walton further examined how such obligations affect the diverse
dialogue types concluding “If there is no thesis to be proved or cast into doubt [...], there

is no burden of proof in that dialogue” [133]. This quote contributes also to shedding
light on the difference between commitments and the burden of proof. Indeed, while
the former depends on single utterances and will always occur, the latter concerns the
dialogue’s thesis and may or may not be present.

2.4 Labellings within Abstract AFs

Besides the most common approach that involves argument extensions, the labelling
method is regarded as an alternative way for identifying justified arguments. This method
consists of assigning exactly one label, which can either be IN, OUT or UNDEC, to each
argument of an AF. The label IN indicates that the argument is justified, OUT indicates
that the argument is overruled, and UNDEC indicates that the status of the argument is
undecided (since there is not enough information to justify or overrule it). The following
Definitions and Theorem, taken from [97], will outline the background of the labelling
approach. The general idea is to establish labelling semantics that can easily be mapped
to the ones introduced by Dung, showing in this way that the two methods (labelling and
extensions) are indeed equivalent.

Definition 8 (Labelling function). Let AF = ⟨AR,attacks⟩ be an argumentation frame-

work.

• A labelling is a total function L : AR 7→ {IN, OUT, UNDEC};

• We define: in(L ) = {X|L (X) = IN}; out(L ) = {X|L (X) = OUT}; undec(L ) =

{X|L (X) = UNDEC}.

Definition 9 (Legal labelling). Let L be a labelling for AF = ⟨AR,attacks⟩ and X ∈ AR.

(1) X is legally IN iff X is labelled IN and every Y that attacks X is labelled OUT;
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(2) X is legally OUT iff X is labelled OUT and there is at least one Y that attacks X and

Y is labelled IN;

(3) X is legally UNDEC iff X is labelled UNDEC and not every Y that attacks X is

labelled OUT, and there is no Y that attacks X such that Y is labelled IN.

Definition 10 (Illegal labelling). Let AF = ⟨AR,attacks⟩, X ∈ AR and l ∈ {IN, OUT,
UNDEC}. X is said to be illegally l iff X is labelled l, and it is not legally l.

Definition 11 (Labelling semantics). An admissible labelling L is a labelling without

arguments that are illegally IN and without arguments that are illegally OUT;

• A complete labelling L is an admissible labelling without arguments that are ille-

gally UNDEC viii

• L is a grounded labelling iff L is a complete labelling and there does not exist a

complete labelling L ′ such that in(L ′) ⊂ in(L );

• L is a preferred labelling iff L is a complete labelling and there does not exist a

complete labelling L ′ such that in(L ′) ⊃ in(L ).

The equivalence between labelling and Dung’s semantics has been stated in the fol-
lowing theorem (proved in [25]):

Theorem 3. [25] Let AF = ⟨AR,attacks⟩ be an argumentation framework and E ⊆ AR.

For s ∈ {admissible, complete, grounded, preferred}: E is an s extension of the AF iff

there exists an s labelling L with in(L ) = E.

Example 1. Let us consider the AF of Figure 2.1 and apply the labelling method to its

argument in order to determine its extensions. The labelling will be rendered as triples of

the form (in(L ), out(L ), undec(L )). There are three complete labellings:

(1) ({X ,Z}, {Y,W}, /0);

(2) ({Y,W}, {X ,Z}, /0);

viiiAnother equivalent definition has been provided in [30]. Given an AF = ⟨AR,attacks⟩ and its labelling
L , it holds that L is a complete labelling iff for each A ∈ AR:

(1) A is labelled IN iff every attacker of A is labelled OUT, and

(2) A is labelled OUT iff A has a attacker that is labelled IN.

Interestingly, this definition prevents any argument to be illegally UNDEC even without explicitly referring
to the UNDEC label.
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(3) ( /0, /0, {X ,Y,Z,W}).

(1) and (2) correspond to preferred labelling, whereas (3) identifies the grounded la-

belling (i.e., the empty set).

The labelling method is particularly effective when combined with algorithms specif-
ically designed for arguments’ computation. Writing computer programs that involve
arguments’ status is much simpler when this can be encoded as an IN, OUT, and UN-

DEC classification problem since it eschews the need to check for each potential ex-
tension within the framework. In addition, the literature provides a multitude of avail-
able labelling-based algorithms that can be harnessed to serve the specific tasks at hand
[41, 99, 97].

2.5 Dialectical Classical Logic Argumentation

2.5.1 Classical Logic Argumentation (Cl-Arg)

Classical Logic commonly refers to a logic that enjoys specific properties such as the law
of the excluded middle, law of non-contradiction, duality of logical operators, monotonic-
ity, etcix. In order to clearly understand what is it meant by building AFs instantiated by
Classical Logic, it is first necessary to become more familiar with its basic notions.

Definition 12 (Cl-Arg background). [49] Classical Logic is composed of the following

elements:

• Syntax ‘L’ is a first order language consisting of: (i) the logical operators ∧, ∨,

⊃, ¬, ∀, ∃; (ii) a countable set of individual variables; (iii) a (possibly empty)

set of function symbols of various arities, where a function symbols of arity 0 is

interpreted as a constant symbol; (iv) a non-empty set of predicate symbols of var-

ious arities that includes the 0-ary symbol ⋏ interpreted as a patently false atomic

formula.

• Consequence relation The first order classical consequence relation ⊢c will be used

as well, and writing Cn(∆) will denote {α|∆ ⊢c α}. If Cn(∆) = L we say that ∆ is

inconsistent; else ∆ is consistent.

• Complement function Let φ , ψ be classical well-formed formulae. Then φ = ψ if

φ is of the form ¬ψ; else ψ = ¬φ .

ixAn exhaustive introduction to Classical Logic can be found at http://plato.stanford.edu/

entries/logic-classical/.
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• Symbols Let ∆ be a set of classical formulae. Then symbols(∆) = {P | P is either a

predicate or function symbol in ∆}.

• Base A base B is a finite set of classical wff such that ⋏ /∈ symbols(B)x. Also, two

bases B1 and B2 are syntactically disjoint (denoted with B1 ∥B2) iff symbols(B1)

∩ symbols(B2) = /0.

It is now possible to formally introduce Classical Logic Arguments:

Definition 13 (Classical Logic Arguments). [2, 16, 66]
(∆,φ) is an argument defined by a base of formulae B, if ∆⊆B, and:

1. ∆ ⊢c φ ;

2. Cn(∆) ̸= L (∆ is consistent);

3. ¬∃∆′ ⊂ ∆ such that ∆′ ⊢c φ (∆ is said to be ‘subset minimal’).

∆ and φ are respectively referred to as the premises (Prem) and the conclusion (Con) of

(∆,φ).

Figure 2.3: An example of Cl-Arg argumentation framework using the same structure of the AF of Figure
2.1.

Intuitively, Classical Logic instantiations of AFs interpret conflicting arguments as
stressing mutual logical inconsistencies. Since Classical Logic does not include specific
machinery for solving such conflicts, to accomplish this task we are going to define a
defeat relation based on the preference ≺ (i.e., a strict partial order) over the arguments
of the considered AFs.

xFrom now on ⋏ will express that an inconsistency has been reached when constructing an argument.
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Definition 14 (CL-arg attacks and defeats). [49]

• Undermine Attacks Y = (∆,φ) undermine attacks X = (∆′,φ ′) on ψ if φ = ψ for

some ψ ∈ ∆′.

• Defeats Let ⟨AR,attacks⟩ be an AF where AR and ‘attacks’ are the arguments and

the undermine attacks defined by B. Let also ≺ ⊆ AR × AR be a strict partial

ordering. Finally, assume that (Y, X) ∈ ‘attacks’, and Y undermine attacks X on ψ

(i.e., on X ′ = ({ψ}, ψ)). Then (Y, X) ∈ ‘defeats’ (Y defeats X) if Y ⊀ X ′.

Among the existing preference relations, we are going to use the ‘Elitist’ studied in
[98]. That is to say, given a partial preordering ≤ over B, then:

(Γ,φ)≺E (∆,θ) iff ∃α ∈ Γ such that ∀β ∈ ∆,α < β (Elitist Preference)

Henceforth, the subscript ‘E’ will be omitted in favour of the more simple notation ≺.

2.5.2 Rationality Postulates

The rationality postulates are specific properties whose satisfaction ensure that any con-
crete instantiations of an argumentation framework fulfil some rational criteria [27, 28].
Since Cl-Arg satisfies each of such postulates, we are going to introduce them by employ-
ing the formalisms of classical logic argumentation. Let ⟨AR,attacks⟩ be an AF, let also
E refers to a complete extension and C(E) denotes the set of conclusions of arguments in
E. Then, using the intuitive presentation of [49]:

Definition 15 (Closure). This postulate refers to two kinds of ‘closures’:

• (Closure under sub-arguments) Sub-argument closure states that if an argument

is in a complete extension then all its sub-arguments are in the same extension.

Formally:

Let X = (Γ, δ ) ∈ E. If ψ ∈ Γ, then ({ψ}, ψ) ∈ E

• (Closure under strict rules) Closure under strict rules states that if a strict rule

with consequent ϕ can be applied to the conclusions of arguments in a complete

extension, then there is an argument in that extension that concludes ϕ . Formally:

If C(E) ⊢c ϕ , then ϕ ∈C(E)
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Definition 16 (Direct Consistency). Direct consistency is satisfied if the conclusions of

arguments in a complete extension are consistent, i.e. don’t contain contradictions. For-

mally:

∀ψ , ϕ ∈C(E): ψ ̸= ϕ

Definition 17 (Indirect Consistency). Indirect consistency means that the closure under

strict rules of the arguments in a complete extension is consistent. Formally:

∀ψ , ϕ ∈ Cn(C(E)): ψ ̸= ϕ

The last two rationality postulates are less intuitive than the others. An example may
outline a better presentation before their formal introduction.

Example 2 (Examples of Non-Interference and Crash Resistance). Having two syntac-

tically disjoint bases B1 = {r} and B2 = {q, ¬q}, from B1 is it possible to define the

(Cl-arg) argument X = ({r}, r), while from B2 is it possible to define the (Cl-arg) ar-

guments Y = ({q, ¬q}, ⋏), Y ′ = ({q}, q) and Y ′′ = ({¬q}, ¬q). Considering then an

AF composed only by X, it follows that its grounded extension will be equal to X itself.

Whereas, considering an AF based only on Y, Y ′ and Y ′′, the grounded extension will be

empty: it is trivial to see that if all the arguments of an AF attack each other and if these

attacks succeed as defeatsxi, then the grounded extension will be equal to /0. B2 is a con-

taminating set that could influence the outcome of B1. The AF based on B1 ∪ B2 will

have /0 as a grounded extension, rather than X: that is to say that the outcome of B1 will

be the same as B2 (and, therefore, influenced by B2). This is due to the fact that from the

inconsistent premises of Y it is possible to derive any formula and, therefore, attack and

defeat any argument (for example, Y ∗ = ({q, ¬q}, ¬r) will attack and defeat X). Hence,

B1 ∪B2 does not satisfy Non-Interference or Crash Resistance.

Definition 18 (Non-Interference). Non-interference means that for two syntactically dis-

joint knowledge bases B1 and B2, neither should ‘influence’ each other’s argumentation

defined inferences. Formally, given frameworks AF and AF ′ instantiated, respectively, by

B1 and B1 ∪B2, where B1 ∥B2 :

E is an extension of AF iff there is an extension E ′ of AF ′ where: C(E)|symbols(B1) =

C(E ′)|symbols(B1)

xiIndeed, in this example, every attack succeeds as defeat.
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Definition 19 (Crash Resistance). A set of formulae is said to be contaminating iff it yields

the same outcome when merged with a syntactically disjoint set of formulae. That is to

say, a contaminating set of formulae makes all other unrelated sets of formulae irrelevant

when being merged with it. Hence, a logical formalism satisfies Crash Resistance iff

there does not exist a set of formulae that is contaminating. Formally, there is no B1

such that for any syntactically disjoint B2, and the frameworks AF and AF ′ instantiated

respectively by B1 and B1 ∪B2, occurs that:

{C(E)|E is an extension of AF}= {C(E)|E is an extension of AF ′}

2.5.3 Dialectical Cl-Arg

Unlike standard formalisation of Cl-Arg, real-world agents behave pragmatically and do
not need to: (i) always construct every argument defined by a base, (ii) enforce consis-
tency and subset minimality checks on their arguments (nor do they have enough compu-
tational power to do these checks, given their limited resources). Dialectical Cl-Arg pro-
vides a formalisation of real-world modes of dialectical reasoning from resource-bounded
agents whilst satisfying both the rationality postulates [27, 28] and practical desiderata
[56].

Definition 20 (Dialectical Arguments). [49] X = (∆,Γ,α) is a dialectical argument de-

fined by a base B of classical wff, if (∆∪Γ) ⊆ B, ∆∩Γ = /0, and ∆∪Γ ⊢c α . If α = ⋏

then X is said to be a falsum argument. If Γ = /0 then X is said to be unconditional; else

X is conditional. Finally, if ∆ = /0 then X is said to be unassailable.

∆, Γ and α are respectively referred to as the premises (Prem(X)), suppositions
(Supp(X)) and conclusion (Con(X)) of X = (∆,Γ,α). Also, the union of premises and

suppositions of X can be referred to as the assumptions (Assumptions(X)) of the argu-

ment.

Attacks and defeats for Dialectical Cl-Arg work differently than their respective coun-
terparts for Classical Logic Argumentation (Cl-Arg). The reason is the presence of suppo-
sitions embedded in the internal structure of the arguments. Intuitively, it is common prac-
tice for interlocutors in dialogues to differentiate between their own arguments’ premises,
regarded as true, and their opponents’ premises that they want to challenge: “by consid-
ering what I deem to be valid and supposing what you have committed to, I can show
your premises inconsistency”. This motivates such an epistemic distinction between in-
formation considered true (i.e., Prem(X), the premises of an argument X) and opponents’
information supposed true (i.e., Supp(X), the supposition of an argument X) which proves
useful also in solving the so-called ‘foreign commitment problem’ [29].
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Definition 21 (Attacks and Defeats). [49] Let AR be a set of dialectical arguments defined

by a base B. The attack relation ‘attacks’ ⊆ AR×AR is defined as follows. For any

X = (∆,Γ,α), Y = (Π,Σ,β ) ∈ AR: attacks(X ,Y ) iff:

• if α ̸= ⋏ then α ∈ Π (X attacks Y on α , equivalently on Y ′ = ({α}, /0,α));

• if α = ⋏ (X attacks Y on any φ ∈ Γ∩Π, equivalently on any Y ′ = ({φ}, /0,φ)).

Let ≺ be a strict partial ordering over AR. Then, for every X, Y such that attacks(X ,Y ),

defeats(X ,Y ) iff exactly one of the following holds:

• either X is an argument of the form ( /0,Γ,⋏);

• else, ∃ψ ∈ Prem(Y ) such that attacks(X ,Y ) on ψ , and X ⊀ ({ψ}, /0,ψ).

X ⇒ Y will stand for “defeats(X ,Y )”, and X ⇏ Y will stand for “¬defeats(X ,Y )”.

The strict partial ordering of Definition 21 refers to the Elitist Preference Ordering,
adapted for Dialectical Cl-Arg. In addition, the authors of [49] show that such prefer-
ence is also ‘redundance-coherent’ in the sense that arguments are not strengthened when
redundantly weakening with syntactically disjoint assumptionsxii. This is an important
property that ensures the satisfaction of the non-contamination (i.e., Non-Interference and
Crash Resistance) rationality postulates for Dialectical Cl-Arg.

Definition 22 (Elitist Preference Ordering). Let X ,Y be dialectical classical logic argu-

ments defined by a base B, and ≤ a partial preordering over B. Then:

(i) X ≺ Y iff ∃α ∈ Assumptions(X) such that ∀β ∈ Assumptions(Y ), α < β .

(ii) ≺ is redundance-coherent iff: ∀X ,X ′,Y such that X = (Γ, /0,α), X ′ = (∆∪Γ, /0,α),

and ∆ ∥ Γ∪{α}: if X ≺ Y then X ′ ≺ Y .

Cl-Arg assumes instantiation of an AF by all arguments defined by a base B of clas-
sical wff, a task that proves to be unfeasible for agents with limited resources. As such,
dialectical arguments (Definition 20) along with the described defeat relation (Definition
21) allow us to introduce a dialectical AF as an argumentation framework ⟨AR,defeats⟩
where AR is any subset of the dialectical arguments defined by a base B.
Defeats and dialectical defeats for dialectical AFs present an important difference: the

xiiHere ‘weakening’ denotes that a logical entailment from, say ∆, continues to be valid when adding
some Γ to ∆.
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A1 = ({a}, /0,a) B1 = ({b}, /0,b)
F1 = ({b,¬a∨¬b}, /0,¬a) G1 = ({a,¬a∨¬b}, /0,¬b)
F2 = ({b},{¬a∨¬b},¬a) G2 = ({a},{¬a∨¬b},¬b)
F3 = ({¬a∨¬b},{b},¬a) G3 = ({¬a∨¬b},{a},¬b)
N1 = ({a⊃ b},{¬b},¬a) N2 = ({a⊃ b,¬b}, /0,¬a)
N3 = ({a⊃ b,a}, /0,b) O1 = ({¬(a⊃ b)}, /0,¬(a⊃ b))
L1 = ({¬b}, /0,¬b) X3 = ({b},{¬b},⋏)
C1 = ({¬a∨¬b}, /0,¬a∨¬b) H1 = ({a,b}, /0,¬(¬a∨¬b))
X1 = ( /0,{a,b,¬a∨¬b},⋏) X2 = ({a,b,¬a∨¬b}, /0,⋏)

Figure 2.4: Example of dialectical arguments defined by a base B = {a, b, ¬a∨¬b, ¬b, a⊃ b, ¬(a⊃ b)}.

reference to a set S of arguments. The general idea is that, when challenging the accept-
ability of an argument with respect to a set S , the defeating argument can also suppose
premises from all the arguments in S . Whereas, the argument that defends S can only
suppose the premises of the defeating argument. This new kind of defeat compelled the
authors of [49] to adjust the standard semantics accordingly.

Definition 23 (Dialectical defeats and semantics for dialectical AFs). Let ⟨AR, defeats⟩
be a dialectical AF, S ⊆ AR and X, Y ∈ AR. Then:

1) X dialectically defeats Y with respect to S , denoted X ⇒S Y , if defeats(X ,Y ) and

Supp(X) ⊆ Prem(S ∪{Y}).

2) S is conflict free if ∀Z, Y ∈S , Z ⇏S Y .

3) Y is acceptable with respect to S if ∀X such that X ⇒S Y , ∃Z ∈ S such that

Z⇒{X} X.

4) Let S be conflict free. Then S is: an admissible extension iff X ∈ S implies X

is acceptable with respect to S ; a complete extension iff S is admissible and if

X is acceptable with respect to S then X ∈ S ; a preferred extension iff it is a

set inclusion maximal complete extension; the grounded extension iff it is the set

inclusion minimal complete extension.

Example 3. Consider Figure 2.5. Let A1, B1 ∈S be the dialectical arguments introduced

in Figure 2.4, and let Z1 = ({a⊃ ¬b},{a},¬b) be a dialectical argument that defeats B1

with respect to S , i.e., Z1⇒S B1. Notice that such defeat occurs only due to the presence

of the formula a∈ Prem(A1). The supposition of the formula a by the dialectical argument

Z1 (i.e., Supp(Z1) ⊆ Prem(S ∪{B1}) allows concluding ¬b, hence defeating argument
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B1. However, Z0 = ({a⊃ ¬b},a⊃ ¬b), the Cl-Arg argument that has the same premises

as Z1, is not capable of moving the same defeat to B1. Indeed, the absence of the formula

a among the premises prevents Z0 from classically entailing the conclusion ¬b, hence

precluding the defeat of argument B1. This example shows, by supposing formulae (from

single arguments or sets), how additional attacks and defeats may arise for Dialectical

Cl-Arg arguments in comparison with Cl-Arg arguments.

Figure 2.5: An example of differences between Cl-Arg and Dialectical Cl-Arg.

The conclusions of an extension in Dialectical Cl-Arg may derive from conditional
arguments that only suppose the truth of the premises without any commitment. As such,
we should revise the previously used notation. Once the extensions are defined, we detach
only the conclusions of unconditional arguments all of whose assumptions are premises
presumed true.

Definition 24 (Conclusions of an Extension in Dialectical Cl-Arg). Let E be an extension

of a dialectical AF. Then C(E) = {φ | (∆, /0,φ) ∈ E}.

Dialectical AFs may enjoy some specific properties, as explained in [49]. Here we are
going to outline five of them (P1, P2, P3, P4, P4′), which will be used later in the next
chapters.

Proposition 1. Given a dialectical AF = ⟨AR, defeats⟩:

(P1) ∀X ∈AR: α ∈Prem(X) implies that ({α}, /0,α)∈AR (where ({α}, /0,α) is denoted

as the ‘elementary argument’ of X defined by α);
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(P2) ∀X ∈ AR: if X ′ ∈ [X ], that is to say, if X ′ is the logically equivalent argument of X

(i.e., the only difference between X and X ′ is the different distribution of premises

and supposition), then X ′ ∈ AR;

(P3) If (∆, /0,α) ∈ AR and (Γ, /0,α) ∈ AR, then either (∆, /0,⋏) ∈ AR or (Γ, /0,⋏) ∈ AR or

(∆∪Γ, /0,⋏) ∈ AR;

(P4) If (Γ, /0,α) ∈ AR, ∆ ⊆ Γ, ∆ ̸= /0 and ∆ ∥ Γ \∆∪{α}, then either (∆, /0,⋏) ∈ AR or

(Γ\∆, /0,α) ∈ AR;

(P4′) If (Γ, /0,α) ∈ AR, ∆⊆ Γ, ∆ ̸= /0 and ∆ ∥ Γ\∆∪{α}, then (∆, /0,⋏) ∈ AR.

We can now refer to ⟨AR, defeats⟩ as a partially instantiated dialectical AF (pdAF) if
AR corresponds to any subset of the dialectical arguments defined by a base B such that
AR satisfies P1, P2, P3 and P4.

A non-redundant pdAF is, instead, a pdAF such that AR satisfies P1, P2, P3 , P4′ and
there are no redundantly contaminated argumentsxiii.

2.5.4 Rationality Postulates for Dialectical Cl-Arg

Dialectical Cl-arg satisfies the rationality postulates and does so by requiring that the AF
enjoys properties P1-P4. This would impose minimally restrictive assumptionsxiv as to
the arguments that agents should be able to construct, thus providing a rational account
of arguments more suited for the limited availability of resources that characterises real-
world agents. The postulates are defined similarly as per Section 2.5.2. A detailed report
of the proofs of their validity, along with each required lemma, theorem and any additional
definition, is given in [49].

Theorem 4 (Sub-argument Closure). Let E be a complete extension of a dialectical AF =

⟨AR, defeats⟩ such that AR satisfies P1. Let X ∈ E. Then if α ∈ Prem(X) then ({α}, /0,α)

∈ E.

Theorem 5 (Direct Consistency). Let E be an admissible extension of a dialectical AF

= ⟨AR, defeats⟩. If AR satisfies P1, P2 and P3, then ∀α,β ∈C(E), α ̸= ⋏ and β ̸= α .
xiiiA redundantly contaminated argument is an argument that employs redundant assumptions, that is to

say, a subset of the assumptions is unnecessary for drawing the argument conclusion. This may occur due to
the fact that Dialectical Cl-Arg drops subset minimality checks. To avoid violation of the non-contamination
postulates, the adopted preference relation has to be ‘redundance-coherent’. Indeed, this is the case of the
Elitist preference of Definition 22.

xivEspecially the satisfaction of P1-P3.
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Theorem 6 (Premise Consistency). Let ⟨AR, defeats⟩ be a dialectical AF such that AR

satisfies P2. If for some ∆ ⊆ Prem(E): (∆, /0,⋏) ∈ AR, then E cannot be an admissible

extension of ⟨AR, defeats⟩.

Closure under Strict Rules for Dialectical Cl-Arg slightly differs from its standard
version. That is caused by the limited availability of resources that characterises real-
world agents. Indeed, although it may be the case that C(E) ⊢c α , it may not be that there
exists an X ∈ E such that X concludes α , given that agents are not logically omniscient
and do not construct all arguments from a base. Hence, the following version of the
postulate:

Theorem 7 (Closure under Strict Rules). Let E be a complete extension of a dialectical

AF = ⟨AR, defeats⟩, where AR satisfies P1. Let E ′ ⊆ E and C(E ′) ⊢c α . If there exists an

X = (∆, /0,α) ∈ AR such that ∆ = Prem(E ′), then X ∈ E.

Theorem 8 (Non-Interference). Non-interference is satisfied by (non-redundant) pdAFs.

Theorem 9 (Crash Resistance). Crash Resistance is satisfied if there does not exist a

contaminating base B for pdAFs and non-redundant pdAFs.

2.5.5 Dung’s Fundamental Lemma and Monotonicity of the Charac-
teristic Function for Dialectical Cl-Arg

Among the most important key results of Dung’s seminal paper [53] are the fundamental

lemma and the monotonicity of the AF’s characteristic function FAF (that yields the con-
structive definition of the grounded extension via its iterations). However, unlike Dung’s
standard AFs, these properties cannot be straightforwardly shown, since when determin-
ing the acceptability of X w.r.t. E, the defeats on X are not independent from the set E

under consideration. For dialectical AFs, the defeats on X w.r.t. E may be a subset of
the defeats on X w.r.t. E ′ ⊃ E (due to the additional premises committed to in E ′). To
avoid this issue, the authors of [49] have devised specific ‘epistemically maximal’ sets of
arguments by means of whose it is possible to show the desired properties.

Definition 25 (Epistemically maximal sets). Let ⟨AR,defeats⟩ be a dialectical AF. Then
E ⊆ AR is epistemically maximal (em) iff:

If X = (∆,Γ,α) ∈ E, Γ
′ ⊆ (Γ∩Prem(E)), then X ′ = (∆∪Γ

′,Γ\Γ
′,α) ∈ E (•)

The function Clem : 2AR → 2AR maps any E to its epistemically maximal set. As such,

Clem(E) denotes the smallest superset of E that is closed under condition (•).
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It is now possible to prove a variant of the fundamental lemma that involves em sets:

Lemma 2 (Fundamental Lemma for Dialectical Cl-Arg). [49] Let X ,X ′ be acceptable

w.r.t. an admissible extension E of a dialectical AF = ⟨AR, defeats⟩. Then:

(1) Clem(E ∪{X}) is admissible, and

(2) X ′ is acceptable w.r.t. Clem(E ∪{X})

Lemma 2 entails:

Proposition 2. Every admissible extension of a dialectical AF is a subset of a preferred

extension.

Proposition 2 guarantees that it suffices to show that an argument X is in an admissible
extension, in order to prove that X is credulously justified under the preferred semantics
(exactly as Dung’s standard AFs).

Finally, by employing a variant of the framework characteristic function, i.e., Fp

whose domain is composed of sets E that are em admissible, and that returns Clem(F (E)),
we can also show the constructive definition of the grounded extension. Indeed, starting
with the empty set and iteratively applying Fp, the monotonically increasing sequence
approximates, and in the case of a finitary dialectical AF, it constructs, the least fixed
point of Fp, i.e., the grounded extension:

Proposition 3. [49] Let ⟨AR, defeats⟩ be a dialectical AF, and F0 = /0, F i+1 = Fp(F i).

Let E be the grounded extension of ⟨AR, defeats⟩. Then:

1. E ⊆
⋃

∞
i=0(F

i).

2. If ⟨AR, defeats⟩ is finitary, i.e., ∀X ∈ AR, the set {Y | defeats(Y,X)} is finite, then

E =
⋃

∞
i=0(F

i).

We have thus outlined how Cl-Arg formalises Classical Logic instantiations of struc-
tured argumentation frameworks whilst satisfying the rationality postulates. Dialectical
Cl-Arg moves a step further by approximating such a method to real-world resource-
bounded agents. The dialectical version of the Fundamental Lemma and the monotonic-
ity of the characteristic functions (Section 2.5.5) will be especially useful in the next two
chapters when we are showing the soundness and completeness results of the newly intro-
duced proof theories. Nevertheless, both approaches lack the consideration of inference
rules that differs from the strict ones (classical entailment). Defeasible rules allow for
the account of extra attacks/defeats, hence expanding the interacting options available
to agents in specific circumstances. The following section will handle those additional
formalisations.
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2.6 Dialectical ASPIC+

2.6.1 ASPIC+

ASPIC+ is a well established general framework for argumentation with preferences.
Developed in papers such as [98, 106], ASPIC+ is halfway between Dung’s fully abstract
approach [53] and its concrete instantiations. Indeed, ASPIC+ specifies the internal (rule-
based) structure of the arguments while maintaining a level of abstractness that allows the
instantiations of its framework by various types of underlying logics [98]. The resulting
frameworks will also satisfy the key properties and rationality postulates of [27, 28, 53].

Definition 26 (ASPIC +Argumentation System). An argumentation system (ASY) is a

tuple ⟨L,−,R,n⟩ where:

• L is a logical language;

• − is a function from L to 2L such that:

1) ϕ is a contrary of ψ (denoted as ϕ = ∼ ψ) if ϕ ∈ ψ , ψ /∈ ϕ;

2) ϕ is a contradictory of ψ (denoted as ϕ = ¬ψ) if ϕ ∈ ψ , ψ ∈ ϕ;

• R = Rs∪Rd is a set of strict (Rs) and defeasible (Rd) inference rules (such that

Rs∩Rd = /0) of the form ϕ1, . . . ,ϕn→ ψ , respectively, ϕ1, . . . ,ϕn⇝ ψ (ψ ̸= ⋏),
where ϕi,ψ are meta-variables ranging over wff of L;

• n : Rd → L is a naming convention for defeasible rules.

Notice that a strict rule is an expression indicating that if the antecedent holds, then
the consequent is entailed without exception. On the other hand, the consequent of a
defeasible rule only ‘usually’ follows when the antecedent holds.

According to the brief overview given in [51], an ASPIC+ theory T = (ASY,K )

consists of an argumentation system and a knowledge base K ⊆ L\{⋏} comprising
two disjoint subsets Kn (the ‘infallible’ axiom premises) and Kp (the ‘fallible’ ordinary
premises). Kn represents infallible information and/or axioms in some deductive logic
and Kp fallible information.

Definition 27 (ASPIC+ argument). [98] An argument X on the basis of a knowledge base

K in an argumentation system ⟨L,−,R,n⟩ is one of the following:

• ϕ if ϕ ∈K with: prem(X) = {ϕ}; conc(X) = ϕ; sub(X) = {ϕ}; Rules(X) = /0.
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• 1. X1, . . . ,Xn→ ψ if X1, . . . ,Xn are arguments such that there exists a strict rule

conc(X1) , . . . ,conc(Xn)→ ψ in Rs.

2. X1, . . . ,Xn⇝ ψ if X1, . . . ,Xn are arguments such that there exists a defeasible

rule conc(X1) , . . . ,conc(Xn)⇝ ψ in Rd .

3. prem(X)= prem(X1)∪ . . .∪prem(Xn); conc(X)=ψ; sub(X)= sub(X1)∪ . . .∪
sub(Xn)∪{X}; Rules(X)= Rules(X1)∪. . .∪ Rules(Xn)∪{conc(X1), . . . ,conc(Xn)

→ /⇝ ψ}.

4. TopRule(X) refers to the last rule applied in X.

Intuitively, prem(X) stand for ‘premises of X’; conc(X) for ‘conclusion of X’ and sub(X)

for ‘sub-argument of X’.

Figure 2.6: Example of ASPIC+ arguments and sub-arguments (dashed squares), composed of strict
(solid lines) and defeasible (dashed lines) rules, adapted from [51].

There are three kinds of attack licensed by ASPIC+, each of which targets a different
element of the attacked argument. Undercuts argue against the defeasible rule used to
derive the attacked argument conclusion. Rebuttals counter the attacked argument con-
clusion while underminers target the attacked argument premises. Formally:

Definition 28 (ASPIC+ attacks). [98]

1) [Undercut] X undercuts argument Y (on Y ′) iff conc(X) ∈ n(d) for some (Y ′) ∈
sub(Y ) such that (Y ′)’s TopRule d is defeasible.

2) [Rebut] X rebuts argument Y (on Y ′) iff conc(X) ∈ ϕ for some Y ′ ∈ sub(Y ) of the

form Y ′′1 , . . . ,Y
′′
n ⇝ ϕ (where conc(X) is either a contrary or contradictory of ϕ).
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3) [Undermine] X undermines argument Y (on Y ′) iff conc(X) ∈ ϕ for some Y ′ = ϕ,

ϕ ∈ premp(Y )xv (where conc(X) is either a contrary or contradictory of ϕ).

Notice also that undercuts and attacks targeting contraries are preference independent,
which means that they always succeed as defeats. Rebuttals and underminers may instead
be preference dependent, i.e., their success as defeats might rely on some preferences
ordering over the involved arguments.

Unfortunately, ASPIC+ presents some limitations: the rationality postulates are sat-
isfied only under specific (sometimes onerous) assumptions. For example, consistency
holds only under the tacit assumption that agents have access to unlimited resources to
generate the required arguments. In addition, ASPIC+ is not guaranteed to satisfy non-
contamination [28].

2.6.2 D-ASPIC+

Dialectical ASPIC+ (D-ASPIC+) is a general framework that provides a full rational ac-
count of ASPIC+ for real-world resource-bounded agents. Indeed, [51] shows how the
consistency, closure [27] and non-contamination [28] rationality postulates are satisfied
under minimal assumption as to the resource available to construct arguments. Similarly
to Dialectical Cl-Arg [49], the framework presented by D-ASPIC+ solves the foreign

commitment problem [29] by employing a common dialectical move: the agents sup-
pose their interlocutor’s arguments in order to argue against them, whilst separating such
suppositions from their own committed formulae. As such, a D-ASPIC+ argument X

differentially labels its maximal fallible sub-argumentsxvi according to whether they are
committed or supposed for the sake of the argument. Notice that, by supposing the argu-
ments and claims of an interlocutor, we will get a conclusion that is strictly (as opposed
to defeasibly) entailed.

Definition 29 (D-ASPIC+ argument). An ASPIC+ argument X is a D-ASPIC+ argument

X = (∆,Γ,φ) iff exactly one of J1, . . . ,J4 hold:

(J1) X = φ , φ ∈Kp and X is exclusively labelled with either c (for ‘committed’) or s

(for ‘supposed’);

(J2) X = φ , φ ∈Kn;

xvpremp(X) = prem(X)∩Kp, where prem(X) consists of all the premises of X and Kp refers to the
‘fallible’ ordinary premises of the knowledge base.

xviThe maximal fallible sub-arguments of an argument X are those sub-arguments with the last defeasible
rule in X or else X’s ordinary premises. That is, they are the maximal sub-arguments of X on which X can
be attacked.
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(J3) X = X1, . . . ,Xn⇝ ϕ and X is exclusively labelled with either c or s ;

(J4) X = X1, . . . ,Xn→ ϕ and each Xi is a D-ASPIC+ argumentxvii, and ∀X ′ ∈ sub(X):

C1 X ′ is not labelled with c and s .

C2 X ′ ∈ ∆ iff X ′ is labelled c , X ′ ∈ Γ iff X ′ is labelled s in X. Then, no supposed

X ′ ∈ Γ is a proper sub-argument of some committed Z ∈ ∆, since commitment

to Z implies a commitment to all sub-arguments of Z.

Consider that the structure of a D-ASPIC+ argument X = (∆,Γ,α)xviii envisages com-

mitments (Comm(X) = ∆) and suppositions (Supp(X) = Γ).
Observe also that when representing a D-ASPIC+ argument X in the format X =

(∆,Γ,α), I am going to explicitly specify (either in ∆ or Γ, depending on the argument
commitments) the defeasible rule used as TopRule (if any). This serves to unambiguously
distinguish whether a conclusion is the result of a defeasible or a strict entailment.

Attacks and defeats are the same as for ASPIC+ arguments, except that the attacker
must target a fallible committed sub-argument of the attackee. In addition, notice that
the attacks moved by falsum arguments (i.e., arguments concluding ⋏) having empty
premises solve the foreign commitment problem. Indeed, the attack would amount to a
dialectical demonstration that the supposed premises of the attackee are inconsistent. Fi-
nally, recall also that undercuts, along with rebuts and undermines targeting contraries,
are preference independent attacks that always succeed as defeats.

Definition 30 (D-ASPIC+ attacks and defeats). [51] Let ≺ be a strict partial ordering

over a set AR of D-ASPIC+ arguments. Let also X = (∆,Γ,α) ∈ AR and Y = (Π,Σ,β ) ∈
AR.

• if α ̸= ⋏, then X attacks Y if X undercuts, rebuts or undermines some Y ′ ∈ Π on

Y ′′ ∈ sub(Y ′). X defeats Y iff X attacks Y and if the attack rebuts/undermines a

contradictory then X ⊀ Y ′′.

• if α = ⋏ then X attacks Y on any Y ′ ∈ Γ∩ sub(Π). If ∆ = /0, then X defeats Y . If

∆ ̸= /0 then X defeats Y only if ∃Y ′ ∈ Γ∩ sub(Π), X ⊀ Y ′.
xviiIn other words, traversing each path from the root (conclusion) to a leaf of an ASPIC+ argument

X , assign label c or s when first encountering either an ordinary premise or conclusion of a defeasible
inference rule. Terminate the traversal once a label is assigned.

xviiiNotice that, only from the structure point of view, D-ASPIC+ and Dialectical Cl-Arg arguments are
identical.
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Given the analogy with Dialectical Cl-Arg, even the dialectical defeats will work in
a similar way for D-ASPIC+. That is to say, when establishing whether Y is acceptable
w.r.t. a set of argument S , one commits to fallible arguments in S and Y. Hence X =

(∆,Γ,α) can challenge (i.e., defeat) Y if X supposes a subset Γ of these fallible arguments,
arguing that together with ∆,Γ necessarily entails a claim that conflicts with some fallible
element in Y . On the other hand, X is not required to define an admissible set, as such, it
will be countered on an individual basis.

Definition 31 (D-ASPIC+ dialectical defeats and semantics). [51] Let ⟨AR, defeats⟩ be

a dialectical AF defined by a theory T = ⟨ASY,K ⟩xix, where AR is a set of D-ASPIC+

arguments, and ‘defeats’ ⊆ AR×AR is the set of defeats. Then:

1) X dialectically defeats Y with respect to S ⊆AR, denoted X⇒S Y , if defeats(X ,Y )

and Supp(X)⊆ subComm(S ∪{Y})xx.

2) S is conflict free if ∀Z,Y ∈S , Z ⇏S Y .

3) Y is acceptable with respect to S if ∀X such that X ⇒S Y , ∃Z ∈ S such that

Z⇒{X} X.

4) Let S be conflict free. Then S is: an admissible extension iff X ∈ S implies

X is acceptable with respect to S ; a complete extension iff S is admissible and

if X is acceptable with respect to S then X ∈ S ;a preferred extension iff it is a

set inclusion maximal complete extension; the grounded extension iff it is the set

inclusion minimal complete extension.

The following example will clarify Definitions 29 and 30 while providing also an
instance of the dialectical defeats formalised by Definition 31.

Example 4. Let Arg1=({a}, /0,a), Arg2=({b}, /0,b), Arg3=({e}, /0,e), Arg4=({Arg3,d1),

Arg5=({Arg2},{Arg4},¬a) and Arg6=({Arg1,Arg4}, /0,¬b) be D-ASPIC+ arguments,

such that their structure specifies the committed and/or supposed sub-arguments (respectively

denoted with c or s in Figure 2.7). Let also Rs = ⊢CL (i.e., the consequence relation of

classical logic), Rd = {e⇝ ¬a∨¬b}, n(e⇝ ¬a∨¬b) = d1, Kn = /0 and Kp = {a,b,e}.
Notice that each D-ASPIC+ argument is depicted as an upside-down tree, whose leaves

are premises, yielding the arguments’ claim (the root node) via application of defeasible

xixThe argumentation theory T is characterized in the same way as ASPIC+ (Section 2.6.1).
xxIntuitively, subComm(S ∪{Y}) identifies all the sub-arguments of the arguments in S and Y that

are labelled with c .
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rules (dashed lines) or strict rules (solid lines). In addition, the straight arrows identify

dialectical defeatsxxi between arguments and highlight their specific targets.

Figure 2.7: Example of D-ASPIC+ arguments (solid squares), sub-arguments (dashed squares) and di-
alectical defeats (arrows).

Figure 2.7 illustrates the dialectical defeat that occurs between Arg5 and Arg1 with

respect to the set of arguments S . That is to say, when challenging the acceptability

of Arg1, Arg5 supposes Arg4 that belongs to the committed sub-arguments of S . Then,

Arg4 together with the sub-argument Arg2 concludes the formula ¬a. This conclusion

targets the formula a and allows Arg5 to dialectically (undermine) defeat Arg1. On the

other hand, argument Arg6 dialectically (undermine) defeats Arg5, defending in this way

Arg1 and its acceptability with respect to S .

Finally, once again as in Dialectical Cl-Arg, D-ASPIC+ enjoys properties P1-P4 [51]
which suffice to satisfy the rationality postulate under minimal resource consumptionxxii.

xxiIn this example, we are assuming that every attack succeeds as dialectical defeat.
xxiiAlthough enjoying P4 under minimal assumptions might depend upon the employed proof-theoretical

mean [51].
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2.7 Argument Schemes

In everyday conversations, arguments are typically used to advocate or claim a conclusion
based on the premises put forward as evidence to support the conclusion. However, the
study of logic (and its subsequent development) in the past centuries has mainly stressed
deductive logic and related arguments, making little to no space for the analysis of plau-
sible reasoning. Using Douglas Walton’s words:

“Recent concerns with the evaluation of argumentation in informal logic

and speech communication have more and more begun to center around

nondemonstrative arguments that lead to tentative (defeasible) conclusions,

based on a balance of considerations. Such arguments do not appear to have

structures of the kind traditionally identified with deductive and inductive

reasoning. However, they are extremely common, and are often called “plau-

sible” or “presumptive”, meaning that they are only tentatively or provision-

ally acceptable, even when they are correct.”[136]

The same author proposes then the Argument Schemes (AS) model, i.e., forms of argu-
ment (structures of inference) that enable one to identify and evaluate common types of
presumptive argumentation in everyday discourse [137]. Argument schemes are always
paired with a set of specific critical questions that probe and assess the given argument in
a particular case, in relation to the context in which it occurredxxiii.

The evaluation of AS via critical questions may take place in two different manners,
according to the most accredited theories presented in [140]: (a) initiative shifting and (b)
backup evidence.

(a) After having moved a critical question, the initiative immediately shifts to the pro-
ponent that has to provide an answer or else the argument is considered defeated.

xxiiiA recent study proposed by Lumer [84] thoroughly reviews Walton’s AS approach and concludes
by advocating its inadequacy in formalising argumentative reasoning.To clarify his statement, the author
begins by defining four main principles that every argumentation theory should satisfy: (1) Approximate
maximum epistemic effectiveness, i.e., lead to the best possible outcome (or, at least, an approximation of
it); (2) Completeness; (3) Efficiency, i.e., aiming at the output with as little effort as possible; (4) Practical
justifications of its criteria. Lumer then proceeds by showing how none of these conditions is fully met by
Walton’s approach. Indeed, the exhaustive list of schemes presented in [142] prove to be overabundant yet
still incomplete (whilst also presenting superfluous or invalid schemes, the latter ensued from an absence of
normative assessment). In addition, there is a lack of structural form and general arbitrary composition of
the AS. Furthermore, their enthymematic patterns hinder the evaluation of their instantiations validity, and
the critical questions do not seem to solve such a verification issue.

At the end of his research, however, the author suggests a solution to address the highlighted problems:
“[...] basing the construction of criteria for valid arguments on epistemological theories and principles like
deductive logic, probability theory and rational decision theory.” [84]
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That is to say, asking the question is enough to temporarily defeat the argument.
Nevertheless, the proponent has the capability of retaining the argument validity by
providing an appropriate answer to the critical question.

(b) On the other hand, the second theory states that asking a critical question does not
suffice to defeat the argument. The question, if questioned, needs to be backed up
with some evidence before it can shift any burden that would defeat the argument.

2.7.1 Argument Schemes Over Proposal for Action

As an example of an AS, we can illustrate the Argument Scheme Over Proposal for Action
(ASOPA) which represents a rational inference pattern for proposing an action. Intelli-
gent agents should be able to engage in practical reasoning in order to correctly interact
with their environment and understand the best course of action to undertake in a given
situation. As such, an AS that formalises the rationale underpinning this process may be
particularly useful in AI research fields. According to the analysis conducted in [7], it
results that the element of choice assumes an important role in practical reasoning:

“Given complete information, the world restricts us to a single rational choice

of beliefs, but different people may rationally make different choices of goals

and actions. [. . .] The “best” [course of actions] addresses the selection from

the available options.”

Starting with the two AS for practical reasoning that Walton proposed in [138] (i.e., the
necessary and the sufficient condition schemes), the authors of [7] ‘split’ Walton’s notion
of goal into three distinct elements: states, goals and values. Goals represent the effects
that an agent wishes to attain, whereas states are the consequences of the undertaken
action, whether the agents desire them or not. Values, in turn, provide the actual reasons
for which an agent wishes to achieve a goal. According to Searle [114], the importance
of values stems from the fact that they account for rational disagreement among people.
On the other hand, a ranking of values may instead provide the preferred solution to a
difference of opinions (although Searle specifies that such an ordering is the product, and
not the presupposition, of practical reasoning).
These considerations lead to the introduction of the AS Over Proposal for Action:
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AS Over Proposal for Action

Premise : In the current circumstances R
Premise : we should perform action A
Premise : to achieve new circumstances S
Premise : which will realise some goal G
Premise : which will promote some value v

Conclusion : A should be performed

The proposed scheme assumes the existence of:

• A finite set of distinct actions, called Acts, denoted with elements A, B, C, etc.

• A finite set of propositional formulae, called Prop, denoted with elements p, q, w,

etc.

• A finite set of states, called States, denoted with elements R, S, T, etc. Each element
describes a specific state of the world and corresponds to an assignment of truth
values {T,F} to each element of Prop.

• A finite set of propositional formulae, called Goals, denoted with elements G, H

etc.

• A finite set of Values denoted with elements v, w, etc.

• A function value mapping each element of Prop to a pair (v, sign), where v∈ Values

and sign ∈ {+,−,=}.

• A ternary relation apply on Acts × States × States, with apply(A,R,S) to be read
as: “Performing action A in state R, results in state S”.

In addition, there are four statements that need to be satisfied if the argument represented
by the formalisation is to be valid:

Statement 1: R is the case.

Statement 2: apply(A,R,S) ∈ apply.

Statement 3: S |= G (i.e., “G is true in the state S”).

Statement 4: value(G) = (v,+).
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We can represent the AS Over Proposal for Action following the diagrammatic form of
[6]:

R A−→ S |= G ↑ v

The intuitive meaning is: “Performing action A in the current state R, results in a new

state S that realises goal G and promotes value v”.

The following list describes instead the set of critical questions paired with the scheme
[7]:

• (CQ1a) Are there alternative ways of realising the same consequences?

• (CQ1b) Are there alternative ways of realising the same goal?

• (CQ1c) Are there alternative ways of promoting the same value?

• (CQ2) Is it possible to do action A?

• (CQ3a) Would doing action A promote some other value?

• (CQ3b) Does doing action A preclude some other action that would promote some
other value?

• (CQ4a\CQ4b) Does doing action A have a side effect that demotes the value
v\some other value?

• (CQ5a\CQ5b) Are the believed circumstances R possible and\or true?

• (CQ5c) Assuming CQ5a and CQ5b, has action A the stated consequences S?

• (CQ5d) Assuming CQ5a, CQ5b and CQ5c, will action A bring about the desired
goal G?

• (CQ6a) Does goal G realise the intended value v?

• (CQ6b) Is the proposed value v a legitimate value?

• (CQ7a) Is situation S (believed by agent a to result from doing action A) a possible
state of affairs?

• (CQ7b) Are the particular aspects of situation S (represented by goal G) possible?
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The authors then use these sixteen questions as the basis for the development of a gen-
eral theory of persuasion over action that results in a dialogue game protocol named the
PARMA Action Persuasion Protocol.

In the forthcoming chapters, Argument Scheme theory will constitute the core dialec-
tical block around which we will design the so-called Explanation-Question-Response
(EQR) dialogue. The resulting protocol will harness the critical questions strategy and
the general mechanism that informs the evaluation of AS instantiation in order to assess
the explanation conveyed by the dialogue. The kernel of this procedure revolves around
what we will denote as EQR scheme, the data unit that will store all the relevant in-
formation and conveniently deliver them upon request. ASOPA will be one of the two
fundamental components that will structure such a new scheme.

The notions examined thus far represent the theoretical instruments and methods that will
be deployed in the remainder of the thesis. In particular, the reviewed literature underlies
the contents of the following chapters:

- Dung’s AFs, Argument Games and Dialectical Cl-Arg lay the foundation for Chap-
ter 3, where their combination yields Dialectical Argument Game Proof Theories.

- A similar background also underpins Chapter 4, where the additional contribution
of the standard 3-value Labelling approach allows for the generation of Dialectical
Labellings.

- Drawing from Dialogues and Argument Schemes, Chapter 5 and Chapter 7 will
produce Explanation-Question-Response (EQR) patterns (Dailogue and Scheme)
while examining their implementation in a clinical recommendation context.

- Leveraging also from Dung’s AFs and D-ASPIC+, a resource-bounded real-world
agents version of the EQR dialogue will be developed in Chapter 6 and then con-
nected with the semantics formalism of Dialectical Argument Game Proof Theories
and Labellings.
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Chapter 3

Dialectical Argument Game Proof
Theories

Argument game-based proof theories provide procedural structures
capable of determining the status of an argument. Given an argu-
mentation framework, argument games identify the membership of
an argument to a specific extension simulating a dispute between two
opposing contenders. The semantics meant to be captured dictates
the rules of the played game, which serve to describe how the play-
ers can achieve victory. Dialectical Classical logic Argumentation
(Dialectical Cl-Arg) is a recent approach that provides real-world di-
alectical characterisations of Cl-Arg arguments by resource-bounded
agents while preserving the rational criteria established by the ratio-
nality postulates and practical desiderata. This chapter combines both
subjects and introduces argument games for Dialectical Cl-Arg. The
latter revolves around the core notion of dialectical defeats. Such de-
feats enable argumentative interactions more aligned with the dialec-
tical reasoning of real-world resource-bounded agents. Thus, their
presence requires the implementation of dialectical argument game

proof theories capable of conveying the same idea as single-agent
reasoning processes.

3.1 Developing Dialectical Argument Games

In the following sections, we are going to develop argument games for Dialectical Cl-
Arg that accommodate the dialectical defeats and semantics introduced in Definition 23.
The resulting proof theory will present some specific features that will distinguish it from
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the standard argument games, although the general structure remains similar. Intuitively,
winning a dialectical game for an argument A means having a ‘dialectical procedure’
(depending on the semantics that the proof theory is meant to capture) for defending the
information contained in A, hence showing the admissibility of the encoded data.

The main difference between a dispute tree T and a dialectical dispute tree D can
be identified with the additional reference to a subset S ⊆ PRO(T ). That is to say, S

represents a candidate admissible set of PRO arguments such that PRO commits to their
premises. Recall once again that, when challenging the acceptability of an argument with
respect to a set S , the defeating argument can suppose premises from all the arguments in
S . Whereas, the argument that defends S can only suppose the premises of the defeating
argument. Another important difference between standard and dialectical games is that
the latter handles partially instantiated dialectical AFs (pdAFs)i. As a consequence, each
dialectical game enjoys specific properties that encapsulate the dialectical uses of argu-
ments by real-world resource-bounded agents, thus succeeding in better approximating a
process capable of bridging formal (proof-theoretical) and informal (real-world exchange
of arguments) single-agent reasoning.

We can now formally introduce the (unique) dialectical dispute tree induced by A

wrt a set S :

Definition 32. [Dialectical Dispute Tree] Let T be the dispute tree induced by A in a

finite pdAF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩. Let also S ⊆ PRO(T ). Then, the dialectical dispute tree D

induced by A with respect to S is the dispute tree T pruned in a way such that ∀X, Y ∈
AR: X is a child of Y in D iff defeats(X ,Y ) and:

1. If X ∈ PRO(D) and Y ∈ OPP(D), then X ⇒{Y} Y , i.e. X defeats Y and Supp(X) ⊆
Prem(Y );

2. If X ∈ OPP(D) and Y ∈ PRO(D), then X ⇒S Y , i.e. X defeats Y with respect to

S and Supp(X) ⊆ Prem(S ∪ {Y}).

The ‘playing field’ of the dialectical argument games (i.e., the data structure on the
basis of which the games are played) is still depicted by the dispute tree T . Indeed, the
relationship existing between the dispute tree T induced by A in a finite pdAF and the
dialectical dispute tree D induced by A wrt S is such that D is ‘contained’ in T (since
D is a pruned version of T ), as shown in the following example.

iRefer to Proposition 1.
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Figure 3.1: The (incomplete) dispute tree T (on the left) induced by A1 in a finite pdAF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩
and the corresponding (incomplete) dialectical dispute tree D (on the right) induced by A1 wrt S =

{A1,G2,O1} in the same pdAF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩.

Example 5. Figure 3.1 presents the (incomplete) dispute tree T induced by A1 in a

finite pdAF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩ and the corresponding (incomplete) dialectical dispute tree

D induced by A1 wrt S = {A1,G2,O1} in the same pdAF. Both trees are incomplete since

the purpose of the example is just to show the relationship existing between them. For the

same reason, we also avoid listing all the arguments of the pdAF.

Observe that, unlike T , where no set is taken into consideration, the defeats in D

are parametrized to the set S . This implies that, when defeating PRO’s arguments, OPP

can only suppose the premises of the arguments in the set S (besides the premises of

the targeted argument). No such restrictions exist for T . Notice that, even if we keep

extending both trees, dispute d = (P)A1—(O)F2—(P)G2 will never be part of D . This

is because, according to Definition 32 (which also emphasizes how dialectical defeats

work), PRO can move G2 only if Supp(G2) ⊆ Prem(F2). However, this is never going to

be the case since the formula ¬a∨¬b /∈ Prem(F2). Therefore, even if the two trees were

identical in every other branch, the absence of dispute d will still make D ‘contained’ in

T .

Dialectical argument games share with the standard argument games the notion of
winning strategy: in order to win the game for an argument A, PRO must have a winning
strategy for it. It will lose otherwise. However, the two definitions slightly differ since a
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dialectical winning strategy has to take into account the set S targeted by the dialectical
defeats:

Definition 33. [Dialectical Winning strategy] Let D be the dialectical dispute tree in-

duced by A wrt S in a finite pdAF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩ and let d be a dispute in D . Then, a

dialectical winning strategy W for A corresponds to the dialectical dispute tree D pruned

in a way such that:

(33.1) The set WD of disputes in D is a non-empty finite set such that each dispute d ∈WD
is finite and is won by PRO (i.e., LAST(d) ∈ PRO(D));

(33.2) ∀d ∈ WD, ∀d′ such that d′ is some sub-dispute of d, LAST(d′) = X and X ∈
PRO(D), then ∀Y ∈ OPP(D) such that Y ⇒S X, there is a d′′ ∈ WD such that

d′— Y is a sub-dispute of d′′.

Similarly to Definition 7, the previous definition states that a dialectical winning strat-
egy corresponds to the dialectical dispute tree D pruned in a way such that (33.1) WD is
a non-empty finite set, its disputes are finite, end with a PRO argument and are such that
(33.2) OPP has moved exhaustively and also PRO has countered each defeating argument
moved by OPP. The difference is in the dialectical defeats: the nodes are no more con-
nected by means of the defeats relations among arguments, but through dialectical defeats
among arguments that target the set S .

We now have all the elements needed to formally introduce the protocol of the dialec-
tical admissible/preferred game. Similar to a list of instructions, this protocol determines
the legal moves that can be performed by the players. The game unfolds as a result of
the legal arguments played and terminates when there are no more valid moves available.
When this happens, the status of the root of the tree is evaluated. The presence of a win-
ning strategy for such an argument assigns the victory to PRO. Strictly speaking, OPP
never wins: its purpose is to counter each argument moved by the proponent in order
to assist it in testing the admissibility of the root argument (indeed, argument games are
formalisations of single-agent reasoning processes). Nevertheless, OPP can still prevent
PRO’s victory by invalidating its winning strategyii.

iiIn other words, OPP and PRO are two ‘virtual entities’ both played by the same real-world agent.
The overall idea of argument game proof theories is to formalise a single-agent reasoning process (that
can be interpreted as a sort of introspective reflection), allowing to establish the validity of the information
embedded in the initial argument posited by PRO. OPP serves only in the role of a ‘tester’.
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3.1.1 Progressively Constructing Dialectical Dispute Trees

When we play a Φ-dialectical game we are increasingly building, starting from the root
A and following the legal moves licensed by the protocol Φ, a dialectical dispute tree de-
noted as Φ-Dn. Each node of such tree corresponds to an argument progressively played
by either PRO or OPP that is labelled with a positive integer i (with 1 ≤ i ≤ n). These
additional labels allow identifying the order in which the arguments have been played,
hence determining the current stage (i.e., the nth-stage) of the Φ-dialectical game. Recall
that the dispute tree T induced by A represents the playing field of the games, and every
Φ-dialectical game for A is contained within its data structure (i.e., Φ-Dn is a ‘pruned-
version’ of T ). Moreover, being a dialectical dispute tree, even Φ-Dn is constructed
wrt a set S ⊆ PRO(T ), however, such S can gradually increase with each new move
made by PRO during the game. Indeed, S is composed of the same arguments moved by
PRO in Φ-W n (i.e., a dialectical winning strategy for A of Φ-Dn), which can be extended
while the game proceedsiii. As it will be shown, observe also that S is still a different set
than PRO(Φ-W n), meaning that it will modify its members according to the changes in
PRO(Φ-W n), but it will never be empty even if there is no winning strategy Φ-W n.

In order to formally describe a Φ-dialectical game, we first need to define a partial

dialectical dispute tree Dn which will stand as a potential ‘game template’ deprived of a
protocol:

Definition 34. [Partial dialectical dispute tree] A partial dialectical dispute tree Dn

induced by A wrt S ⊆ PRO(T ) (with S ̸= /0) in a finite pdAF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩ is the

(upside-down) tree that starts from the argument A, and it is progressively built up to

the nth-move by one of the two players, such that each node of the tree is labelled with a

positive integer i (for 1 ≤ i ≤ n). Moreover, every branch of the tree (from root to leaf)

constitutes a different dispute. Also ∀X, Y ∈ AR: X is a child of Y in Dn iff defeats(X ,Y )

and:

1. If X ∈ PRO(Dn) and Y ∈ OPP(Dn), then X⇒{Y} Y , i.e. X defeats Y and Supp(X)

⊆ Prem(Y );

2. If X ∈ OPP(Dn) and Y ∈ PRO(Dn), then X ⇒S Y , i.e. X defeats Y with respect

to a set S and Supp(X) ⊆ Prem(S ∪ {Y}).
iiiAlthough the set S can increase the number of its members while the game goes on, it can never

exceed the size of PRO(T ). Indeed, keep in mind that every Φ-dialectical game for A is contained in the
dispute tree T induced by A (since T corresponds to the playing field of the game).
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Finally, W n will denote a dialectical winning strategy for A of Dn as per Definition 33

(substituting D with Dn).

Every stage of a Φ-dialectical game can then be identified with a specific dialectical
dispute tree Φ-Dn, i.e., a partial dialectical dispute tree of Definition 34 where each of
its nodes also fulfils the legal move requirements according to the protocol Φ. Consider
that every such stage of the game is not unique: playing the same game multiple times
does not necessarily hold the same Φ-Dn at identical stages n. They can indeed differ
depending on the way in which the legal arguments have been deployed by the players.
As we are going to see, this notion is essential for a proper account of the dialectical
defeats in the game protocoliv.

3.1.2 Disqualified Defeats

It is interesting to notice that, during a Φ-dialectical game, a dialectical defeat that oc-
curred in an early stage of the game might not take place in a more advanced phase of the
same game. This can be caused by an update of the current S , the set parametrized by
OPP for performing dialectical defeats. We denote this anomaly as ‘disqualified defeats’.

Definition 35. [Disqualified dialectical defeats] Let Φ-Dn be the dialectical dispute

tree of a Φ-dialectical game built up to the nth-move where X and Y denote arguments

played respectively by OPP and PRO in Φ-Dn. Let also X ⇒S Y by supposing α ∈
Prem(S ). If, after the game goes on, we will reach a stage Φ-Dn+k (for k > 0) where

α /∈ Prem(S ), then the defeat moved by X against Y will be invalidated and will be

denoted as ‘disqualified’. As such, X and all the arguments following it in the same

dispute will be (temporarily) pruned from the tree.

Consider indeed that the status of disqualified defeats might be temporary and be
updated again in a further stage of the game (when these defeats will become valid once
more). Definition 35 entails the following proposition:

Proposition 4. Let Φ-Dn be the dialectical dispute tree of a Φ-dialectical game built up

to the nth-move:
ivObserve that it is possible for one (or more, depending on the protocol) dialectical winning strategy

Φ-W n for A of Φ-Dn to exist, although there is no dialectical winning strategy W for A of D . This can
happen, for example, when D is composed only by infinite disputes (recall that we need finite disputes to
have winning strategies, as stated by Definition 33.1), whilst Φ-Dn is composed by finite disputes, due to
the restrictions imposed by the protocol Φ. In this situation, it is possible to identify in Φ-Dn a winning
strategy Φ-W n. Such an example is illustrated in Figure 3.2(b).
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(I) If the nth-move is an argument X played by OPP, then moving X cannot disqualify

the dialectical defeat that X performs against a PRO argument.

(II) The presence of OPP arguments whose defeats have been disqualified will not affect

the dialectical winning strategy.

Proof.

(I) Since X is the last argument (legally) played in Φ-Dn, it trivially does not comply
with Definition 35.

(II) Even if the dialectical defeats moved by OPP arguments have been disqualified
(hence are no more a threat for PRO), the requirements of the dialectical winning
strategy have not changed. That is to say, every dispute of Φ-W n must terminate
with a PRO argument (Definition (33.1)).

Notice that every dialectical game protocol Φ takes into account disqualified defeats,
which are then also contemplated by the dialectical dispute tree Φ-Dn (and dialectical
winning strategy Φ-W n).

3.2 Dialectical Admissible/Preferred Games

We can now formally introduce the protocol for the dialectical admissible/preferred game.
As already stated, during each dialectical argument game, the players have to comply with
a protocol Φ that identifies the legal moves allowed.

Definition 36. [Dialectical Admissible Game legal moves] Let Dn and W n be defined

as in Definition 34, let d be a dispute of Dn and d′ be a sub-dispute of d. Let also (PLn)X

(for n > 0) denotes the argument X played by either one of the two players (P or O) as

the (last) nth-move. Then ΦP identifies legal moves in the following way:

(36.0) PRO moves the first argument.

(36.1) If (PLn)X and n = 2k (for k > 0), then the next move n+1, say Y, is by PRO and it

is such that:

(a) Y ⇒{Z} Z, where Z ∈ OPP(Dn);

(b) There exists a W n+1 for A of Dn+1.
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(36.2) If (PLn)X and n = 2k+1 (for k≥ 0), then the next move n+1, say Y, is by OPP and

it is such that:

(a) Y ⇒S Z, where Z ∈S and S := PRO(W n)v;

(b) If d = d′—Z, then Y /∈ OPP(d′);

(c) For each d = d′—J—· · · , where J ∈ OPP(Dn) and its defeat has been

disqualified, then LAST(d) = LAST(d′) until next OPP’s turn.

A ΦP-dialectical game is said to be terminated when, during its turn, the correspond-
ing player runs out of the legal moves identified by (36.1) or (36.2) of the protocol ΦP.
PRO wins only if it has a winning strategy once the game terminates. It loses otherwise.

The previous protocol can be informally summarised as follows. PRO starts the game
by playing the first argument [(36.0)] and, after that, OPP will make its move. Then, the
two players alternate in playing only one argument at a time to reply to one of their coun-
terpart’s arguments. Observe that when S is initialized in the game and, subsequently,
every time its arguments are updated by the changes in PRO(W n) [(36.2(a))], it is always
the beginning of OPP’s turn. This means that the condition for which S ̸= /0 (as per
Definition 34) is continuously respectedvi.

Notice that the established protocol allows backtracking to other arguments. That is
to say, when PRO moves it can either target the last argument played by OPP or another
argument moved by OPP in the dialectical dispute tree generated thus far (i.e., an argu-
ment member of the set OPP(Dn)) [(36.1(a))]. Similarly, when OPP moves it can either
target the last argument played by PRO or another argument moved by PRO in the current
dialectical winning strategy (i.e., an argument member of the set PRO(W n)) [(36.2(a))].
The relevance conditions [(36.1(b)) for PRO; (36.2(a)) for OPP] ensure that: after PRO
has made its move, there will be a winning strategy W n+1, hence providing the victory
to PRO; after OPP has moved, instead, the previous winning strategy will cease to exist,
thus preventing PRO from winning. That is to say, PRO will be forced to generate a di-
alectical winning strategy during each of its turns, while OPP will have to invalidate such
a winning strategy during every one of its turns.

The restriction (36.2(b)) on the moves played by OPP is necessary (as also shown in

vThe symbol ‘:=’ denotes a variable initialization rather than an equivalence relation. That is to say, at
the beginning of each OPP’s turn, the content of S is initialized to the current PRO(W n), i.e, the arguments
member of S are the same as PRO(W n). This operation overwrites the previous contents of S .

viThat is because a situation in which S = PRO(W n) = /0 never occurs at the beginning of OPP’s turn.
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the standard games of [97, 132] and [31]). Indeed, allowing OPP to repeat its arguments,
since OPP is required to move exhaustively, could imply the generation of infinite dis-
putes. To see why let us suppose that (PLn)X (for n > 1) identifies an argument X played
by either one of the two players (denoted as P or O) as its nth move in a Φ-dialectical
game. Then, there could be an infinite dispute d like the following:

d = (P1)A— · · ·—(On)Y —(Pn+1)Z—(On+2)Y —(Pn+3)Z—(On+4)Y — · · ·

Intuitively, since Z is capable of defending itself by defeating Y , there is no need to further
extend the dispute by repeating the same arguments: this is because Z has already shown
its acceptability wrt PRO(W n+1). Therefore, the only way for avoiding infinite disputes
(and infinite dialectical admissible/preferred games) is to prevent OPP from repeating its
arguments in the same disputes.

Finally, (36.2(c)) ensures that the disqualified defeats (Definition 35) are taken into
account throughout the game. That is to say, whenever a dialectical defeat moved by
an argument J is disqualified, the protocol guarantees the pruning of J and all the argu-
ments that follow in the same dispute, until the next turn of OPP, when a new check for
disqualified defeats will occur.

Remark 1. Similarly to the standard argument games presented in [97], the protocol of

the dialectical admissible games is identical to the protocol of the dialectical credulous

preferred games. Indeed, it suffices to show the membership of an argument A in an

admissible extension to show that A is credulously justified under the preferred semantics

as well. That is because every admissible extension of a dialectical AF is a subset of a

preferred extension. This is a consequence of the Fundamental Lemma (Lemma 2) and

its entailed property (Proposition 2).

3.2.1 Soundness and Completeness

As it has been defined, the admissible/preferred game satisfies the properties of sound-
ness and completeness. This proves the equivalence existing between the victory of the
ΦP-dialectical game for an argument A and the membership of the same A to an admissi-
ble/preferred extension of the corresponding finite pdAF.

Theorem 10. Let ΦP-Dn identifies a terminated ΦP-dialectical game for A. Then, there

exists a dialectical winning strategy ΦP-W n for A, such that the set PRO(ΦP-W n) of

arguments moved by PRO in ΦP-W n is conflict-free, iff A is included in an admissible

extension Adm of the pdAF.
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Proof. [Soundness] We have to prove that if A is a member of the conflict-free set
PRO(ΦP-W n), then A ∈ Adm. To simplify the notation, let E = PRO(ΦP-W n). As-
sume that A is a member of the conflict-free set E, then:

• By Definition 33.2, the existence of the winning strategy implies that: each argu-
ment played by OPP against arguments moved by PRO in the winning strategy has
been successfully countered by PRO. That is to say, ∀X ∈ E, if ∃Y ∈ AR such that
Y ⇒E X , then ∃Z ∈ E, such that Z⇒{Y} Y , ensuring in this way that X is acceptable
wrt E.

• Recall that the set of disputes of ΦP-W n is finite and composed of finite disputes
(by Definition 33.1). As such, E is composed of a finite number of arguments.

We have thus shown that E is a finite, conflict-free set and every argument in E is accept-
able wrt it. Therefore, E corresponds to an admissible extension, hence, if A is a member
of the conflict-free set PRO(ΦP-W n), then A ∈ Adm.

Proof. [Completeness] We are going to prove Completeness by showing that if A∈Adm,
then A is a member of the conflict-free set PRO(ΦP-W n). We are going to do this by
constructing a dialectical winning strategy ΦP-W n for A.

• Assume that A ∈ Adm. Since the pdAF is finite, then it is also finitary, meaning
that every argument in Adm has a finite number of defeaters. Then we can build a
dialectical winning strategy ΦP-W n for A if PRO starts the game with A and: for
each argument Y dialectically defeating A and moved by OPP, PRO chooses one
argument X from Adm (even A itself) such that X⇒{Y}Y. Notice that the generation
of infinite disputes is prevented by the admissible/preferred protocol (Definition
36.2(b)). This procedure can be repeated for every argument Z dialectically defeat-
ing X, and so on, until OPP runs out of legal moves according to the protocol ΦP

(which will happen for sure since A is a member of an admissible set).

The result will be a dialectical winning strategy ΦP-W n for A, hence, A is a member of
the conflict-free set PRO(ΦP-W n). We have thus shown that, if A ∈ Adm, then A is a
member of the conflict-free set PRO(ΦP-W n).
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3.3 Dialectical Grounded Games

The dialectical grounded game protocol ΦG enjoys the same notations and definitions
introduced thus far, but presents also important differences compared to the dialectical
admissible/preferred game. Indeed, the protocol should be designed such that, when
the game terminates and PRO is the winner, the set PRO(ΦG-W n) of arguments moved
by PRO in a dialectical winning strategy ΦG-W n is a subset of the grounded extension
Grd of the pdAF. In this way, by iterating the framework characteristic function F from
PRO(ΦG-W n), we are able to obtain the grounded extension Grd. However, recall that
it is the monotonicity of the function, in the case of a finitary pdAFvii, that ensures the
construction of the least fixed point of F which corresponds to the grounded extension.

In Dialectical Cl-Arg [49] the monotonicity of F holds only under the domain of
epistemically maximal (em) admissible sets of arguments (described in Definition 25).
Then, to get the grounded extension via the iteration of F from the set PRO(ΦG-W n),
we will need PRO(ΦG-W n) to be em. Otherwise, we might have to face a situation
in which argument A, whose membership in Grd we wanted to test via the dialectical
grounded game, is not acceptable wrt Grd, although A ∈ PRO(ΦG-W n). To address this
issue, we are going to adapt the protocol ΦG accordingly.

Definition 37. [Dialectical Grounded Game legal moves] Let Dn and W n be charac-

terized as in Definition 34, let d be a dispute of Dn and d′ be a sub-dispute of d. Let also

(PLn)X (for n > 0) denote the argument X played by either one of the two players (P or

O) as the (last) nth-move. Then ΦG identifies legal moves in the following way:

(37.0) PRO moves the first argument.

(37.1) If (PLn)X and n = 2k (for k > 0), then the next move n+1, say Y, is by PRO and it

is such that:

(a) Y ⇒{Z} Z, where Z ∈ OPP(Dn);

(b) There exists a W n+1 for A of Dn+1;

(c) If d = d′—Z, then Y /∈ PRO(d′).

(37.2) If (PLn)X and n = 2k+1 (for k≥ 0), then the next move n+1, say Y, is by OPP and

it is such that:

(a) Y ⇒S Z, where Z ∈S and S := PRO(W n).

viiBeing finitary, it can be shown that F is also ω−continuous (as explained in [53] for standard AFs
and in [49] for pdAFs).
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(b) For each d = d′—J—· · · , where J ∈ OPP(Dn) and its defeat has been

disqualified, then LAST(d) = LAST(d′) until next OPP’s turn.

(37.3) If, at the beginning of its turn, OPP cannot perform the move described by (37.2(a),
then apply function Clem (Definition 25) on PRO(W n).

Notice that a ΦG-dialectical game is said to be terminated when, during its turn, at
least one player runs out of the legal moves identified by (37.1) or (37.2) of the protocol
ΦG. PRO wins only if it has a winning strategy once the game terminates. It loses other-
wise.

As per Definition 36, the previous protocol can be informally summarised as follows.
PRO starts the game by playing the first argument [(37.0)] and after that OPP will make
its move. Then, the two players alternate in playing only one argument at a time to reply
to one of their counterpart’s arguments. Observe that when S is initialized in the game
and, subsequently, every time its arguments are updated by the changes in PRO(W n)

[(37.2(a))], it is always the beginning of OPP’s turn. This means that the condition for
which S ̸= /0 (as per Definition 34) is continuously respected.

Notice also that the established protocol allows backtracking to other arguments. That
is to say, when PRO moves it can either target the last argument played by OPP or another
argument moved by OPP in the dialectical dispute tree generated thus far (i.e., an argu-
ment member of the set OPP(Dn)) [(37.1(a))]. Similarly, when OPP moves it can either
target the last argument played by PRO or another argument moved by PRO in the current
dialectical winning strategy (i.e., an argument member of the set PRO(W n)) [(37.2(a))].
The relevance conditions [(37.1(b)) for PRO; (37.2(a)) for OPP] ensure that: after PRO
has made its move, there will be a winning strategy W n+1, hence providing the victory
to PRO; after OPP has moved, instead, the previous winning strategy will cease to exist,
thus preventing PRO from winning. That is to say, PRO will be forced to generate a di-
alectical winning strategy during each of its turns, while OPP will have to invalidate such
a winning strategy during every one of its turns.

The restriction (37.1(c)) emphasises the additional burden of proof entailed by the
membership to the grounded extension. This is intuitively captured by the idea that in de-
fending an argument X’s membership to the grounded extension Grd, PRO must ‘appeal
to’ some argument other than X itself. This is reflected in the game by the fact that PRO
cannot repeat the arguments it has already moved in the same disputes.
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Moreover, (37.2(b)) ensures that the disqualified defeats (Definition 35) are taken
into account throughout the game. That is to say, whenever a dialectical defeat moved by
an argument J is disqualified, the protocol guarantees the pruning of J and all the argu-
ments that follow in the same dispute, until the next turn of OPP, when a new check for
disqualified defeats will occur.

Finally, in light of the previously underlined epistemically maximal requirement, an
additional one-time move has been included. According to the notions described in [49],
adding all arguments up to some i to a set E, and then em closing, yields the same result
as adding each argument one by one and closing prior to each subsequent addition. As
such, once the game is terminated in favour of PRO and immediately before PRO is de-
clared the winner, it suffices to apply function Clem (Definition 25) over the resulting set
PRO(W n) rendering it em, therefore, a subset of the grounded extension of the pdAF.

3.3.1 Soundness and Completeness

In the following proofs, we are going to employ the framework characteristic function
Fp, which iterates over admissible epistemically maximal extensions:

Definition 38. Let ⟨AR,defeats⟩ be a pdAF and ARp the set of all the em admissible subset

of AR. Then Fp : ARp 7→ ARp, where Fp(E) =Clem(F (E)).

We can now show that the dialectical grounded game satisfies the properties of sound-
ness and completeness.

Theorem 11. Let ΦG-Dn identifies a terminated ΦG-dialectical game for A.

Then, there exists a dialectical winning strategy ΦG-W n for A, such that the em closure

Clem(PRO(ΦG-W n)) of the set of arguments moved by PRO in ΦG-W n is conflict-free,

iff A is included in the grounded extension Grd of the pdAF.

To simplify the notation, let us abbreviate Clem(PRO(ΦG-W n)) in Clem.

Proof. [Soundness] We have now to prove that if A is a member of the conflict-free set
Clem, then A ∈ Grd. Hence, assuming that A is a member of the conflict-free set Clem:

• Clearly, all of ΦG-W n leaves, say Xi, are in Fp(E0) since they have no defeaters
and are then acceptable wrt /0. Now, consider that in every branch of ΦG-W n, the
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arguments defendedviii by each Xi are acceptable with respect to Fp(E0) and so
are in Fp(E1). This process can be repeated until, say, Fp(Ei) when the root A

of ΦG-W n is reached. Since Clem ⊆Fp(Ei), and further iterations of Fp(Ei) will
yield the generation of the least fixed point Grd, then A will be a member of Grd.

This suffices to show that if A is a member of the conflict-free set Clem, then A ∈
Grd.

Proof. [Completeness] We have to prove that if A ∈ Grd, then A is a member of the
conflict-free set Clem. Employing the acceptable arguments in the characteristic function
Fp we are going to show that we can build a ΦG-winning strategy for A.

• Assume that A ∈ Grd. Since the pdAF is finite, it is also finitary, hence we know
that there is a least number i such that A ∈Fp(Ei). Then we will have a dialectical
winning strategy ΦG-W n for A if PRO starts the game with A and: for each argu-
ment Y dialectically defeating A and moved by OPP, PRO chooses one argument
X from Fp(Ei−1) such that X⇒{Y}Y. This procedure can be iterated for every ar-
gument Z dialectically defeating X, and so on, until PRO can choose an argument
from Fp(E0). Fp(E0) has no defeaters and, as such, OPP cannot play any legal
move (licensed by the protocol ΦG) against it. Finally, the grounded game proto-
col will also ensure the epistemically maximality of the set of arguments moved by
PRO in ΦG-W n (37.3).

The result yields a dialectical winning strategy ΦG-W n for A, such that A is a member of
the conflict-free set Clem. We have thus shown that, if A ∈ Grd, then A is a member of the
conflict-free set Clem.

viiiRecall that an argument X defends an argument Z iff: when ∃Y ∈ AR such that Y defeats Z, then X
defeats Y.
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Figure 3.2: Figure a) illustrates a pdAF with a list of its arguments and the set S that is parametrized by
the dialectical defeats. Consider also that X2 is defeated by all the arguments of the pdAF, except A1, B1, and
C1 (the arrows that should have highlighted such defeats have been omitted to avoid unnecessary graphical
confusion). Figure b) displays the dialectical dispute tree D induced by A1 wrt S in the pdAF of Figure
a). Notice that D is composed of infinite disputes (the vertical dots represent the endless continuation of
the disputes), as such, it does not have a winning strategy. A dialectical dispute tree Φ-Dn, with n = 4,
is depicted in Figure c) and corresponds to a Φ-dialectical game played up to the nth-move. Observe that
the number of each move (next to the label P or O) represents the order in which the arguments have been
played in the game. In this example, we are assuming a protocol Φ that licenses legal moves where PRO
can play more than one argument per turn, therefore, Φ-Dn has two winning strategies (both of which are
encircled in the figure).

3.4 Main Features of Dialectical Argument Games

Dialectical argument games hold specific features that differentiate them from the stan-
dard argument games of [97, 31, 132] and depend upon their protocols and the properties
possessed by each pdAF (especially P1, P2 and P3). Although, for convenience, we are
going to outline these features using the dialectical admissible/preferred game (Definition
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36), notice that the choice of the protocol is irrelevant.

3.4.1 Feature 1 (F1)

(F1) The set of all the arguments moved by PRO in a dialectical winning strategy (i.e.,

PRO(ΦP-W n)), is always conflict-free;

Every pdAF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩ prevents any conflicts existing between arguments in a set E
⊆ AR if each argument in E is acceptable with respect to it. Since this has already been
formally proved and shownix, here we will try to explain it through an example. Notice
also the rationale underpinning F1: due to their limited resources, it would be unrealistic
to demand that real-world agents actually perform conflict-free checks on every set E of
arguments.

Example 6. Consider a pdAF that includes the arguments listed in Figure 2.4 and such

that all the arguments composing the set PRO(ΦP-W n) are acceptable wrt it (as it nor-

mally is for PRO(ΦP-W n)). To simplify the notation, let E = PRO(ΦP-W n).

Among the arguments of E, suppose that there are two conflicting arguments as G2 =

({a},{¬a∨¬b},¬b) and F1 = ({b,¬a∨¬b}, /0,¬a): we are going to show how this will

lead to a contradiction. Due to property P1, A1 = ({a}, /0,a) ∈ AR. Hence, by property

P3, X2 = ({a,b,¬a∨¬b}, /0,⋏) ∈ AR and by property P2, X1 = ( /0,{a,b,¬a∨¬b},⋏)
∈ AR. However, if this is the case, X1 ⇒E G2 (and, similarly, X1 ⇒E F1). Since X1 is

unassailable, ∄Z ∈ E such that Z⇒{X1} X1 and this will contradict the assumption that

all the arguments members of E are acceptable wrt to it. Therefore, since all the argu-

ments that compose the set PRO(ΦP-W n) are acceptable wrt it, PRO(ΦP-W n) must be

conflict-free.

3.4.2 Feature 2 (F2)

(F2) The relevance conditions, i.e., the conditions of the protocol that compel both play-

ers to change the outcome of the game at the end of every turn, are essential to

the unfolding of the dialectical argument games. This also justifies why the set S

cannot be initialized with any set other than PRO(ΦP-W n);

ixLemma 17 of [49] states that: Let E ⊆ AR such that every argument in E is acceptable wrt E, and AR
satisfies P1,P2 and P3. Then E is conflict free.
The proof can be found in the same paper.
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The relevance conditions (36.1(b) and 36.2(a) of Definition 36) can be summarised
as the conditions that force the two players to change the outcome of the game at the
end of every turnx. These requirements are fundamental for real-world agents that reason
with limited availability of resources. Indeed, it would be illogical to allow such players
to move arguments useless for the result of the game: this would simply mean wasting
valuable resourcesxi.

Moreover, the relevance conditions clarify why the set S , referenced in the admis-
sible/preferred protocol, corresponds to the current set of arguments moved by PRO in
ΦP-W n, that is to say, PRO(ΦP-W n). This, in turn, allows avoiding a specific issue that
could permanently prevent the victory of PRO, as the following example will show.

Figure 3.3: The Figure illustrates a dialectical dispute tree ΦP-Dn, hence generated following the pro-
tocol for the dialectical admissible/preferred games. Notice that the arrows indicate the defeats between
the arguments. Starting with the root argument A1, the other arguments are played according to the order
highlighted by the numbers near their labels (P or O). The last player to move is OPP, which moves G1.
Since G1⇒S H1 (where S := PRO(ΦP-W n-1), i.e., S = {A1,H1,X3}) and G1 ⊀ ({b}, /0, b), this ensures
OPP invalidates the winning strategy ΦP-W n-1. Hence, there is no winning strategy in ΦP-Dn.

Example 7. The examples of Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 depict a dialectical admissible

game played using the arguments of Table 2.4, where F1 ⊀ ({a}, /0, a), ∀T ∈ {G1, L1},
T ⊀ ({b}, /0, b), ∀V ∈ {N3, X3}, V ⊀ ({¬b}, /0, ¬b), while H1 ⊀ ({¬a ∨ ¬b}, /0, ¬a ∨
¬b). Starting with the root A1, the order in which the arguments are played is outlined

xThe research presented in [102] introduces a series of relevant properties for dialogue protocols. Prop-
erty R1 seems quite similar to our relevance conditions, although our study concerns argument games rather
than dialogues.

xiNotice that we are dealing with pdAFs, and so, small subsets of the respective overall set of arguments
of the considered framework. As such, positing only relevant arguments is not going to be particularly
expensive for agents’ resources.
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in the brackets, next to the labels P and O. The dialectical dispute tree ΦP-Dn (Figure

3.3) has been generated following the protocol for the dialectical admissible/preferred

games, however, its extension into Φ-Dn+1 (Figure 3.4) does not take into account PRO’s

relevance condition (36.1(b) of Definition 36). This immediately raises an issue: without

the relevance condition, we could have to face a situation in which PRO is still losing

even after its turn has ended (Figure 3.4). In this circumstance, during the next turn

of OPP, there will be no winning strategy, hence no set of arguments moved by PRO

in ΦP-W n+1 (i.e., the set PRO(ΦP-W n+1)), that can be targeted as S . Suppose, for

Figure 3.4: The Figure illustrates the extension of the dialectical dispute tree ΦP-Dn into ΦP-Dn+1 due
to argument N3 played by PRO. As we can see, if PRO’s relevance condition is dropped, then PRO is free
to move any argument and not only the ones that will reinstate the winning strategy. N3⇒{L1} L1 and N3 ⊀
({¬b}, /0,¬b). However, this implies that, even after PRO moves, there is no winning strategy in ΦP-Dn+1

(because the argument G1 played by OPP has not yet been defeated).

the sake of the example, that the protocol of the game allows searching for another set

S . What could then be the set S parametrised by the dialectical defeats moved by

OPP? Without PRO(ΦP-W n+1) the only reasonable alternative is to consider a different

set S initialized in a way such that S ⊆ PRO(ΦP-Dn+1). Nevertheless, notice that

if OPP is allowed to suppose the premises of arguments in a non-conflict-free set S ,

then OPP would have enough resources for playing an unassailable argument (as X1).

As shown in Figure 3.5, if H1, G1 ∈ S , then B1 ∈ AR by property P1 of the pdAF. By

P3, X2 ∈ AR, while by property P2, also X1 ∈ AR (since X1 is the logically equivalent

argument of X2). Argument X1 constitutes the problem: it defeats A1 and has empty

premises, which implies it cannot be defeated. This means that, by playing X1, OPP will

change the final outcome of the game invalidating any other possible attempt from PRO

of reinstating the winning strategy. However, this happened in the example because there
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was no set PRO(ΦP-W n+1) and OPP had to suppose the premises of the arguments

members of a different set S ⊆ PRO(ΦP-Dn+1) which was not conflict-free. In other

words, unassailable arguments as X1 can be moved only when (i) arguments that defeat

each other or (ii) unconditional arguments with conflicting conclusions are in S . Moving

such arguments will immediately trigger property P3 of the pdAF, which will highlight

the inconsistency of their premises, while property P2 will ensure the generation of the

corresponding unassailable argument.

Nevertheless, without requiring a resource-consuming conflict-free check on every S ⊆
PRO(ΦP-Dn+1), how would it be possible to ensure the conflict-freeness of the set

S ? The only set of arguments moved by PRO which satisfies this condition (without

requiring a conflict-free check) in a dialectical argument admissible game is the set

PRO(ΦP-W n+1), thanks to property F1. Therefore, S has to be initialized to PRO(ΦP-W n+1).

Figure 3.5: The Figure illustrates the extension of the dialectical dispute tree ΦP-Dn+1 into ΦP-Dn+2

due to argument X1 played by OPP. It is possible to move X1 because there is no winning strategy in
ΦP-W n+1, hence there is no set PRO(ΦP-W n+1): this forces OPP to target the premises of a different set
S , initialized in a way such that S ⊆ PRO(ΦP-Dn+1) (in the case of the example, S := PRO(ΦP-Dn+1),
i.e., S = {A1,H1,G1,X3,N3}). The danger of arguments such as X1 lies in their unassailability and the
fact that they always succeed as defeats (underlined by the dashed arrow in the picture and explained in
Definition 21). That is to say, the final outcome of the game can then be changed if S ̸= PRO(ΦP-W n+1)
because it can allow OPP to move arguments as X1 against the root of the tree (preventing PRO from
reinstating any other possible winning strategy).

The implication of what has been shown in Example 7 is that the relevance condi-
tions need to be part of the protocols of any dialectical argument game. Indeed, if this
is not the case, we could have to face a situation in which PRO is still losing even after
its turn has ended. In this circumstance, during the next turn of OPP, there will be no set
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PRO(ΦP-W n) that can be used to initialise S . Hence, once again, the issue outlined in
Example 7 could arise and change the final outcome of the game by permanently invali-
dating PRO’s winning strategy. This then means that S := PRO(ΦP-W n) and cannot be
otherwise.

3.4.3 Feature 3 (F3)

Before the introduction of the third feature (F3) enjoyed by the dialectical admissible/pre-
ferred argument games, we need to formally define the uniqueness of the dialectical win-
ning strategy regardless of the employed protocol.

Definition 39. [Uniqueness of the dialectical winning strategy] Let Dn and let W n be

defined as in Definition 34. Then W n is said to enjoy the uniqueness property if there is

no other dialectical winning strategy for A wrt S simultaneously present in Dn.

Let us consider a dialectical dispute tree Dn identical (although without the imple-
mentation of a specific game protocol) to the one in Figure 3.2(c). This tree has two
winning strategies, say W n

1 and W n
2 , each of which is composed of a single dispute. That

is to say: d1 = (P1)A1—(O2)F1—(P3)G1 and d2 = (P1)A1—(O2)F1—(P4)G2, such that
W n

1 is composed of d1, while W n
2 is composed of d2. Obviously, Dn does not enjoy the

uniqueness property. Indeed, both G1 and G2 defeat the same argument F1, whereas only
one of such defeats is actually needed. This implies that it suffices that either W n

1 or W n
2

is present for PRO to win (at least temporarily) the game. For the final outcome of the
game, it is pointless to have both winning strategies simultaneously. It is also resource-
consuming, meaning that it does not comply well with the Dialectical Cl-Arg purpose of
capturing resource-bounded real-world agents’ reasoning. Indeed, although there may be
multiple winning scenarios in real-world situations, they cannot be realized together due
to the agents’ limited availability of resources (i.e., it is not possible to actualize multiple
dialogue paths concurrently).

(F3) Any dialectical winning strategy ΦP-W n enjoys the uniqueness property.

Uniqueness is a property enforced on a dialectical winning strategy ΦP-W n by the pro-
tocol of the dialectical admissible/preferred argument game. Uniqueness is certainly a
desirable property since it allows for shorter and simpler games. This ensures a quicker
evaluation of the status of the dialectical dispute tree root.

The following Lemma shows that the protocol of the dialectical admissible/preferred
game ensures the uniqueness of ΦP-W n.
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Lemma 3. Let ΦP-Dn identifies a ΦP-dialectical game for A. Then, there exists only

one dialectical winning strategy ΦP-W n for A wrt S that is simultaneously present in

ΦP-Dn.

Proof. Since the protocol of the admissible/preferred game forces the players to move
only one argument per turn, the only other way to have multiple winning strategies simul-
taneously is by having different arguments moved by PRO (in different turns) that defeat
the same argument played by OPP. We are going to show how this case cannot occur un-
der the ΦP protocol.

Let d1 be a dispute in ΦP-W n and d′ a sub-dispute of d1. Let also d1 = d′—(On−i)Y

—(Pn−i+1)X , for n− i > 1. As usual, the index near the player labels denotes the order in
which the moves have been played. Suppose the game proceeds further and no changes
occur in d1. If the last argument moved is an argument Z ̸= X from PRO that dialectically
defeats Y and generates d2 = d′—(On−i)Y —(Pn)Z, which is another dispute in ΦP-Dn

and d′ is a sub-dispute of d2 as well, then it is easy to see that PRO has played against the
protocol ΦP. That is because:

• If PRO defeats an argument without affecting the existing game status it will violate
its relevance condition (Definition 36.1(b)).

Playing argument Z will then be prevented by PRO’s relevance condition, ensuring in this
way the uniqueness of the dialectical winning strategy ΦP-W n.

3.5 Efficiency Improvements

The protocols thus far developed can benefit from a range of efficiency improvements.
They follow from the properties of the dialectical games and Dialectical Cl-Arg in gen-
eral, which means that they will preserve the already proven soundness and completeness
results. In particular, we can obtain shorter games thanks to (I1), which allows us to avoid
meaningless repetitions of defeated arguments from OPP. Moreover, (I2) and (I3) show
how, due to the features enjoyed by the dialectical games and without additional restric-
tions on the legal moves available to the players (unlike in [97]), it is possible to obtain
other specific efficiency improvements. In the next section, these enhancements will be
examined and, when required, also formalised and integrated into the protocols of the
dialectical games.
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3.5.1 List of Efficiency Improvements for Dialectical Games

In the admissible/preferred dialectical game, OPP is forbidden to repeat any arguments

(and not just in a dispute) which have already been defeated, and not defended or indi-

rectly defended by another argument, in the game.xii

Let’s assume that OPP’s argument Y has been defeated, and not defended, by an argu-
ment X moved by PRO in a dispute d. If now OPP repeats Y in a different dispute, then
PRO can simply repeat X defeating Y once again.

Example 8. For instance, let ΦP-Dn be a dialectical dispute tree and let d be a dispute in

ΦP-Dn. Suppose also that X is an argument moved by PRO in d, while Y is an argument

played by OPP in d such that X ⇒{Y} Y . Then, if the game goes on (up to n+ k moves,

for k≥ 1), whenever Y will ‘appear’ in a different dispute, PRO can simply play X again.

As such, playing argument Y proves to be just a waste of resources.

We can now formalise this idea by substituting condition (36.2b) from the protocol
ΦP (Definition 36) with the following constraint (I1). The purpose of forbidding such
moves is to avoid extending the game by adding useless sequences of arguments to it:

Definition 40 (Improved legal move). The following additional constraint for OPP (where

OPP’s argument Y is the next move played in the game) substitutes (36.2b) from the pro-

tocol ΦP:

(I1) If ∃J ∈ OPP(Φ-Dn) such that J is defeated and not defended (neither directly nor

indirectly defended), then Y ̸= J.

The soundness and completeness results of the dialectical games will not be affected by
restriction (I1), as the following lemma will prove:

Lemma 4. Let ΦP-Dn identifies a terminated ΦP-dialectical game for A. Then, there

exists a dialectical winning strategy ΦP-W n
1 for A, iff there exists a dialectical winning

strategy ΦP-W n
2 for A constructed using a protocol that employs I1.

Proof.

xiiAccording to the recursive definition of indirect defence, an argument X indirectly defends an argument
A if: i) X defends A; ii) X defends Z, and Z indirectly defends A.
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[→] If there exists a dialectical winning strategy ΦP-W n
2 , then there also trivially

exists a dialectical winning strategy ΦP-W n
1 . Indeed, if OPP cannot repeat its de-

feated (and not defended) arguments (I1), it cannot as well repeat its arguments in
the same disputes ((36.2b) of Definition 36). That is to say, ΦP-W n

2 follows every
requirement established by protocol ΦP.

[←] We are going to show that every dialectical winning strategy ΦP-W n
1 can be

transformed into a dialectical winning strategy ΦP-W n
2 . Suppose that there is a

dispute d in ΦP-W n
1 in which it appears the sequence J—X of arguments such that

J is moved by OPP, X is moved by PRO and X ⇒{J} J. We also know that J is not
defended (or indirectly defended) because, being a dispute in the winning strategy,
d terminates with a PRO argument. Notice that, since J is an OPP argument moved
in a dispute, it must be preceded by a PRO argument. Hence, if we now remove
every other J—X—· · · sequence (including whatever follows after X) from the di-
alectical winning strategy, we will not affect PRO’s victory and we will generate a
new dialectical winning strategy, i.e., ΦP-W n

2 .

The following improvements are similar to the ones already introduced in [97], with an
important difference. Unlike the standard games, the dialectical games do not need to
enforce specific restrictions on their protocols in order to benefit from these efficiency
enhancements: they are ensured by the properties enjoyed by any dialectical game.

(I2) PRO does not move self-defeating arguments (i.e., arguments which defeat themselves);

Whenever a self-defeating argument, say X, is played by PRO, PRO violates prop-
erty F1. Indeed, even if X reinstates a dialectical winning strategy Φ-W n, the same
X will also conflict with an argument member of PRO(Φ-W n), i.e., X itself.

(I3) PRO does not play an argument that defeats (or is defeated by) an argument in

PRO(Φ-W n)

That is to say, PRO does not move arguments that conflict with the arguments it
has already moved in the winning strategy. Indeed, if PRO plays an argument X
defeated by (a member of) PRO(Φ-W n) or that defeats an argument member of
PRO(Φ-W n), the resulting winning strategy will not be conflict-free. This will
then violate property F1.
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Example 9. Consider the dialectical dispute tree of Figure 3.1 and assume that,

rather than G2, PRO has moved argument G1. Assume also that OPP makes an

additional move H1 = ({a,b}, /0,¬(¬a∨¬b)) such that H1⇒S G1. Then, PRO de-

cides to counter its opponent by playing argument F1 = ({b,¬a∨¬b}, /0,¬a) such

that F1 ⇒{H1} H1 on ({a}, /0,a). However, since F1 defeats, hence conflicts, with

G1 ∈ PRO(Φ-W n) (F1 is also dialectically defeated by G1) this move will violate

property F1 (the situation will then be similar to the one described by Example 6).

Remark 2. Notice that (I3) also subsumes the fact that PRO does not move an argument
X in a dispute d if such argument has already been played by OPP in d. Indeed, play-

ing argument X will reinstate the dialectical winning strategy Φ-W n. However, at the

same time, X is an argument moved by OPP (hence X complies with OPP’s relevance

condition). As such, playing X will imply defeating once again an argument in PRO(Φ-

W n), violating property F1xiii.

As shown, (I2) and (I3) follow directly from the property F1, which is enjoyed by any
dialectical game. As such, no modifications to the game protocols are needed, meaning
that the soundness and completeness results will be preserved.

3.6 Future Work

Initially introduced in [48], the dialectical approach of Dialectical Cl-Arg has been subse-
quently examined from different perspectives. For example, the investigation concerning
argumentative characterisations of Brewka’s Preferred Subtheories (PS) [23] showed that,
compared with the standard approach, the grounded semantics applied to Dialectical Cl-
Arg more closely approximates sceptical inference in PS [50]. In addition, the research
presented in [51] provides a full rational account of structured (ASPIC+) arguments under
resource bounds by adapting the approach of Dialectical Cl-Arg.

Extending further the study commenced in [32] and continued in [33], we plan to
increase the range of dialectical argument games protocols investigating the stable [31],
semi-stable [25] and ideal semantics [55, 26]. Another possible research direction that

xiiiIt is interesting to observe that this is not generally the case if PRO (i) repeat an OPP argument or
(ii) an already defeated PRO argument, say X , in a different dispute of the dialectical dispute tree. That
is because it might be that the opponent cannot suppose anymore the same premises that (ii) allowed it to
defeat X the first time or (i) allowed it to defeat an argument in PRO(Φ-W n). For example, assume that an
argument Y moved by OPP dialectically defeated X drawing its suppositions α from Prem(PRO(Φ-W n)).
However, after the game goes on, it might be that α /∈ Prem(PRO(Φ-W n+k)). Then Y cannot dialectically
defeat X anymore (i.e., Y defeat against X is disqualified), therefore X is now a perfectly viable move for
PRO.
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will be pursued involves generalising the developed dialectical argument games to di-
alogues, following the guidelines of the already existing literature in the field (mainly
[89, 104, 43]). This would have the interesting consequence of allowing to move from
non-monotonic single-agent inference to distributed non-monotonic reasoning.

3.7 Conclusion

The main aspects of the real-world uses of argumentation by resource-bounded agents
include: (i) showing inconsistencies in arguments by supposing the premises of the op-
ponent’s arguments; (ii) handling only finite subsets of the arguments of the AFs; (iii)
reducing the consumption of resources by employing dialectical means (while still satis-
fying rationality postulates and practical desiderata) [49]. These features would constitute
the hallmarks of an argument game based on Dialectical Cl-Arg, thus capable of better
approximating non-monotonic single-agent real-world reasoning processes than the stan-
dard argument games. In this chapter, we have achieved some important results. We
have developed argument game proof theories (denoted as dialectical argument games)
for the admissible, preferred, and grounded semantics of Dialectical Cl-Arg. Incorpo-
rating dialectical defeats in the standard structure of the argument games proved to be a
non-trivial process which yielded the discovery of interesting properties that differenti-
ate dialectical games from the standard ones. That is to say, dialectical games enjoy (a)
specific relevance conditions that characterise their protocols and yield (b) the uniqueness
of their winning strategies, whilst property F1 ensures (c) the conflict-freeness of the set
of arguments moved by the proponent in the winning strategy. The latter is of particular
importance since it provides the games with a range of different efficiency improvements.
Without the need to perform any additional checks or to enforce additional restrictions in
the protocols (unlike in [97]), F1 allows each dialectical game to prevent the proponent
from: playing self-defeating arguments; playing arguments already moved by the oppo-
nent (in the same dispute); and playing arguments that defeat (or are defeated by) other
arguments already moved by the proponent. Finally, another efficiency improvement can
be obtained if the opponent is forbidden to repeat arguments that have already been de-
feated in the dialectical admissible/preferred game, such that none of them has also been
defended or indirectly defended by other arguments.
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Chapter 4

Dialectical Labellings

The 3-value (IN, OUT, UNDEC) labellings method is a well-known
approach for evaluating the arguments of an argumentation frame-
work (AF). Similarly to the extension-based approach [53], the la-
belling method assigns a status to each argument in the AF according
to its acceptability. Dialectical Classical logic Argumentation (Di-
alectical Cl-Arg) is a recent approach that provides real-world di-
alectical characterisations of Cl-Arg arguments by resource-bounded
agents while preserving the rational criteria established by the ra-
tionality postulates and practical desiderata. This chapter combines
both subjects and introduces labellings and labelling procedures for
Dialectical Cl-Arg, highlighting the properties enjoyed by these la-
bellings (called ‘dialectical labellings’) in comparison with the stan-
dard ones. Algorithms designed for dialectical labellings will benefit
from such properties and the entailed efficiency improvements.

4.1 Developing Dialectical Labellings

The following sections introduce the dialectical labelling approach and the corresponding
algorithms, outlining procedures capable of generating each different dialectical labelling
according to the considered semantics (admissible, grounded, preferred). On one hand,
the characterisation of the new method relies on an adaptation of the dialectical defeats
(which will include the reference to a set S of arguments) to the standard labelling ap-
proach illustrated in [97]. On the other hand, the procedural aspect of the dialectical
labellings requires more careful considerations. For example, the algorithm that produces
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the dialectical grounded labellings needs to be substantially modified. In Dialectical Cl-
Arg, the iteration of the characteristic function, which yields the constructive definition of
the grounded extension, requires the epistemic maximality of the admissible sets gener-
ated at each iteration by the function. Since the dialectical algorithm simulates this oper-
ation, it is essential to include an epistemically maximal check (and, if needed, a transfor-
mation) of the set in its procedure. Another contribution presented in this chapter regards
the procedure for enumerating each dialectical preferred labelling, whose innovative idea
is to take advantage of the properties characterising Dialectical Cl-Arg arguments.

Finally, soundness and completeness results will be provided for each newly intro-
duced algorithm, along with some efficiency improvements that will enhance their per-
formances.

Definition 41 (Dialectical labelling function). Let ⟨AR,defeats⟩ be a finite pdAF.

• A dialectical labelling is a total function dL : AR 7→ {IN, OUT, UNDEC};

• We define: in(dL ) = {X | dL (X) = IN}; out(dL ) = {X | dL (X) = OUT};
undec(dL ) = {X | dL (X) = UNDEC}.

The set in(dL ) consists of the justified arguments labelled IN, whereas according to
Dialectical Cl-Arg, a set of justified arguments is identified with the set S . This im-
plies that, when assigning the labels of the dialectical arguments according to the existing
dialectical defeats, we have to consider that S = in(dL ).

Definition 42 (Dialectical legal labelling). [34] Let dL be a dialectical labelling for the

pdAF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩, let also X, Y ∈ AR and S = in(dL ).

• X is dialectically legally IN iff X is dialectically labelled IN and for every Y that

dialectically defeats X, i.e., Y ⇒S X, it implies that Y is dialectically labelled OUT

• X is dialectically legally OUT iff X is dialectically labelled OUT and there is at

least one Y that dialectically defeats X, i.e., Y ⇒{X} X, such that Y is dialectically

labelled IN;

• X is dialectically legally UNDEC iff X is dialectically labelled UNDEC and not

every Y that dialectically defeats X, i.e., Y ⇒{X} X, is such that Y is dialectically la-

belled OUT, and there is no Y that dialectically defeats X such that Y is dialectically

labelled IN.
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Notice that whenever an argument Y (dialectically labelled IN, OUT or UNDEC)
dialectically defeats an argument X dialectically labelled IN, it does so wrt a set S of
arguments, i.e., Y ⇒S X . However, no set S of arguments is targeted if X is dialectically
labelled OUT or UNDEC, i.e. Y ⇒{X} X .

Definition 43 (Dialectical illegal labelling). Let pdAF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩, X ∈ AR and l

∈ {IN, OUT, UNDEC}. X is said to be dialectically illegally l iff X is dialectically

labelled l, and it is not dialectically legally l.

Similarly as presented in [97] a dialectically illegally IN argument can also be super-

illegally IN:

Definition 44 (Dialectically super-illegally IN arguments). An argument X in dL , that is

dialectically illegally IN, is said to be dialectically super-illegally IN iff there is at least

one Y that dialectically defeats X, i.e. Y ⇒S X, such that Y is legally IN or UNDEC.

As in the standard labelling case, it is possible to show the correspondence existing
between dialectical extensions and dialectical labellings. The proofs do not contain sig-
nificant differences from the ones of [25] (except for the use of dialectical labellings and
dialectical defeats rather than standard labellings and defeats) and, as such, they will be
omitted.

Definition 45 (Dialectical labelling semantics). A dialectical admissible labelling dL is

a dialectical labelling without arguments that are dialectically illegally IN and without

arguments that are dialectically illegally OUT;

• A dialectical complete labelling dL is a dialectical admissible labelling without

arguments that are dialectically illegally UNDEC;

• dL is a dialectical grounded labelling iff dL is a dialectical complete labelling

and there does not exist a dialectical complete labelling dL ′ such that in(dL ′) ⊂
in(dL );

• dL is a dialectical preferred labelling iff:

– dL is a dialectical complete labelling and there does not exist a dialectical

complete labelling dL ′ such that in(dL ′) ⊃ in(dL ),
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– or, equivalently, dL is a dialectical admissible labelling and there does not

exist a dialectical admissible labelling dL ′ such that in(dL ′) ⊃ in(dL ) i.

Theorem 12. Let ⟨AR,defeats⟩ be a pdAF and E ⊆ AR. For s ∈ {admissible, complete,

grounded, preferred}: E is an s extension of the pdAF iff there exists a dialectical s
labelling dL with in(dL ) = E.

4.1.1 Main properties of Dialectical Labellings

Dialectical labellings hold specific features that differentiate them from the standard la-
bellings presented in [97]. Such features can be listed as follows. Let dL be a dialectical
labelling for the pdAF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩:

(Q1) In every dL = all-IN, there is always at least one argument dialectically legally
IN;

(Q1′) In every dL = all-IN, each unassailable argument is dialectically legally IN

(Q2) In every dL = all-IN, whenever there are dialectically illegally IN arguments,
there is at least one dialectically super-illegally IN argument;

(Q3) In every complete dL , if X is an argument dialectically legally IN, so are all of its
elementary argumentsii.

(Q4) In every complete dL , if X is an argument dialectically legally IN, so are all of its
logically equivalent arguments X ′ if Prem(X ′)⊂ Prem(X)iii.

(Q5) Since S = in(dL ), dialectical labellings and dialectical defeats influence each
other.

Properties Q1, Q1′, Q2, Q3 and Q4 can be formally described and proved as propositions.
Q5 can be easily illustrated via example since it directly follows from the definitions of
dialectical defeats and dialectical labellings.

iIt is actually easy to see how a maximal (wrt set inclusion) dialectical admissible labelling dLA is
equal to a maximal (wrt set inclusion) dialectical complete labelling dLC. The proof is the following. [→]:
if dLA ̸= dLC, then ∃X /∈ in(dLA) which is acceptable wrt in(dLA). However, this implies that in(dLA)
is not maximal (contradiction). [←] Trivial. A dialectical complete labelling is also a dialectical admissible
labelling.

iiLet X = (∆,Γ,ϕ). ∀α ∈ ∆, elementary arguments are arguments of the kind X ′ = ({α}, /0,α).
iiiRecall that logically equivalent arguments, say Y and Y ′, are arguments that differ only for the epis-

temic distribution of their premises and suppositions. That is to say: Prem(Y ) ∪ Supp(Y ) = Prem(Y ′) ∪
Supp(Y ′).
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Property Q1 Q1 claims that there can never exist a dialectical all-IN labelling (i.e., a
dialectical labelling where all the arguments of the considered pdAF are IN) without a
dialectically legally IN argument. Which can be formally defined as:

Proposition 5. Let dL = all-IN be a dialectical labelling for the pdAF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩.
Then ∃X ∈ AR, such that its label is dialectically legally IN.

Proof. There are two cases we need to consider.

(a) For any conflict existing between two arguments X = (∆,Γ,α) ∈ AR and Y =

(Π,Σ,β ) ∈ AR such that X ⇒S Y on ({α}, /0,α), then:

(1) by P1, ∃A = ({α}, /0,α) ∈ AR;

(2) by P2, ∃X ′ = (∆∪Γ, /0,α) ∈ AR;

(3) by P3, ∃Z = (∆∪Γ∪{α}, /0,⋏) ∈ AR;

(4) by P2, ∃Z′ = ( /0,∆∪Γ∪{α},⋏) ∈ AR.

Therefore, there is always an unassailable argument Z′ ∈ AR which, being unde-
feated, is dialectically legally INiv.

(b) If there are no conflicting arguments in the pdAF, then, trivially, there is at least one
dialectically legally IN argument.

Property Q1’ It follows as a corollary from Property Q1 and Proposition 5.

Property Q2 Q2 claims that there can never exist a dialectical all-IN labelling without
dialectically super-illegally IN arguments if there are conflicting arguments in the pdAF.
This can be formally defined as:

Proposition 6. Let dL = all-IN be a dialectical labelling for the pdAF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩.
If ∃X ∈ AR, such that its label is illegally IN then ∃Y ∈ AR such that its label is super-

illegally INv.
ivAlternatively, by P2, ∃A′ = ( /0,{α},α) ∈ AR which suffices to achieve the desired result. Notice also

that if Γ= /0, then X =(∆, /0,α) and we will obtain the same results since: (3′) by P3, ∃Z =(∆∪{α}, /0,⋏)∈
AR and (4′) by P2, ∃Z′ = ( /0,∆∪{α},⋏) ∈ AR.

vNotice that X and Y could be the same argument.
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Proof. Property Q2 is entailed by property Q1. That is, according to property Q1 there
always exists at least one dialectically legally IN argument in every dL = all-IN. Then,
if there are dialectically illegally IN arguments (i.e., conflicting arguments) we are in the
same situation described by point (a) of Proof 4.1.1: such conflicting arguments will be
defeated by at least an unassailable argument (due to P3) which, being unassailable, is
also legally IN. Therefore, these illegally IN arguments must be super-illegally IN.

Property Q3 Q3 claims that, in every complete dL , if X is an argument dialectically
legally IN, so are all of its elementary arguments.

Proposition 7. Let dL be a dialectical complete labelling for the pdAF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩.
If ∃X ∈ AR such that its label is dialectically legally IN, then ∀α ∈ Prem(X), argument

({α}, /0,α) is dialectically legally IN too.

Proof. Let Y = ({α}, /0,α) be an arbitrary elementary argument of the argument X . If
X is dialectically legally IN, then all the defeats (if any) moved against each one of its
premises (recall that dialectical defeats are licensed only on the premises of the dialectical
arguments) are made by arguments dialectically OUT. Since α ∈ Prem(X), then α is
defeated only by arguments labelled OUT, which makes Y dialectically legally IN.

Property Q4 Q4 claims that, in every complete dL , if X is an argument dialectically
legally IN, so are all of its logically equivalent arguments X ′ if Prem(X ′)⊂ Prem(X).

Proposition 8. Let dL be a dialectical complete labelling for the pdAF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩.
If ∃X ∈AR such that its label is dialectically legally IN, then ∀X ′ ∈ [X ] such that Prem(X ′)

⊂ Prem(X), X ′ is dialectically legally IN toovi.

Proof. Similar to Proof 4.1.1. Indeed, if ∀α ∈ Prem(X), α is such that it is defeated only
by arguments dialectically labelled OUT, then X is dialectically legally IN. Therefore, the
same must hold also for each one of its logically equivalent arguments X ′ if Prem(X ′)⊂
Prem(X).

Property Q5 Q5 claims that dialectical labellings and dialectical defeats affect each
other. This means that dialectical labels might change their legality at each variation
occurring in the set Prem(S ) caused by some dialectical defeats. On the other hand,
dialectical defeats between two arguments might be ‘disqualified’ at each variation oc-
curring in the set Prem(S ) caused by the change of some dialectical labels. Since this

viRecall that [X ] identifies the set of all the logically equivalent arguments of X [49].
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mutual influence is a direct consequence of Definition 42 and Definition 43, we are going
to show property Q5 via an example.

Example 10. The purpose of this example is to show that, if the label of an argument

changes, this can influence the dialectical defeats related to that argument which, in turn,

can cause other changes in the labelling. Let us now consider Figure 4.1: although a

hypothetical pdAF would be composed of more arguments, for simplicity, let us just focus

on the two arguments shown.

Figure 4.1: The three frames depict only two arguments of the labelling dL for a pdAF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩
and what can happen if the label of one of them changes (2). This can indeed influence the existing dialec-
tical defeats, which, in turn, can generate other changes in dL (3).

Frame 1) display only two dialectical arguments, X and Y , of a dialectical labelling

dL for a pdAF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩. These arguments are such that Y dialectically defeats X

(assume that Supp(Y ) ̸= /0 and Conc(Y ) ̸= ⋏) and {X ,Y} ⊂S . According to Definition

42, since X is dialectically labelled IN, the dialectical defeat will target the set S =

in(dL ), such that Y⇒S X and Supp(Y )⊆ Prem(S ∪{X}). However, let us now assume

that the label of argument X is changed to dialectically OUTvii (as shown in frame 2).
In this circumstance, the dialectical defeat moved by Y cannot target the set S anymore.

Then, if Supp(Y ) ⊈ Prem(X), the dialectical defeat that was in place before (thanks to

the possibility of targeting the premises of the arguments in S ) will now be ‘disqualified’

due to the absence of the formulae that Y need to suppose to draw its conclusion. The

situation will then be the one displayed in frame 3). Since argument Y is no more capable

of dialectically defeating argument X, and since there are no other arguments in the pdAF

that defeats X, the label of X will change to dialectically illegally OUT. This change can

have important implications during the evaluation of an argumentation framework: for

example, the presence of an argument legally or illegally OUT is a difference that can

make a labelling admissible or not.
viiThe changing of a label is a very common step in many labelling-based algorithms.
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4.2 Algorithm procedures for generating dialectical la-
bellings

To compute dialectical labellings, we have to outline procedures capable of generating
such labellings according to the semantics we want to capture. These procedural aspects
will be handled by specifically designed algorithms. Intuitively, the general idea behind
every algorithm is to start with a given dialectical labelling (that will mostly be empty or
composed of arguments, all of which are dialectically labelled IN). Then, at each step of
the procedure, add labels to unlabelled arguments or modify the existing labels. Recall
also that dialectical labellings can influence dialectical defeats and vice versa (Example
10). The final result of these algorithms will be a dialectical labelling for the pdAF which
complies with the desired semantics and takes into account the dialectical defeats.

Computational procedures for the generation of dialectical admissible, preferred and
ground labellings are inspired by the algorithms already existing in the literature (the main
reference will be to [97]). However, some of these procedures will also introduce original
strategies which take advantage of the Dialectical Cl-Arg main features and properties,
especially Q3 and Q4.

4.2.1 Preliminary notions for algorithms generating admissible/pre-
ferred dialectical labellings

Let us now focus on developing an algorithm that will generate dialectical admissible/pre-
ferred labellings. This will be possible by adapting the procedure introduced in [25] and
[97] such that it will accommodate dialectical labellings instead. The idea is to start with
the all-IN dialectical labelling and then to perform a dialectical transition step that will
change an argument dialectically illegally IN to dialectically OUT (which changes to
dialectically UNDEC if it has become dialectically illegally OUT). This procedure will
then be iterated (generating in this way a dialectical transition sequence) until there will
be no more dialectically illegally IN arguments. It can be shown that the result constitutes
a dialectical admissible (or preferred) labelling.

Definition 46 (Dialectical transition step). Let dL be a dialectical labelling for the fi-

nite pdAF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩ and X an argument that is illegally IN in dL (according to

Definition 43). A dialectical transition step on X in dL consists of the following:

(1) The label of X is changed to OUT;
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(2) For every Y ∈ {X}∪{Z | X⇒{Z} Z} if Y is dialectically illegally OUT, then its label

is changed from OUT to UNDEC.

That is to say, a dialectical transition step can be considered as a function that takes the

tuple (dL ,X) as input and applies (1) and (2) to return a dialectical labelling dL ′ as

output. Formally: d step(dL ,X) = dL ′.

Notice that (2) means that any argument made dialectically illegally OUT by (1) is
turned to UNDEC.

Definition 47 (Dialectical transition sequence). A dialectical transition sequence is a list

[dL0, X1, dL1, . . . , Xn, dLn] (with n≥ 0), where for i= 1, . . . ,n, Xi is dialectical illegally

IN in dLi−1, and dLi = d step(dLi−1,Xi).

A dialectical transition sequence is said to be terminated iff dLn does not contain any
more dialectically illegally IN arguments.

Proposition 9. Let [dL0, X1, dL1, . . . , Xn, dLn] (with n≥ 0) be a terminated dialectical

transition sequence where dL0 is the all-IN dialectical labelling. Then the resulting dLn

is a dialectical admissible labelling.

Proof. The proof is a straightforward adaptation to the dialectical labellings approach of
the proof in [25].

Notice that, at the end of the dialectical transition sequence, there could be arguments
dialectically illegally UNDEC. Nevertheless, this will not prevent the generation of a di-
alectical admissible labelling since we just need to have arguments dialectically legally
IN and OUT (Definition 45). However, if our purpose had been the generation of a com-
plete labelling, then we would have required also dialectically legally UNDEC arguments
(if any). [25] and [97] show how to help avoid non-complete labelling by modifying the
transition step such that the super-illegally IN arguments are prioritized over the illegally
INviii.

Furthermore, [25] showed that for every preferred labelling of an AF, there exists a
terminated transition sequence that yields it.

Proposition 10. Let dL be a dialectical preferred labelling. There exists a dialectical

transition sequence [dL0, X1, dL1, . . . , Xn, dLn] (with n ≥ 0) where dL0 is the all-IN
dialectical labelling and dLn = dL .

viiiSee Definition 44.
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Proof. Once again, the proof is a straightforward adaptation to the dialectical labellings
approach of the proof in [25].

Now, we are going to see how a dialectical transition sequence works. The following
example makes use of the arguments of Figure 2.4. Observe that the pdAF should contain
more logically equivalent arguments (by property P2) which, instead, have been disre-
garded in order to provide a shorter step-by-step example. Notice also that this choice is
only to provide an intuitive understanding of the approach and should not be intended as
attesting against the possibility of scaling up the procedure by inputting larger pdAFs. A
more in-depth general analysis of the (best and worst cases) computational complexity of
such a procedure will be presented in Section 4.4.

Figure 4.2: Example of an (incomplete) pdAF based on the dialectical arguments of Figure 2.4. The
arrows identify the defeats existing among the arguments of the pdAF.

Example 11. Let us take the framework displayed in Figure 4.2 and start a dialectical

transition sequence on it. First of all, let us suppose that the procedure begins with the all-
IN initial dialectical labelling dL0, that is to say: dL0 =({A1,B1,C1,F1,F2,G1,G2,X1,X2}
, /0, /0)ix. Now we have to select an argument dialectically illegally IN and turn its la-

bel to OUT. Notice that the dialectical defeats moved by the arguments F2 and G2 are

not ‘disqualified’ (as explained by property Q5) since the required formula (¬a∨¬b) ∈
Prem(S ), (i.e., Prem(in(dL )). We are going to perform the dialectical transition step

ixFrom here onwards, a dialectical labelling dL will be represented as a tuple
(in(dL ), out(dL ), undec(dL )).
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on the dialectically illegally IN argument B1, changing its label to OUT. No argument has

been made dialectically illegally OUT after this step, hence: dL1 =({A1,C1,F1,F2,G1,G2,

X1,X2},{B1}, /0). Next, we are going to perform the dialectical transition step on X2

and F1, with the following outcome: dL2 = ({A1,C1,F1,F2,G1,G2,X1},{B1,X2}, /0) and

dL3 = ({A1,C1,F2,G1,G2,X1},{B1,F1,X2}, /0). We still have four arguments in the pdAF

which are dialectically illegally IN: A1, F2, G1, G2. Let us choose argument G2 and per-

form the dialectical transition step on it. Not only the label of G2 will be changed to

OUT, but it will also change to dialectically illegally OUT. This is because the dialectical

defeat moved by F2 will now be disqualified since F2 cannot suppose the required formula

(¬a∨¬b) from Prem(G2). Also, no other argument dialectically labelled IN defeats G2.

This means that argument G2, according to the dialectical transition step, will change

its dialectical label to UNDEC, hence: dL4 = ({A1,C1,F2,G1,X1},{B1,F1,X2},{G2}).
The performance of the dialectical transition step on F2 will terminate the transition se-

quence procedure since there will be no more dialectically illegally IN arguments. This

will generate the dialectical admissible labelling: dLA = ({A1,C1,G1,X1},{B1,F1,F2,

X2},{G2}). Notice that dLA is not a dialectical complete labelling since argument G2 is

dialectically illegally UNDEC.

4.3 Developing a sound and complete algorithm for di-
alectical preferred labellings

Since every admissible extension is a subset of a preferred extension (Dung’s Fundamen-
tal Lemma [53], adapted for Dialectical Cl-Arg in [97]), by generating a maximal (wrt
set inclusion) admissible extension, we will automatically hold also a preferred exten-
sion. Having shown the equivalence existing between admissible/preferred dialectical
labellings and extensions, the strategy employed by the algorithm for the generation of
the dialectical preferred labellings will involve, once again, the dialectical transition se-
quence. Indeed, Proposition 10 has already shown that there exist terminated dialectical
transition sequences which hold preferred labellings as results.

The purpose of the whole procedure is to generate terminated dialectical transition se-
quences which will produce, among others, dialectical preferred labellings. In a nutshell,
the idea is to reduce the number of dialectical transition sequences that need to be inves-
tigated in order to get dialectical preferred labellings. As a first step, we will adapt the
naive preferred algorithm, presented in [97], to dialectical labellings. Afterwards, we will
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design a procedure that optimizes the enumeration of dialectical preferred labellings by
employing specific Dialectical Cl-Arg properties.

4.3.1 The naive algorithm

Intuitively, we can summarise Algorithm 1 as follows. It takes as input the dialectical
labelling dL = all-IN for the pdAF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩ and initializes P as the set containing
all of the candidate dialectical preferred labellings. Then, it proceeds according to the
following stages:

(I) It checks if the considered dialectical labelling has fewer IN labelled arguments
than other candidate dialectical labellings previously investigated and stored in P.
If that is the case, the considered labelling cannot be maximally admissible. As
such, the procedure backtracks and looks for new possibilities to examine (lines
9-10).

(II) It checks if the result of a terminated dialectical transition sequence has a higher
number of IN labelled arguments than other candidate dialectical labellings previ-
ously investigated. If that is the case, it modifies P accordingly (lines 11-18).

(III) A dialectical transition step will be performed on a super-illegally IN argument
(if any) of the considered dialectical labelling. On the resulting new dialectical
labelling, function find preferred will be recursively called (lines 20-22).

(IV) Dialectical transition steps will be performed on every remaining illegally IN ar-
gument of the considered dialectical labelling. On the new dialectical labellings
resulting from each such transition step, function find preferred will be recur-
sively called (lines 24-27).

Trivially, if the pdAF = ⟨AR, /0⟩, then Algorithm 1 will immediately output P = {dL }.

Notice that performing dialectical transition steps on super-illegally IN arguments is a
way to increase the efficiency of the algorithm. Indeed, every dialectical super-illegally
IN argument always changes its label to legally OUT at the end of the procedure (the
proof is very similar to the one in [25] (Lemma 6)). As such, focussing preemptively on
super-illegally IN argument (as targets for the performance of dialectical transition steps)
will help to prune the search space of the algorithm. Therefore, it will be possible to reach
the termination of a transition sequence sooner and without changing its result. From this
trivially follows:
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Corollary 1. Let [dL0, X1, dL1, . . . , Xn, dLn] (with n ≥ 0) be a dialectical transition

sequence such that dLn is a preferred labelling. Performing dialectical transition steps

on super-illegally IN arguments will still result in the dialectical preferred labelling dLn.

Algorithm 1 Enumeration of Dialectical Preferred Labellings

Input: the dialectical labelling dL = all-IN for the pdAF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩
Output: a set P = {dL | dL is a dialectical preferred labelling for the pdAF}

1: P := /0
2: dLi := dL
3: find preferred(dLi)
4: print P
5: end
6: ·
7: ·
8: Function find preferred(dLi)
9: if ∃dL ′

i ∈ P such that in(dLi)⊂ in(dL ′
i) then

10: return # backtrack and try next possibility
11: else if dLi has no dialectically illegally IN argument then
12: for each dL ′

i ∈ P
13: if in(dL ′

i)⊂ in(dLi) then
14: P := P\{dL ′

i}
15: endif
16: end for each
17: P := P∪{dLi}
18: return # backtrack and try next possibility
19: else
20: if dLi has a dialectically super-illegally IN argument X then
21: dLi+1 = d step(dLi,X)
22: find preferred(dLi+1)
23: else
24: for each X which is dialectically illegally IN
25: dLi+1 = d step(dLi,X)
26: find preferred(dLi+1)
27: end for each
28: endif
29: endif
30: end Function

Theorem 13 (Soundness and completeness of algorithm 1). Consider a finite pdAF =

⟨AR,defeats⟩. Then Algorithm 1 returns dialectical preferred labellings iff there exist

dialectical preferred labellings in the pdAF.
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Proof. To generate dialectical preferred labellings, the algorithm employs terminated di-
alectical transition sequences while it filters out every dialectical admissible labelling
which is not maximal (hence, not preferred). Notice that preemptively choosing super-
illegally IN arguments to perform dialectical transition steps will not affect the transition
sequences, as ensured by Corollary 1. As such, the soundness of the procedure is guar-
anteed by Proposition 9 and steps (I) and (II) of the algorithm, while its completeness is
ensured by Proposition 10.

4.3.2 The optimized algorithm

The optimized version of Algorithm 1 will exploit properties Q3 and Q4 of the dialectical
labelling approach to improve the efficiency of the procedure. Their employment will
help in reducing the number of dialectical transition steps needed to terminate some of
the dialectical transition sequences. Also, at the same time, they will provide a higher
probability of generating dialectical complete labellingsx.

The idea is to prune the search space of the algorithm by preventing further exami-
nations of dialectical transition sequences where properties Q3 or Q4 have been violated.
Indeed, if the elementary argument of a dialectically legally IN argument X is instead not
(or illegally) IN, we cannot expect the resulting dialectical labelling dL to be complete,
hence preferred. Similarly, if X ′ ∈ [X ] is the logically equivalent argument of the dialecti-
cally legally IN argument X , such that Prem(X ′)⊂ Prem(X), then X ′ must be IN as well.
Otherwise, the resulting dL will not be complete, hence not preferred.

Intuitively, we can summarise Algorithm 2 as follows. It takes as input the dialectical
labelling dL = all-IN for the pdAF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩ and initializes P as the set containing
all of the candidate dialectical preferred labellings. Then, it proceeds according to the
following stages:

(I) This stage (lines 9-10) behaves identically to the one introduced for Algorithm 1
(i.e., the naive algorithm).

(a) It checks if there is a dialectically legally IN argument X such that at least one
of its elementary arguments X ′ is not legally IN. If that is the case, the resulting
dialectical labelling is violating property Q3, meaning that it cannot be a complete
(nor preferred) labelling. As such, the procedure backtracks and looks for new
possibilities to examine (lines 11-12).

xRecall that dialectical preferred labellings can be defined as maximal dialectical admissible labellings
as well as maximal dialectical complete labellings (Definition 45).
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(b) It checks if there is a dialectically legally IN argument X such that (at least one of)
its logically equivalent argument X ′, where Prem(X ′)⊂ Prem(X), is not legally IN.
If that is the case, the resulting dialectical labelling is violating property Q4, mean-
ing that it cannot be a complete (nor preferred) labelling. As such, the procedure
backtracks and looks for new possibilities to examine (lines 13-14).

(II, III, IV) These stages (lines 15-22, 24-26, 28-31) behave identically to the ones introduced
for Algorithm 1 (i.e., the naive algorithm).

It may be possible that an argument dialectically legally IN will turn illegally IN (hence,
OUT or UNDEC after additional dialectical transition steps) once the dialectical transition
sequence has moved forward. Performing the pruning outlined by (a) and (b) could then
possibly prevent the generation of a dialectical labelling which could have ended up be-
ing preferred. Notice, however, that the optimized find preferred function performs
d step on each illegally IN argument at every one of its recursive calls, meaning that a
situation where both arguments X and X ′ (of either scenario (a) or (b)) are dialectically
legally OUT (or UNDEC) will also be contemplated. That is to say, among the various
branches of the algorithm search space, a situation where argument X will turn from di-
alectically illegally IN to OUT or UNDEC (without transiting from a dialectically legally
IN status) will be considered as well, along with any resulting dialectical labelling. There-
fore, (a) and (b) prove to be efficient improvements to the procedure without affecting its
completeness property.
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Algorithm 2 Optimized Enumeration of Dialectical Preferred Labellings

Input: the dialectical labelling dL = all-IN for the pdAF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩
Output: a set P = {dL | dL is a dialectical preferred labelling for the pdAF}

1: P := /0
2: dLi := dL
3: optimized find preferred(dLi)
4: print P
5: end
6: ·
7: ·
8: Function optimized find preferred(dLi)
9: if ∃dL ′

i ∈ P such that in(dLi)⊂ in(dL ′
i) then

10: return # backtrack and try next possibility
11: else if ∃X legally IN, but one of its elementary argument is not then
12: return # backtrack and try next possibility
13: else if ∃X legally IN, but X ′ ∈ [X ] (Prem(X ′)⊂ Prem(X)) is not then
14: return # backtrack and try next possibility
15: else if dLi has no dialectically illegally IN argument then
16: for each dL ′

i ∈ P
17: if in(dL ′

i)⊂ in(dLi) then
18: P := P\{dL ′

i}
19: endif
20: end for each
21: P := P∪{dLi}
22: return # backtrack and try next possibility
23: else
24: if dLi has a dialectically super-illegally IN argument X then
25: dLi+1 = d step(dLi,X)
26: optimized find preferred(dLi+1)
27: else
28: for each X which is dialectically illegally IN
29: dLi+1 = d step(dLi,X)
30: optimized find preferred(dLi+1)
31: end for each
32: endif
33: endif
34: end Function

Theorem 14 (Soundness and completeness of algorithm 2). Consider a finite pdAF =

⟨AR,defeats⟩. Then Algorithm 2 returns dialectical preferred labellings iff there exist

dialectical preferred labellings in the pdAF.

Proof. Consider that Corollary 1 holds also for Algorithm 2. The completeness property
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is then guaranteed by Proposition 10. Soundness, instead, will be ensured by Proposition
9, properties Q3, Q4 and steps (I) and (II) of the procedure.

4.4 Algorithms analysis

The features that differentiate Algorithms 1 and 2 are the additional filtering steps that
involve properties Q3 and Q4. As we have seen, the advantage of employing such features
lies in the possibility of shortening the dialectical transition sequences in their process
of searching for dialectical preferred labellings. This also contributes to enhancing the
efficiency of the procedure. Indeed, the algorithm can save time (while still preserving the
completeness property) by preventing the performance of dialectical transition steps on
dialectical labelling that, with a high likelihood, will not become complete (nor preferred)
labelling.

4.4.1 Time complexity

Let us now analyse how Algorithms 1 and 2 behave in their two extreme cases:

Best case In the best-case scenario, the pdAF = ⟨AR, /0⟩ and no arguments defeat each
other. In this circumstance, the time complexity of both Algorithms 1 and 2 is constant.
Since there is no dialectical transition step to perform, the algorithm will immediately out-
put the (only) preferred extension as a result of its procedure, i.e., dL = all-IN, therefore,
P = {dL }.

Worst case Let dL = all-IN be a dialectical labelling for the pdAF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩. In
the worst-case scenario for Algorithm 1, the procedure will have to perform d steps on
every dialectically illegally IN argument (excluding super-illegally IN arguments, already
handled by step (III)). The worst-case time complexity will then be bounded by operation
(IV), i.e., the maximum number of times the function find preferred can be recursively
called), hence:

O((n− k)!)

where n is the number of arguments of the pdAF (i.e., |AR| = n) used as input in Al-
gorithm 1 and k identifies the number of arguments dialectically legally IN of the input
labelling dL xi. Despite the fact that Algorithm 2 has a similar factorial upper bound,

xiMore precisely, k denotes the number of dialectically legally IN arguments that cannot change their
labels throughout the dialectical transition sequence, i.e., the undefeated arguments.
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it is also capable of pruning its search space taking advantage of properties Q3 and Q4.
This allows the shortening of some of the dialectical transition sequences performed by
the procedure. The worst-case time complexity will then be equal to:

O((n− k− c)!)

where c represents the average number of prevented dialectical transition steps due to
stages (a) and (b) of Algorithm 2. Let k + c = k′, we can then simplify the previous
notation and write O((n− k′)!).

Best Case Worst Case
Algorithm 1 Ω(1) O((n− k)!)
Algorithm 2 Ω(1) O((n− k′)!)

Figure 4.3: Table describing the time complexity of the developed algorithms. Notice that k′ > k.

Remark 3. The three-labels standard enumerating procedure for the preferred labellings

(as presented in [41] and [97]) have a worst-case time complexity of n!. This is due

to the fact that, in abstract argumentation, there can be AFs where every argument at-

tacks/defeats each other. However, the same situation would never happen in Dialectical

Cl-Arg since, whenever there are conflicting arguments, there are also unassailable argu-

ments that cannot be defeated (as shown by properties Q1 and Q1′ ). This means that, in

comparison with the three-labels standard enumerating procedure, preferred algorithms

involving dialectical labellings perform more efficiently by default.

4.4.2 Comparison of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2

Let us now compare the performances of the two developed algorithms. For simplicity,
we are going to run the procedures on the incomplete pdAF depicted in Figure 4.2.

Example 12. Recall that both algorithms take as input the dialectical labelling dL = all-
IN for the pdAF and begin by assuming P = /0, where P is the set of dialectical preferred

labellings. As such, the initial dialectical labelling is dL0 =({A1,B1,C1,F1,F2,G1,G2,X1,

X2}, /0, /0):

1) Following the procedure of Algorithm 1, we have to start by comparing the initial

dialectical admissible labelling with the ones already members of P. Since P is

empty and there are dialectically illegally IN arguments in the pdAF, we can skip

stages (I)-(II) and move to stage (III) performing dialectical transition steps on

dialectically super-illegally IN arguments, if any. X2 is such an argument because
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it is defeated by the dialectically legally IN X1. Changing the label of X2 to dialec-

tically OUT will yield dL1 = ({A1,B1,C1,F1,F2,G1,G2,X1},{X2}, /0). Since there

are no more dialectically super-illegally IN arguments, we can proceed with stage

(IV). The subsequent dialectical transition steps will choose random arguments

until the termination of a dialectical transition sequence. The outcome will be a

dialectical admissible labelling that will update P after the checks of steps (I)-(II).

Then, Algorithm 1 will will keep backtracking (to the other dialectical transition se-

quences generated by recursively calling function find preferred) and revising

set P until each possibility has been investigated.

2) Following the procedure of Algorithm 2, we have to check if, during a dialectical

transition sequence, the resulting dialectical labelling violates properties Q3 and/or

Q4. If so, we can backtrack and look for a different possibility. The remaining

procedure is identical to Algorithm 1 (stages (I)-(IV )).

To provide an example of the shortcuts granted by Algorithm 2, we will examine

one of the dialectical transition sequences generated by the procedure. The al-

gorithm begins by performing a dialectical transition step on the super-illegally

IN argument X2 (this corresponds to stage (III)), transforming dL0 in dL1 =

({A1,B1,C1,F1,F2,G1,G2,X1},{X2}, /0). We should now move to stage (IV) and

perform d steps on the remaining dialectically illegally IN arguments. In the fol-

lowing, let us suppose that the resulting dialectical labelling always passes the

check of stage (I). This will lead to the generation of dL2 =({A1,C1,F1,F2,G1,G2,

X1},{B1,X2}, /0), dL3 =({A1,C1,F1,F2,G1,X1},{B1,G2,X2}, /0) and dL4 =({A1,

C1,F1,F2,X1},{G1,G2,B1,X2}, /0) by respectively choosing arguments B1,G2,G1

as targets for the d steps. Observe that dL4 violates Q3 since F1 (alternatively,

F2) is dialectically labelled IN, whereas its elementary argument B1 is labelled

OUT. Although not terminated, the dialectical transition sequence will then be in-

terrupted (stage (a)) and the procedure will backtrack. This outcome ensured a

reduction of the considered dialectical transition sequence of one d steps, proving

to be a valid improvement on the efficiency of the algorithm.

Example 12 highlights the efficiency advantages ensured by the shortcuts of Algo-
rithm 2 over Algorithm 1. Indeed, we can see how the number of steps needed to reach
the termination of a dialectical transition sequence might differ.

To the best of my knowledge, the three-labels enumerating procedure presented in
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Algorithm 1 (especially its optimized version, Algorithm 2) constitutes a novelty. The
literature mainly focuses on developing (or improving) algorithms for abstract AFsxii, ad-
dressing the main reasoning problems (i.e., enumeration, verification, sceptical and cred-
ulous acceptance of arguments) for a variety of semantics. Also, many of such procedures
employ more than three labels to identify the arguments of an AF: besides IN, OUT and
UNDEC they add labels such as BLANK, MUST OUT and ATT. Although some works
have been undertaken in structured argumentation (for example, [73] for ABA and [123]
for ASPIC+), to my recollection, no original algorithm has been developed for Dialectical
Cl-Arg thus far. The procedures presented in this chapter are the first attempt at com-
puting and enumerating admissible and preferred extensions for Dialectical Cl-Arg and
accomplish so by exploiting the properties of such a dialectical approach. For instance,
the optimized dialectical preferred algorithm guides the dialectical transition sequences
and enhances the procedure simply by making use of the properties Q1, Q1′, Q3 and
Q4. Finally, notice that despite the factorial worst-time complexity of both Algorithm 1
and Algorithm 2 their performance is far more efficient than n!, which is the worst-case
time complexity of the three-labels enumerating procedure for the preferred labellings as
presented in [41] and [97].

4.5 Developing a sound and complete algorithm for di-
alectical grounded labellings

As in the standard case described in [97], the strategy for designing an algorithm capable
of generating the dialectical grounded labelling will employ the emulation of the charac-
teristic function F . However, recall that for Dialectical Cl-Arg the monotonicity of the
characteristic function has been proven only for epistemically maximal admissible sets of
arguments [49]. Since the goal is to reach the least fixed point of F , which yields the
grounded extension according to its constructive definition, we require F to be mono-
tonic and the pdAF to be finitary. By Definition 41, the considered pdAF is finite, hence
finitaryxiii. Instead, in order to achieve the monotonicity of the characteristic function, at
every step of the iteration of F , we will have to invoke another function that will change

xiiAs shown by the proceedings of the latest ‘Systems and Algorithms for Formal Argumentation (SAFA)
2016 [121], 2018 [122], 2020 [64] and the ‘International Competition on Computational Models of Argu-
mentation’ (ICCMA) 2015 [124], 2017 [63], 2019 [19], 2021 [81].

xiiiSince the pdAF is finite, there is only a finite number of defeating arguments for each argument of the
framework (which corresponds to the definition of finitary).
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the current set of IN arguments into an epistemically maximal admissible set. Such func-
tion, called Clem, has already been introduced in [49] and now needs to be adapted to
dialectical labellings.

Definition 48 (Epistemically maximal step). Let consider a pdAF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩. The

function Clem : 2AR 7→ 2AR maps any in(dL ) sets to its epistemically maximal set such

that: Clem(in(dL )) = in(dL ) ∪

{X ′ | X ∈ in(dL ), X ′ ∈ [X ], Prem(X)⊆ Prem(X ′), Prem(X ′)⊆ Prem(in(dL )};

We are going to write em step(in(dL )) to denote the performance of Clem on in(dL ).

In the following algorithm, the resulting dLG will identify the dialectical grounded
labelling. Recall also that S = in(dL ).

Algorithm 3 Dialectical Grounded Labelling Algorithm

Input: the dialectical labelling dL = ( /0, /0, /0) for the pdAF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩
Output: the dialectical grounded labelling dLG

1: dLi := dL
2: find grounded(dLi)
3: print dLG
4: end
5: ·
6: ·
7: Function find grounded(dLi)
8: repeat
9: in(dLi+1) = in(dLi)∪{X | X is not dialectically labelled in dLi

10: and ∀Y : if Y ⇒S X then Y ∈ out(dLi) }
11: if in(dLi+1) ̸=Clem(in(dLi+1))
12: then in(dLi+1) = em step(in(dLi+1))
13: endif
14: out(dLi+1) = out(dLi)∪{X | X is not dialectically labelled in dLi
15: and ∃Y : Y ⇒{X} X and Y ∈ in(dLi+1) }
16: until dLi+1 = dLi
17: dLG = (in(dLi),out(dLi),AR− (in(dLi)∪out(dLi)))
18: end Function

Intuitively, the algorithm begins by (I) assigning IN to each dialectically undefeated
argument of an empty dialectical labelling dL = ( /0, /0, /0) and (II), if needed, proceed fur-
ther by epistemically maximally closing the set of arguments just made IN. The following
step (III) assigns OUT to every argument dialectically defeated by the arguments turned
IN by (I) and (II), hence (IV) assigns the dialectical label IN to those arguments all of
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whose defeaters are dialectically labelled OUT. This procedure will be iterated until (V)
no more IN/OUT assignments can be done, while any remaining unlabelled arguments
will be dialectically labelled UNDEC.

Finally, having successfully emulated the iteration of the characteristic function F

and reached the least fixed point of it, we can conclude that dLG (printed by the proce-
dure) corresponds to the dialectical grounded labelling.

Proposition 11 (Soundness and completeness of the algorithm). Let consider a finite

pdAF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩. Then Algorithm 3 returns the dialectical grounded labelling iff

there exists the dialectical grounded labelling for the pdAF.

Proof. The purpose of Algorithm 3 is to construct the dialectical grounded labelling
(which corresponds to the dialectical grounded extension by Theorem 12) by emulat-
ing the iteration of F , i.e., the characteristic function of the framework. As such, the
proof of soundness and completeness are already given in [49], since they are identical to
the same proofs for F .

As we have seen, the only difference between Algorithm 3 and the algorithm in [97]
for generating the grounded labelling is the presence of the em step. However, is this
step really necessary? The following section will investigate such a question.

4.5.1 Epistemically preserved admissible set

Recall once again that in Dialectical Cl-Arg, the monotonicity of the framework charac-
teristic function F is shown under the domain of epistemically maximal admissible sets
[49]. Epistemic maximality allows preventing a situation where, given two admissible set
S , S ′ (such that S ′ ⊃S ), an argument X is acceptable with respect to S , but not with
respect to S ′ (i.e., X ∈F (S ), but X /∈F (S ′)). This situation can be better captured
with the introduction of epistemically preserved (ep) sets. In this section, we are going
to show that, without the need to employ the epistemically maximal closure Clem, we can
achieve the same result by focusing on epistemically preserved admissible sets.

Definition 49 (Epistemically preserved sets). Let ⟨AR,defeats⟩ be a pdAF and let E,E ′

be two extensions of AR such that E ′ ⊃ E. Then E is an epistemically preserved (ep) set

iff:

• If X is acceptable with respect to E, then ∄Z ∈ AR such that Z⇒E ′ X and X is not

defended by an argument in E.
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Lemma 5. Let E be an epistemically preserved and epistemically maximal admissible set

and let S = F (E) be the ep set whose members are arguments acceptable wrt E. Then

Clem(S ) = S .

Proof. We are going to show that if X = (∆,Γ,α) ∈ S and Γ′ ⊆ (Γ∩Prem(S )), then
X ′ = (∆∪Γ′,Γ\Γ′,α) ∈S .

Assume the contrary: X ∈S , Γ′ ⊆ (Γ∩Prem(S )), but X ′ /∈S . This means that ∃Z =

(Π,Σ,ϕ)∈ AR such that Z⇒E X ′ on β (ϕ = β or ϕ =⋏) and ∄W ∈ E such that W ⇒{Z}
Z. There are two cases to consider:

• Suppose Z⇒E X (if β ∈ ∆) or Z⇒E Q (if β ∈ Γ′) where Γ′ ⊆ Prem(Q). However,
we know that X ,Q ∈ S and S = F (E). As such, ∃W ∈ E where W ⇒{Z} Z

contradicting the assumptions.

• Suppose:

– β ∈ ∆ but Z ⇏E X . This means that Z ⇒E∪Γ′ X . Since S ⊃ E ∪Γ′, then
Z⇒S X , contradicting the fact that E is ep.

– β ∈ Γ′ but Z ⇏E Q, where Γ′ ⊆ Prem(Q). This means that Z⇒E∪∆ X . Since
S ⊃ E ∪∆, then Z⇒S Q, contradicting the fact that E is ep.

Finally, the Fundamental Lemma (adapted for Dialectical Cl-Arg in [49]) and its implied
properties (especially Lemma 21 of [49]) ensures that Clem(S ) is also admissible.

As we have seen, the only difference between Algorithm 4 and the algorithm in [97]
for generating the grounded labelling is the presence of the em step. However, is this
step really necessary? If we can prove that each iteration of the algorithm sub-routine
outputs an ep admissible set of dialectically IN arguments (i.e., in(dLi) is ep), we can
also ensure that such a set is em admissible by Lemma 5. This would allow us to eschew
the em step.

Lemma 6. Each iteration of Algorithm 3 sub-routine generates a set of dialectically IN
arguments which is epistemically preserved.

Proof. Every iteration of Algorithm 3’s sub-routine generates a set in(dLi+1) which is
composed of the set in(dLi), generated by the previous iteration, in addition to all the
new arguments made dialectically legally IN (lines 9-10). By Definition 42, an argument
X is dialectically legally IN iff all of its defeaters are dialectically OUT. This means that
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if an unlabelled argument Z dialectically defeats X , argument X cannot be considered
legally IN, even if all of its other defeaters are OUT. As such, X will not be a member
of in(dLi+1). This corresponds with the idea of the epistemically preserved set: if X is
acceptable wrt in(dLi) then it can be defended against any possible defeaters Z ⇒E X

(where E = in(dLi+k), for k ≥ 0).

Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 entail the following Corollary:

Corollary 2. The purpose of Algorithm 3 sub-routine is to emulate the iterations of the

framework characteristic function F . Each iteration of the sub-routine produces an ep
admissible set which is also emxiv. This makes the em step unnecessary.

4.5.2 The optimized algorithm

Thanks to Corollary 2, we can optimize the procedure for the generation of the dialectical
grounded labelling by eschewing the em step. This means that the following algorithm
can be used instead of Algorithm 3 for generating the dialectical grounded labelling. No-

Algorithm 4 Optimized Dialectical Grounded Labelling Algorithm

Input: the dialectical labelling dL = ( /0, /0, /0) for the pdAF = ⟨AR,defeats⟩
Output: the dialectical grounded labelling dLG

1: dLi := dL
2: find grounded(dLi)
3: print dLG
4: end
5: ·
6: ·
7: Function find grounded(dLi)
8: repeat
9: in(dLi+1) = in(dLi)∪{X | X is not dialectically labelled in dLi

10: and ∀Y : if Y ⇒S X then Y ∈ out(dLi) }
11: out(dLi+1) = out(dLi)∪{X | X is not dialectically labelled in dLi
12: and ∃Y : Y ⇒{X} X and Y ∈ in(dLi+1) }
13: until dLi+1 = dLi
14: dLG = (in(dLi),out(dLi),AR− (in(dLi)∪out(dLi)))
15: end Function

tice that Algorithm 4 works almost identically to Algorithm 3 (it is indeed the same pro-
cedure without the em step), hence, also the results of soundness and completeness will
remain the same.

xivNotice that even the initial in(dLi) = /0 is, trivially, both em and ep.
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Figure 4.4: This pdAF is similar to the one in Figure 4.2 except for a different preference ordering among
the arguments (highlighted by the box in the top-left corner) and the entailed defeats.

Example 13. Let us now consider the framework displayed in Figure 4.4 and imple-

ment Algorithm 4 on it. The procedure will start with dL = ( /0, /0, /0). Now we continue

by assigning the dialectical label IN to every undefeated argument of the pdAF, that is

to say, in(dL1) = {A1,C1,G1,G2,X1}. Having labelled G1,G2,X1 dialectically IN en-

tails changing to dialectically OUT the arguments B1, F1, F2 and X2. Now there are

no more arguments that can be labelled IN or OUT, as such, to proceed further, we

have to update all the remaining unlabelled arguments to dialectically UNDEC. Since

there are no such arguments, the algorithm will output the dialectical grounded labelling:

dLG = ({A1,C1,G1,G2,X1},{B1,F1,F2,X2}, /0).

4.6 Dialectical labellings & dialectical games

In the previous chapter, we have shown the correlation existing between the victory of a
dialectical argument game for an argument A and the membership of A into the extension
the game was meant to capture. In this chapter, instead, we have seen the equivalence
existing between dialectical labellings and extensions (Theorem 12). As a result, the
following propositions will holdxv:

xvWe are going to assume familiarity with the notion of dialectical dispute tree D along with the other
notations and definitions of the same chapter.
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Proposition 12 (Dialectical preferred game & labelling). Let ΦP-Dn

identifies a terminated ΦP-dialectical game for A. Then, there exists a dialectical win-

ning strategy ΦP-W n for A, such that the set PRO(ΦP-W n) of arguments moved by

PRO in ΦP-W n is conflict-free, iff there exists a dialectical preferred labelling dLP with

dLP(A) = INxvi.

Proposition 13 (Dialectical grounded game & labelling). Let ΦG-Dn

identifies a terminated ΦG-dialectical game for A. Then, there exists a dialectical winning

strategy ΦG-W n for A, such that the em closure Clem(PRO(ΦG-W n)) of the set of argu-

ments moved by PRO in ΦG-W n is conflict-free, iff there exists a dialectical grounded

labelling dLG with dLG(A) = IN.

4.7 Future Work

The way in which the chapter has been designed allows for two possible lines of future
research. The first (i) will focus on extending the introduced dialectical labellings proce-
dure to other semantics (for example, stable, semi-stable and ideal semantics). Whereas
the second (ii) line of potential investigation would provide an optimization of the de-
veloped algorithms. Indeed, Algorithm 2 might be further improved if we move to a
four-labels (as in [41]) or a five-labels [99] enumerating procedure. Concerning (i), no-
tice that both Algorithms 1 and 2 can be adapted to enumerate all the dialectical stable
or semi-stable labellings rather than just the preferred ones. For the stable labellings,
we only need to introduce a check in the procedure that will exclude all the dialectical
labellings composed by at least one dialectically UNDEC argument (this corresponds to
the definition of stable labellings as given in [25]). For example, we could replace line 9
of code (whether we are dealing with Algorithm 1 or Algorithm 2) declaring:

if undec(dLi) ̸= /0 then return

In addition, we can remove lines 12-16 (or lines 16-20 if we are dealing with Algorithm
2): there is no need to make any comparison about sets of IN arguments.

Whereas for the semi-stable labellings, we just need to introduce a check in the proce-
dure that will exclude all the dialectical labellings which are not composed by a minimal
amount of UNDEC arguments (this corresponds to the definition of semi-stable labellings
as given in [25]). For example, we could replace line 9 of code (whether we are dealing
with Algorithm 1 or Algorithm 2) declaring:

xviSimilarly for the admissible extension. Recall indeed that the dialectical admissible and preferred
argument games are identical.
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if ∃dL ′
i ∈ P : undec(dL ′

i )⊂ undec(dLi) then return

In addition, we can replace line 13 (or line 17 if we are dealing with Algorithm 2) declar-
ing:

if undec(dLi)⊂ undec(dL ′
i ) then

4.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have produced three main results: (1.) adapted labelling definitions
and procedures to Dialectical Cl-Arg; devised algorithms for the generation of (2.) the di-
alectical preferred labellings, and (3.) the dialectical grounded labelling. Both these latter
two achievements constitute novel contributions (to the best of our knowledge, no pre-
vious attempt on accommodating labellings and implementing them via algorithms had
been pursued for Dialectical Cl-Arg). We discovered that dialectical labellings enjoy spe-
cific properties, which have then been used to improve the efficiency of the algorithms.
For example, the proposed optimized dialectical preferred algorithm guides the proce-
dure simply by employing the properties of Dialectical Cl-Arg. Finally, concerning the
dialectical grounded labelling, another important result has been established: thanks to
the notion of epistemically preserved admissible sets, we were able to prove that, against
expectations, the procedure did not require an epistemically maximal closure at the end
of each of its iteration.

Dialectical argument game proof theories and labellings appear to be the two faces of
the same ’semantic’ coin, thus providing different formal instruments to achieve the same
result: the computation of dialectical semantics (Definition 23). We shall now proceed
by trying to extend the single-agent reasoning process modelled by dialectical argument
games into a more distributed form of interaction. Specifically, we are going to focus
on explanation dialogues since we envisage them as being one of the kind of dialectical
exchanges that occurs more often among real-world resource-bounded agents.
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Chapter 5

Explanation-Question-Response (EQR)
Dialogue and Scheme

Argument schemes (AS) represent structures of inferences that model
presumptive reasoning in different circumstances. The AS Over Pro-
posal for Action, for example, formalises the rational pattern for propos-
ing an action, whereas the AS from Expert Opinion serves to model
claims from experts. By merging these two schemes, however, it is
possible to obtain a novel kind of template (hereafter EQR) capable
of modelling the reasoning, and the entailed consequences, that fol-
low from an expert opinion. This chapter presents the EQR scheme,
an AS designed to be the core element of the Explanation-Question-
Response dialogue, whose protocol is specialized in the assessment
of explanations. This dialogue (and the related EQR scheme) offers
three different variants, depending on the focus the protocol is meant
to emphasise: assertion, endorsement or specific endorsement.

5.1 Argument Scheme from Expert Opinion

Argument schemes model stereotypical patterns of presumptive reasoning [138]. They
exemplify forms of default reasoning where a claim is supported by default and its valid-
ity is assessed by specific critical questions. Since these days it is not unusual to rely on
the opinions, or suggestions, of experts (humans or AI) [145], particular interest assumes
the scheme representing an Argument from Expert Opinion [139]. Indeed, it might be ar-
gued that an individual will never be able to understand every aspect of our society, based
on complex and ever-changing technology. As such, we all need to put (some degree of)
our trust in the assertions made by authorities and experts [145].
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Following the notation of [140], we are going to outline the general structure of an ar-
gument scheme from expert opinion. We can identify E as an expert in a specific field of
knowledge F composed of a finite collection of propositions (among which there is A):

Argument Scheme from Expert Opinion

Premise : Source E is an expert in field F containing proposition A
Premise : E asserts that proposition A (in field F) is true (false)

Conclusion : A may plausibily be taken to be true (false)

This reasoning pattern is always accompanied by a series of critical questions (CQs)
whose purpose is to assess the validity of the conveyed argument. The following is the
complete list of such questions:

CQ1. (Expertise Question) How knowledgeable is E as an expert source?

CQ2. (Field Question) Is E an expert in the field F that A is in?

CQ3. (Opinion Question) What did E assert that implies A?

CQ4. (Trustworthiness Question) Is E personally reliable as a source?

CQ5. (Consistency Question) Is A consistent with what other experts assert?

CQ6. (Evidence Question) Is E’s assertion based on evidence?

In [90] another question is added to the previous six:

CQ7. (Self-interest Question) Is it the case that E does not stand to gain by our endorse-
ment of proposition A?

Argument scheme from expert opinion and its related critical questions aim at modelling
explanations from experts. Evaluation and assessment of explanations are particularly
suited to be modelled as dialogical interactions between an explainer, i.e., an agent capa-
ble and willing to answer questions concerning the explanation and an explainee, i.e., an
agent seeking to determine the validity of such answers. In [90], this dialogue is called
Explanation-Question-Response (EQR) and its protocol can be seen as halfway between
persuasion, information-giving/seeking and query dialogues, avoiding in this way the em-
ployment of a more complicated formalism (as the Control Layer) that would account for
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different simultaneous discussions taking placei. As such, the EQR dialogue proves to
be an efficient way to capture multiple kinds of dialectical interactions that might occur
when the topic revolves around the explanation of a statement. The purpose of this chap-
ter is to develop three fully-fledged variants of the EQR dialogue protocol (considered as
a new dialogue type that may be termed ‘explanation’) and the core elements (i.e., the
EQR schemes) upon which they are based. Such protocols envisage different locutions,
according to specific pre and post-conditions, capable of updating the commitment store
associated with each agent participating in the dialogue.

To begin with, we can distinguish three different types of formalisations that will lead
to the creation of three kinds of EQR dialogues (and corresponding EQR schemes) called:
‘claim’, ‘endorsement’ and ‘endorsed-by-whom’.

1. The ‘claim’ dialogue will consider how (acting upon) the expert’s assertion will
affect the current epistemic state of the world;

2. The ‘endorsement’ dialogue will not only take into account the expert’s assertion,
but its endorsement too. It is now (acting upon) such endorsement that will affect
the current epistemic state of the world;

3. The ‘endorsed-by-whom’ dialogue is an endorsement dialogue that will also model
and make explicit the agent(s) that is(are) endorsing the expert’s assertion.

5.2 The EQR claim Dialogue

Before delving into the creation of the actual protocol, let us begin by formalising the
scheme upon which the EQR claim dialogue will be based (i.e., the AS that will be em-
ployed as the starting point of the dialogue). Its logical structure can be seen as halfway
between the Argument Schemes Over Proposal for Action (ASOPA) [7] and the Argu-

ment Scheme from Expert Opinion (ASEO) [139]. The underlying idea is to merge the
knowledge elicited by those two formal patterns in a single scheme that would then yield
the advantage of concentrating and synthesizing the same amount of information in a
unique data structure that may be queried more conveniently. Indeed, the architecture
of the EQR scheme has been engineered having in mind its concrete implementation. By
combining theoretical and practical bits of information, the presented structure serves as a
placeholder capable of conveying enough data to clarify the topic of interest. This proves
particularly effective in explanatory contexts, where the retrieval of specific information

iRefer to Chapter 2 for a brief overview of dialogue types and their interactions.
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may result in a time-consuming search through a plethora of different sources. EQR
scheme instantiations can then behave as small-scale (space-saving) database units that
can be interrogated by users. Orderly storing information, which would require double
the number of ASOPA and ASEO instantiations to be collected, results in a (potential)
reduction of memory and time consumption, proving thus suited for the scarce resource
availability issue of real-world agents.

More specifically, the purpose of the EQR scheme is to formalise the consequences
arising (and the presumptive reasoning leading to them) by acting upon a specific expert
opinion. A reference to such authority provides the rationale that justifies the conclusion
of the (instantiated) argument, also leaving chances of inquiry for more detailed explana-
tions.

EQR claim Scheme

Premise : In the current state R
Premise : asserting α (from an expert E in a field F)
Premise : will result in a new state S
Premise : which will make proposition A true (alternatively, false)
Premise : which will promote some value v

Conclusion : Acting upon α should make proposition A
true (false) and entail value v

Being the core element of EQR claim dialogues, we call it the EQR claim scheme to dis-
tinguish it from the other EQR formalisations that will be introduced in the next sections.
The proposed scheme assumes the existence of:

• A finite set of knowledgeable experts, called Experts, denoted with elements E,
E ′, E ′′, etc. Experts are deemed knowledgeable if they can somehow prove their
competencies (e.g., years of experience, professional achievements, research publi-
cations).

• A finite set of relevant disciplinary fields, called Fields, denoted with elements F ,
F ′, F ′′, etc.

• A finite set of propositions, called Opinions, denoted with elements α , β , γ , etc.
Each member represents the viewpoint of an expert with regard to a specific topic.
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• A finite set of Opinions × Experts × Fields tuples, called Competences, denoted
with elements α⟨E,F⟩, β⟨E ′,F ′⟩, γ⟨E ′′,F ′′⟩, etc. Each element describes an opinion α

from an expert E in a field F ii.

• A finite set of propositions and their negations, called Prop, denoted with elements
A, ¬A, B, ¬B, etc.

• A finite set of states, called States, denoted with elements R, S, T, etc. Each element
describes a specific state of the world and corresponds to an assignment of truth
values {T,F} to every element of Prop.

• A finite set of Values denoted with elements v, w, etc. This category includes both
positive (i.e., constructive, such as wellbeing, altruism, integrity, etc.) and negative
(i.e., non-constructive, such as dishonesty, manipulation, greed, etc.) values.

• A function value mapping each element of Prop to a pair (v, sign), where v∈ Values

and sign ∈ {+,−,=}.

• A ternary relation assert on Competences × States × States.

Intuitively, starting from the current circumstance R and acting upon the opinion asserted
by a competent expert in the relevant field, the agent instantiating the scheme wishes to
attain A (or not A) and the actual reason for it (value v), along with the entailed conse-
quences, whether they are desired or not (new state S). As an example of expert opinion,
consider an architect asserting that, according to her recent evaluation, the nearby bridge
requires immediate maintenance to prevent its collapse. In this case, by acting upon such
an opinion, the practical intervention of specialized workers will change the state of the
world into a new state where the bridge is no longer precarious (promoting the safety
value).

In addition, four statements need to be satisfied if the argument represented by the
formalisation is to be valid:

Statement 1: R is the case.

Statement 2: assert(α⟨E,F⟩,R,S) ∈ assert.

iiNotice that the same expert can express various opinions in the same field (i.e. β⟨E,F⟩). Alternatively,
different experts can express the same opinions in the same field (i.e. α⟨E ′′′,F⟩) or even different opinions
(i.e. γ⟨E ′′′,F⟩). Finally, consider also that the same expert can be an expert in multiple fields (i.e. δ⟨E,F ′⟩).
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Statement 3: S |= A (i.e., “A is true in the state S”); alternatively, S |= ¬A (i.e., “¬A

is true in the state S”).

Statement 4: value(A) = (v,+)

We can represent the EQR claim scheme following the diagrammatic form of [6]:

R
α⟨E,F⟩−−−→ S |= A ↑ v (⋆)

The intended meaning is: “Asserting the expert’s opinion α⟨E,F⟩ (and acting upon it) in

the current state R, results in a new state S in which proposition A (alternatively, ¬A) is

true, and this promotes value v”.

5.2.1 Syntax

To assess the validity of an EQR claim scheme instantiation we are going to primarily
harness the critical questions of the Argument Scheme from Expert Opinion, although
we first need to convert each of them into specific attacks recognized by the EQR dia-
logue protocol (following an approach akin to [7]). The definition of such attacks will
additionally consider two more critical questions:

CQ8. (Disciplinary-relevant Question) Is F a relevant disciplinary field?

As an example, we can consider an expert (E) in the field of Wiccan witchcraftiii (F).
Thanks to its expertise, E’s opinion “Wiccan healing rituals can cure every kind of dis-

ease” supports the proposition “There exists a cure against COVID-19” (A). Observe
that it could be possible to build an EQR scheme instantiation such that, using the above
information, all the critical questions (CQ1-CQ6) will be addressed positively. Never-
theless, the majority of the rational agents will not actually believe that Wiccan magic
has any disciplinary relevance to A. As such, healing rituals cannot be considered a valid
alternative to medical sciences to develop a cure for the COVID-19 virus.

Besides CQ8, we can introduce another (self-explanatory) critical question:

CQ9. (Value Question) Is E’s assertion promoting a negative value?

iiiWicca, or Pagan Witchcraft, is a movement halfway between a neo-pagan religion and an occultist
stream among the Western esotericism. It was first introduced to the public in 1954 by Gerald Gardner, a
British Civil Servant.
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It is also important to highlight that the EQR claim dialogue does not admit each ASEO
critical question. CQ7 relates to the endorsement of the expert’s assertion which leads
to the endorsement of the evaluated proposition. Since the EQR claim dialogue does not
take into account such endorsement, CQ7 will not be considered. Finally, for a more suit-
able formalisation, we are also going to rephrase some of the already established critical
questions:

CQ2. Is E an expert in the field F that α is in?

CQ3. Did E’s assertion imply A?

CQ4. Is E’s assertion entailing contradictory propositions?

CQ6. Is E’s assertion based on the (facts expressed by) state R?

List of possible attacks Having in mind the EQR claim scheme structure of (⋆), we
can introduce a series of attacks and their variants:

Attack 1a.(CQ1) It is not the case that E ∈ Experts.

Attack 1b.(CQ1) It is not the case that E, and there is an E ′ ∈Experts where E ′ ̸=E

such that E ′ is the case.

Attack 2a.(CQ2) [rephrased as “Is E an expert in the field F that α is in?”] It is
not the case that α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences.

Attack 2b.(CQ2) [rephrased as “Is E an expert in the field F that α is in?”] It is not
the case that α⟨E,F⟩, and there is a β⟨E ′,F ′⟩ ∈ Competences where β⟨E ′,F ′⟩ ̸= α⟨E,F⟩

such that β⟨E ′,F ′⟩ is the case.

Attack 3a.(CQ3) [rephrased as “Did E ′s assertion imply A?”] It is not the case
that assert(α⟨E,F⟩,R,S) ∈ assert and S |= A.

Attack 3b.(CQ3) [rephrased as “Did E ′s assertion imply A?”] It is the case that
assert(α⟨E,F⟩,R,S) ∈ assert, but S ̸|= A, S |= B, B ∈ Prop and B ̸= A.

Attack 3c.(CQ3) [rephrased as “Did E ′s assertion imply A?”] It is not the case
that assert(α⟨E,F⟩,R,S) ∈ assert, and it is the case that assert(α⟨E,F⟩,R,T ) ∈
assert, where T ∈ States, T ̸= S, but it is not the case that T |= A.

Attack 4.(CQ4) [rephrased as “Is E’s assertion entailing contradictory proposi-

tions?”] It is the case that assert(α⟨E,F⟩,R,S) ∈ assert, S |= A and S |= ¬A.
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Attack 5.(CQ5) It is the case that there is an assert(β⟨E ′,F⟩,R,T ) ∈ assert,
β⟨E ′,F⟩ ∈ Competences, β⟨E ′,F⟩ ̸= α⟨E,F⟩, T ∈ States, T |= ¬A and T ̸= S.

Attack 6a.(CQ6) [rephrased as “Is E’s assertion based on the (facts expressed by)

state R?”] It is not the case that R.

Attack 6b.(CQ6) [rephrased as “Is E’s assertion based on the (facts expressed by)

state R?”] It is not the case that R ∈ States.

Attack 6c.(CQ6) [rephrased as “Is E’s assertion based on the (facts expressed by)

state R?”] It is not the case that R, and there is a Q ∈ States where Q ̸= R such that
Q is the case.

Attack 7a.(CQ8) It is not the case that F ∈ Fields.

Attack 7b.(CQ8) It is not the case that F , and there is an F ′ ∈Fields, where F ′ ̸=F ,
such that F ′ is the case.

Attack 8a.(CQ9) It is the case that assert(α⟨E,F⟩,R,S) ∈ assert, S |= A, but
value(A) = (v,−).

Attack 8b.(CQ9) It is the case that assert(α⟨E,F⟩,R,S) ∈ assert, S |= A, but
value(A) = (w,−), w ∈ Values and w ̸= v.

Attack 8c.(CQ9) It is the case that assert(α⟨E,F⟩,R,S) ∈ assert, but S ̸|= A, S |=
B, B ∈ Prop, value(B) = (v,−), and B ̸= A.

Attack 8d.(CQ9) It is the case that assert(α⟨E,F⟩,R,S) ∈ assert, S |= A. Also
S |= B, B ∈ Prop, value(B) = (w,−), w ∈ Values, where B ̸= A and w ̸= v.

The following attacks (and their variants) target specific elements of the EQR claim

scheme and are not related to any particular critical question:

Attack 9a. It is not the case that α ∈ Opinions.

Attack 9b. It is not the case that α , and there is a β ∈Opinions, where β ̸= α , such
that β is the case.

Attack 10a. It is not the case that assert(α⟨E,F⟩,R,S) ∈ assert.

Attack 10b. It is not the case that assert(α⟨E,F⟩,R,S), and it is the case that
assert(α⟨E,F⟩,R,T ) ∈ assert, where T ∈ States and T ̸= S.
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Attack 11a. It is not the case that S ∈ States.

Attack 11b. It is not the case that S, and there is a T ∈ States, where T ̸= S, such
that T is the case.

Attack 12a. It is not the case that S |= A.

Attack 12b. It is not the case that S |= A, and there is a B ∈ Prop, where B ̸= A,
such that S |= B is the case

Attack 13a. It is not the case that A ∈ Prop.

Attack 13b. It is not the case that A, and there is a B ∈ Prop, where B ̸= A, such
that B is the case.

Attack 14a. It is not the case that value(A) = (v,+).

Attack 14b. It is not the case that value(A) = (v,+), and there is a value w∈Values,
where w ̸= v, such that value(A) = (w,+) or value(A) = (w,−).

Attack 15a. It is not the case that v ∈ Values.

Attack 15b. It is not the case that v, and there is a w ∈ Values, where w ̸= v, such
that w is the case.

The purpose of the above attacks formalisation is twofold: (I) identifies, as they are, the
specific categories of challenges that can be moved against the EQR claim scheme to
test the validity of its instantiations; (II) serves as templates that can be instantiated to
generate every possible kind of attacks in an actual dialogue implementation. That is to
say, an example of (I) might be any attack (1a-15b) as it is, since it is challenging one (or
more) aspect of the EQR claim scheme as in:

It is not the case that S, and there is a T ∈ States, where T ̸= S, such that T

is the case. (Attack 11b).

An example of (II) might be an attack generated by leveraging Attack 11b as a template
and substituting S with its instance S1 and T with its instance T1:

It is not the case that S1, and there is a T1 ∈ States, where T1 ̸= S1, such that

T1 is the case.
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The EQR claim dialogue presents two syntactic layers: (i) an innermost layer in which the
contents of the utterances are expressed in a formal way through propositional logic; (ii)
an outermost layer which expresses the illocutionary force of the single utterances [80]iv.
This outermost, wrapping layer can be represented by listing all the possible locutions of
the dialogue as detailed in the first column of Table A.1, Table A.2, Table A.3, Table A.4,
and Table A.5v.

Resolution of attacks Since there are different types of attacks that entail different
possible resolutions, we should start by grouping the attacks into four main classes [7]:

• Attacks concerning factual disagreement This kind of attacks involves the nature
of the current state of the world (including causal relations).

• Attacks concerning representation This kind of attacks involves issues related to
the language and logic being used.

• Attacks concerning different preferences This kind of attacks involves the differ-
ent ranking of the players’ preferences.

• Attacks concerning clarification of a position This kind of attacks involves ques-
tioning a specific position of the contender. The answer will give a clarification
useful for moving an attack.

Assuming that every participant of the EQR claim dialogue pre-emptively agrees on the
involved ontology (independently from the kind of attacks moved by the players), it is
then possible to identify two forms of resolution: (a) value-preferred defeat or (b) rational
disagreement. Both types of resolution require a means for evaluating defeats according
to the ranked-value order of the players. For this purpose, it is possible to employ any
argumentation theory capable of handling defeats. The rational disagreement is then for-
malised via the generation of two different (and conflicting) admissible extensions, each
of which is related to the preference of one (team of) player.

ivNotice, that in [80] the authors presented an additional middle layer in which other elements of the
dialogue, such as the sender and the recipient, are identified. EQR dialogues, however, do not necessitate
such an additional layer since the protocol already establishes these roles among the players.

vOnce again, we are following an approach similar to the one adopted in [7] for the PARMA protocol.
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5.2.2 Semantics

An axiomatic semantics for the EQR claim dialogue presents the pre-conditions necessary
for the legal utterance of each locution under the protocol, and any post-conditions arising
from their legal utterance (Table A.1, Table A.2, Table A.3, Table A.4, and Table A.5).
Such pre and post-conditions influence the commitment store of each agent participating
in the dialogue. These commitment stores are public statements that the agents have to
defend in the dialogue (unless they are withdrawn), but they might not correspond to the
agent’s real beliefs or intentions.

5.2.3 Turns structure and Winning Conditions

Having in mind the semantic pre- and post-conditions of each locution of the EQR claim

dialogue protocol, we can informally identify the ordered sequence of locutions that dis-
tinguishes every turn of a player. We can determine two parties of agents playing the
dialogue (which can also be composed of one element each): the proponent team (PRO),
i.e., the explainer agent/s that claim(s) the truth of proposition A yielded by (acting upon)
the expert opinion (which results in the instantiation of an EQR scheme); the opponent
team (OPP), i.e., the explainee agent/s trying to challenge the proponent claim. The goal
of OPP is to successfully attack the argument schemes instantiated by PRO which, in
turn, have to counter every such attack. Notice that the purpose of the explainee is to
retrieve information and understand the rationale behind the received explanation (recall
that an EQR dialogue is a mixture of persuasion, information-giving/seekingvi and query
dialogues) rather than suggesting its own view on the subject. The ordered sequence of
locutions can then be summarized as follows:

• PRO is the first to play. Its first turn will consist only in the utterance of the locu-
tion state ‘something’, where ‘something’ comprises all the information needed to
instantiate the initial EQR argument scheme.

• A turn can finish only after:

– (PRO’s turn) an attack has been moved, a question has been asked or a state-
ment has been uttered. That is to say, if a locution deny ‘something’, ask
‘something’ (where ‘something’ refers to the target of the attack or the query)
or state ‘something’ (where ‘something’ comprises all the information needed
to answer a question) is uttered by the team of players. Recall that PRO’s task

viSuch that the explainer gives information and the explainee seeks information.
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is to counter every challenge against the initial EQR argument scheme instan-
tiation it moved, as such, it must utter locutions that serve this purpose.

– (OPP’s turn) an attack has been moved, a question has been asked or a state-
ment has been uttered. That is to say, if a locution deny ‘something’, deny
initial ‘something’, ask ‘something’ (where ‘something’ refers to the target
of the attack or the query) or state ‘something’ (where ‘something’ comprises
all the information needed to answer a question) is uttered by the team of play-
ersvii. Recall that OPP’s task is to challenge the initial EQR argument scheme
instantiation moved by PRO, as such, it must utter locutions that serve this
purpose.

• The team to whom the attack, question or response of the previous turn was ad-
dressed must begin its current turn with the locution concede, reject (if the party is,
respectively, accepting the result of an attack, accepting the response to its previous
query, claiming it does not know an answer, or disagreeing with the result of an
attack or a response) or the locution state ‘something’ (if the party is answering
the ‘something’ asked by the other team’s previous question). Notice that OPP is
the only one not obliged to counter the previous move from PRO: even if it could
do otherwise, it can simply concede it (uttering concede) and move another attack
or ask another question.

• No player can perform more than one locution per turn except for the ones designed
for controlling the dialogue (Table A.1).

• enter dialogue (as well as leave dialogue) is a locution performed only one time
during the whole dialogue.

Winning conditions In an EQR dialogue, where we need to assess the reliability of
an expert opinion and how (acting upon) this entails a specific proposition, the ‘burden
of proof’ lies on PRO. Indeed, it is the proponent who needs to show the validity of its
initial argument scheme instantiation and persuade its contender, while for OPP it suffices
to successfully attack or question it (i.e., to attack or to question such that PRO cannot
respond to it with other than a concede locution). We can then informally define the
winning condition of the two teams of players as:

viiObserve that deny initial ‘something’ identifies an attack that directly targets the initial EQR scheme
instantiation moved by PRO.
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Figure 5.1: Ordered sequences of locutions describing the turns of each player. The dashed arrows denote
that the corresponding moves must be performed during the first turn only (e.g., in all the subsequent turns,
the player will start from the locution turn start rather than enter dialogue). Notice also that the opponent
will always prefer to utter a deny initial ‘something’ rather than a deny ‘something’ or ask ‘something’.
This preference is emphasized in the graph by the different positions of the locutions.

(PRO) The proponent wins if the opponent leaves the dialogueviii. PRO has countered ev-

ery possible attack/answered every possible question moved by the contender party

which is now persuaded about the validity of the initial argument scheme instanti-

ation. This means that OPP has uttered the locution concede before the locution

leave dialogue.

(OPP) The opponent wins if the proponent leaves the dialogue. OPP successfully at-

tacks/inquires the initial argument scheme instantiation of the contender party rais-

ing at least one doubt about its validity. This means that PRO has uttered the locu-

tion concede before the locution leave dialogue.

(Draw) The utterance of reject before leave dialogue (by either contender) implies that

the last locutions of each player have the same level of preference. As a result,

this might create two different and conflicting admissible extensions (according to

Dung’s semantics [53]). Such extensions would represent the rational disagreement

viiiA similar idea of winning conditions is proposed by Krabbe: “[...] whosoever abandons a chain of
arguments has lost that chain of arguments, and that who loses the last chain of arguments, loses the discus-
sion as a whole” [78].
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reached by the two parties of agents and the respective positionsix.

5.3 The EQR endorsement Dialogue

Before delving into the creation of the actual protocol, let us begin by formalising the
scheme upon which the EQR endorsement dialogue will be based. The formalisation
and underlying idea will represent an extended version of the EQR claim scheme where
the focus is now on the proposition (and related value) promoted by (acting upon) the
endorsement of the expert assertion.

EQR endorsement Scheme

Premise : In the current state R
Premise : endorsing assertion α (from an expert E in a field F)
Premise : will result in a new state S
Premise : which will make proposition A true (alternatively, false)
Premise : which will promote some value v

Conclusion : Acting upon the endorsement of α should make
proposition A true (false) and entail value v

Being the core element of EQR endorsement dialogues, we call it the EQR endorsement

scheme to distinguish it from the other EQR formalisations. The introduced scheme as-
sumes the existence of:

• A finite set of knowledgeable experts, called Experts, denoted with elements E,
E ′, E ′′, etc. Experts are deemed knowledgeable if they can somehow prove their
competencies (e.g., years of experience, professional achievements, research publi-
cations).

• A finite set of disciplinary relevant fields, called Fields, denoted with elements F ,
F ′, F ′′, etc.

• A finite set of propositions, called Opinions, denoted with elements α , β , γ , etc.
Each member represents the viewpoint of an expert with regard to a specific topic.

• A finite set of Opinions × Experts × Fields tuples, called Competences, denoted
with elements α⟨E,F⟩, β⟨E ′,F ′⟩, γ⟨E ′′,F ′′⟩, etc. Each element describes an opinion α

from an expert E in a field F .
ixConsider that a draw can be solved by an additional inquiry dialogue to adjust the preference ordering

between players.
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• A unary relation assert on Competences with assert(α⟨E,F⟩) to be read as “E,

which is an expert in the field F, asserts opinion α”. Notice that, unlike Competences,
assert emphasizes the public act of expressing (asserting) the expert’s opinion.

• A finite set of propositions and their negations, called Prop, denoted with elements
A, ¬A, B, ¬B, etc.

• A finite set of states, called States, denoted with elements R, S, T, etc. Each element
describes a specific state of the world and corresponds to an assignment of truth
values {T,F} to each element of Prop.

• A finite set of Values denoted with elements v, w, etc. This category includes both
positive (i.e., constructive, such as wellbeing, altruism, integrity, etc.) and negative
(i.e., nonconstructive, such as dishonesty, manipulation, greed, etc.) values.

• A function value mapping each element of Prop to a pair (v, sign), where v∈ Values

and sign ∈ {+,−,=}.

• A ternary relation endorsement on assert × States × States.

In addition, four statements need to be satisfied if the argument represented by the for-
malisation is to be valid:

Statement 1: R is the case.

Statement 2: endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),R,S) ∈ endorsement.

Statement 3: S |= A (i.e., “A is true in the state S”); alternatively, S |= ¬A (i.e., “¬A

is true in the state S”).

Statement 4: value(A) = (v,+).

We can represent the EQR endorsement scheme following the diagrammatic form of [6]:

R
assert(α⟨E,F⟩)−−−−−−−−−→ S |= A ↑ v (∗)

The intuitive meaning is: “(acting upon) the endorsement of the expert’s opinion assert(α⟨E,F⟩)

in the current state R, results in a new state S in which proposition A (alternatively, ¬A)

is true, and this promotes value v”.
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5.3.1 Syntax

Before defining the possible attacks allowed by the protocol we can consider adapting
(and replacing) some of the critical questions for the EQR claim scheme:

CQ3a. (Endorsement Opinion Question) What did E assert such that its endorsement im-
plies A?

CQ4a. (Endorsement Trustworthiness Question) Is E personally reliable as a source for an
endorsement?

CQ5a. (Endorsement Consistency Question) Is the endorsement of E’s assertion consistent
with the endorsement of other experts’ assertions?

CQ6a. (Endorsement Evidence Question) Is the endorsement of E’s assertion based on
evidence?

CQ9a. (Endorsement Value Question) Is the endorsement of E’s assertion promoting a neg-
ative value?

Question CQ3a will substitute CQ3 since the implication of proposition A passes now via
the endorsement of the expert’s assertion rather than its assertion alone. Similar reasoning
can be applied also for CQ4a, CQ5a, CQ6a and CQ9a, which will replace, respectively,
CQ4, CQ5, CQ6 and CQ9. Observe that, since the EQR endorsement dialogue for-
malises endorsement, we should expect CQ7 to be present among the possible attacks.
However, being CQ9a the generalisation of CQ7 (therefore, subsuming it) we do not
need to consider CQ7.

Finally, for a more suitable formalisation, we are also going to rephrase some of the
already established critical questions:

CQ3a. Did the endorsement of E’s assertion imply A?

CQ4a. Is the endorsement of E’s assertion entailing contradictory propositions?

CQ6a Is the endorsement of E’s assertion based on the (facts expressed by) state R?
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List of possible attacks Having in mind the EQR endorsement scheme structure of
(∗), we can introduce a series of attacks and their variants:

Attack 1a.(CQ1) It is not the case that E ∈ Experts.

Attack 1b.(CQ1) It is not the case that E, and there is an E ′ ∈Experts where E ′ ̸=E

such that E ′ is the case.

Attack 2a.(CQ2) [rephrased as “Is E an expert in the field F that α is in?”] It is
not the case that α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences.

Attack 2b.(CQ2) [rephrased as “Is E an expert in the field F that α is in?”] It is not
the case that α⟨E,F⟩, and there is a β⟨E ′,F ′⟩ ∈ Competences where β⟨E ′,F ′⟩ ̸= α⟨E,F⟩

such that β⟨E ′,F ′⟩ is the case.

Attack 3a.(CQ3a) [rephrased as “Did the endorsement of E ′s assertion imply A?”]
It is not the case that endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),R,S) ∈ endorsement and S |= A.

Attack 3b.(CQ3a) [rephrased as “Did the endorsement of E ′s assertion imply A?”]
It is the case that endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),R,S) ∈ endorsement, but S ̸|= A,
S |= B, B ∈ Prop and B ̸= A.

Attack 3c.(CQ3a) [rephrased as “Did the endorsement of E ′s assertion imply A?”]
It is not the case that endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),R,S) ∈ endorsement, and it is
the case that endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),R,T )∈ endorsement, where T ∈ States,
T ̸= S, but it is not the case that T |= A.

Attack 4.(CQ4a) [rephrased as “Is the endorsement of E’s assertion entailing con-

tradictory propositions?”] It is the case that endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),R,S) ∈
endorsement, S |= A and S |= ¬A.

Attack 5.(CQ5a) It is the case that there is an endorsement(assert(β⟨E ′,F⟩),R,T )∈
endorsement, assert(β⟨E ′,F⟩) ∈ assert, assert(β⟨E ′,F⟩) ̸= assert(α⟨E,F⟩), T ∈
States, T |= ¬A and T ̸= S.

Attack 6a.(CQ6a) [rephrased as “Is the endorsement of E’s assertion based on the

(facts expressed by) state R?”] It is not the case that R.

Attack 6b.(CQ6a) [rephrased as “Is the endorsement of E’s assertion based on the

(facts expressed by) state R?”] It is not the case that R ∈ States.
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Attack 6c.(CQ6a) [rephrased as “Is the endorsement of E’s assertion based on the

(facts expressed by) state R?”] It is not the case that R, and there is a Q ∈ States

where Q ̸= R such that Q is the case.

Attack 7a.(CQ8) It is not the case that F ∈ Fields.

Attack 7b.(CQ8) It is not the case that F , and there is an F ′ ∈Fields, where F ′ ̸=F ,
such that F ′ is the case.

Attack 8a.(CQ9a) It is the case that endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),R,S)∈ endorse-
ment, S |= A, but value(A) = (v,−).

Attack 8b.(CQ9a) It is the case that endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),R,S)∈ endorse-
ment, S |= A, but value(A) = (w,−), w ∈ Values and w ̸= v.

Attack 8c.(CQ9a) It is the case that endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),R,S)∈ endorse-
ment, but S ̸|= A, S |= B, B ∈ Prop, value(B) = (v,−), and B ̸= A.

Attack 8d.(CQ9a) It is the case that endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),R,S)∈ endorse-
ment, S |= A. Also S |= B, B ∈ Prop, value(B) = (w,−), w ∈ Values, where B ̸= A

and w ̸= v.

The following attacks (and their variants) target specific elements of the EQR endorsement

scheme and are not related to any particular critical question:

Attack 9a. It is not the case that α ∈ Opinions.

Attack 9b. It is not the case that α , and there is a β ∈Opinions, where β ̸= α , such
that β is the case.

Attack 10a. It is not the case that assert(α⟨E,F⟩) ∈ assert.

Attack 10b. It is not the case that assert(α⟨E,F⟩), and there is a assert(β⟨E ′,F ′⟩)∈
assert where assert(β⟨E ′,F ′⟩) ̸= assert(α⟨E,F⟩) such that assert(β⟨E ′,F ′⟩) is the
case.

Attack 11a. It is not the case that endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),R,S)∈ endorsement.

Attack 11b. It is not the case that endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),R,S), and it is the
case that endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),R,T )∈ endorsement, where T ∈ States and
T ̸= S.
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Attack 12a. It is not the case that S ∈ States.

Attack 12b. It is not the case that S, and there is a T ∈ States, where T ̸= S, such
that T is the case.

Attack 13a. It is not the case that S |= A.

Attack 13b. It is not the case that S |= A, and there is a B ∈ Prop, where B ̸= A,
such that S |= B is the case.

Attack 14a. It is not the case that A ∈ Prop.

Attack 14b. It is not the case that A, and there is a B ∈ Prop, where B ̸= A, such
that B is the case.

Attack 15a. It is not the case that value(A) = (v,+).

Attack 15b. It is not the case that value(A) = (v,+), and there is a value w∈Values,
where w ̸= v, such that value(A) = (w,+) or value(A) = (w,−).

Attack 16a. It is not the case that v ∈ Values.

Attack 16b. It is not the case that v, and there is a w ∈ Values, where w ̸= v, such
that w is the case.

The syntax of the EQR endorsement dialogue is exactly like the EQR claim one. The few
differences between protocols are listed in Table A.6, Table A.7, Table A.8, and Table
A.9.

5.3.2 Semantics

An axiomatic semantics for the EQR endorsement dialogue presents the pre-conditions
necessary for the legal utterance of each locution under the protocol, and the post-conditions
arising from their legal utterance, along with any influence this might have on the com-

mitment store. The conditions characterising the EQR endorsement dialogue are the same
as the EQR claim dialogue with the differences listed in Table A.6, Table A.7, Table A.8,
and Table A.9.
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5.3.3 Turns structure and Winning Conditions

The ordered sequence of locutions that describes each player’s turn in an EQR endorse-

ment dialogue is identical to the one presented in the EQR claim dialogue (Section 5.2.3).
The only differences comprise the semantical pre and post-conditions established by the
EQR endorsement protocol (as highlighted in Section 5.3.2).

Winning conditions Similarly, the winning conditions of an EQR endorsement dia-
logue are identical to the ones already introduced for the EQR claim dialogue (Section
5.2.3).

5.4 The EQR endorsed-by-whom Dialogue

Before delving into the creation of the actual protocol, let us begin by formalising the
scheme upon which the EQR endorsed-by-whom dialogue will be based. The formali-
sation and underlying idea will represent an extended version of the EQR endorsement

scheme in which we additionally consider who is endorsing the expert assertion.

EQR endorsed-by-whom Scheme

Premise : In the current state R
Premise : endorsing assertion α (from an expert E in a field F)
Premise : by endorser(s) X
Premise : will result in a new state S
Premise : which will make proposition A true (alternatively, false)
Premise : which will promote some value v

Conclusion : Acting upon the endorsement of α by X should
make proposition A true (false) and entail value v

Being the core element of EQR endorsed-by-whom dialogues, we call it the EQR endorsed-

by-whom scheme to distinguish it from the other EQR formalisations. The introduced
scheme assumes the existence of:

• A finite set of knowledgeable experts, called Experts, denoted with elements E,
E ′, E ′′, etc. Experts are deemed knowledgeable if they can somehow prove their
competencies (e.g., years of experience, professional achievements, research publi-
cations).
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• A finite set of disciplinary relevant fields, called Fields, denoted with elements F ,
F ′, F ′′, etc.

• A finite set of propositions, called Opinions, denoted with elements α , β , γ , etc.
Each member represents the viewpoint of an expert with regard to a specific topic.

• A finite set of Opinions × Experts × Fields tuples, called Competences, denoted
with elements α⟨E,F⟩, β⟨E ′,F ′⟩, γ⟨E ′′,F ′′⟩, etc. Each element describes an opinion α

from an expert E in a field F .

• A unary relation assert on Competences with assert(α⟨E,F⟩) to be read as “E,

which is an expert in the field F, asserts opinion α”. Notice that, unlike Competences,
assert emphasizes the public act of expressing (asserting) the expert’s opinion.

• A finite set of propositions and their negations, called Prop, denoted with elements
A, ¬A, B, ¬B, etc.

• A finite set of states, called States, denoted with elements R, S, T, etc. Each element
describes a specific state of the world and corresponds to an assignment of truth
values {T,F} to each element of Prop.

• A finite set of Values denoted with elements v, w, etc. This category includes both
positive (i.e., constructive, such as wellbeing, altruism, integrity, etc.) and negative
(i.e., nonconstructive, such as dishonesty, manipulation, greed, etc.) values.

• A function value mapping each element of Prop to a pair (v, sign), where v∈ Values

and sign ∈ {+,−,=}.

• A finite family of sets of endorsers, called Endorsers, denoting each group of en-
dorsers with elements X , Y , Z, etcx.

• A quaternary relation endorsement on assert × Endorsers × States × States

In addition, four statements need to be satisfied if the argument represented by the for-
malisation is to be valid:

Statement 1: R is the case.

Statement 2: endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),X ,R,S) ∈ endorsement.

xNotice that there can also be sets composed of one element only, i.e., |X |= 1.
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Statement 3: S |= A (i.e., “A is true in the state S”); alternatively, S |= ¬A (i.e., “¬A

is true in the state S”).

Statement 4: value(A) = (v,+).

We can represent the EQR endorsed-by-whom scheme following the diagrammatic form
of [6]:

R
assert(α⟨E,F⟩), X
−−−−−−−−−−→ S |= A ↑ v (†)

The intuitive meaning is: “(acting upon) the endorsement of the expert’s opinion assert(α⟨E,F⟩)

by X in the current state R, results in a new state S in which proposition A (alternatively,

¬A) is true and this promotes value v”.

5.4.1 Syntax

Before defining the possible attacks allowed by the protocol we can consider adapting
(and replacing) some of the existing critical questions for the EQR claim scheme:

CQ3b. (X-Endorsement Opinion Question) What did E assert such that its endorsement by
X implies A?

CQ4b. (X-Endorsement Trustworthiness Question) Is E personally reliable as a source for
X’s endorsement?

CQ5b. (X-Endorsement Consistency Question) Is the endorsement of E’s assertion by X
consistent with the endorsement of X for other experts’ assertions?

CQ6b. (X-Endorsement Evidence Question) Is the endorsement of E’s assertion by X based
on evidence?

CQ9b. (X-Endorsement Value Question) Is the endorsement of E’s assertion by X promot-
ing a negative value?

Question CQ3b will substitute CQ3 since the implication of proposition A passes now
via the endorsement (by an endorser X) of the expert’s assertion rather than its asser-
tion alone. Similar reasoning can be applied also for CQ4b, CQ5b, CQ6b and CQ9b,
which will replace, respectively, CQ4, CQ5, CQ6 and CQ9. Observe that, since the EQR

endorsed-by-whom dialogue formalises endorsers, we should expect CQ7 to be present
among the possible attacks. However, being CQ9b the generalisation of CQ7 (therefore,
subsuming it) we do not need to consider CQ7.
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Finally, for a more suitable formalisation, we are also going to rephrase some of the
already established critical questions:

CQ3b. Did the endorsement of E’s assertion by X imply A?

CQ4b. Is the endorsement of E’s assertion by X entailing contradictory propositions?

CQ6b Is the endorsement of E’s assertion by X based on the (facts expressed by) state R?

List of possible attacks Having in mind the EQR endorsed-by-whom scheme struc-
ture of (†), we can introduce a series of attacks and their variants:

Attack 1a.(CQ1) It is not the case that E ∈ Experts.

Attack 1b.(CQ1) It is not the case that E, and there is an E ′ ∈Experts where E ′ ̸=E

such that E ′ is the case.

Attack 2a.(CQ2) [rephrased as “Is E an expert in the field F that α is in?”] It is
not the case that α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences.

Attack 2b.(CQ2) [rephrased as “Is E an expert in the field F that α is in?”] It is not
the case that α⟨E,F⟩, and there is a β⟨E ′,F ′⟩ ∈ Competences where β⟨E ′,F ′⟩ ̸= α⟨E,F⟩

such that β⟨E ′,F ′⟩ is the case.

Attack 3a.(CQ3b) [rephrased as “Did the endorsement of E ′s assertion by X imply

A?”] It is not the case that endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),X ,R,S) ∈ endorsement

and S |= A.

Attack 3b.(CQ3b) [rephrased as “Did the endorsement of E ′s assertion by X imply

A?”] It is the case that endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),X ,R,S) ∈ endorsement, but
S ̸|= A, S |= B, B ∈ Prop and B ̸= A.

Attack 3c.(CQ3b) [rephrased as “Did the endorsement of E ′s assertion by X imply

A?”] It is not the case that endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),X ,R,S) ∈ endorsement,
and it is the case that endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),X ,R,T ) ∈ endorsement, where
T ∈ States, T ̸= S, but it is not the case that T |= A.

Attack 4.(CQ4b) [rephrased as “Is the endorsement of E’s assertion by X entailing

contradictory propositions?”] It is the case that endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),X ,R,

S) ∈ endorsement, S |= A and S |= ¬A.
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Attack 5.(CQ5b) It is the case that there is an endorsement(assert(β⟨E ′,F⟩),X ,R,T )

∈ endorsement, assert(β⟨E ′,F⟩)∈ assert, assert(β⟨E ′,F⟩) ̸= assert(α⟨E,F⟩), T ∈
States, T |= ¬A and T ̸= S.

Attack 6a.(CQ6b) [rephrased as “Is the endorsement of E’s assertion by X based

on the (facts expressed by) state R?”] It is not the case that R.

Attack 6b.(CQ6b) [rephrased as “Is the endorsement of E’s assertion by X based

on the (facts expressed by) state R?”] It is not the case that R ∈ States.

Attack 6c.(CQ6b) [rephrased as “Is the endorsement of E’s assertion by X based

on the (facts expressed by) state R?”] It is not the case that R, and there is a Q ∈
States where Q ̸= R such that Q is the case.

Attack 7a.(CQ8) It is not the case that F ∈ Fields.

Attack 7b.(CQ8) It is not the case that F , and there is an F ′ ∈Fields, where F ′ ̸=F ,
such that F ′ is the case.

Attack 8a.(CQ9b) It is the case that endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),X ,R,S)∈ endor-
sement, S |= A, but value(A) = (v,−).

Attack 8b.(CQ9b) It is the case that endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),X ,R,S)∈ endor-
sement, S |= A, but value(A) = (w,−), w ∈ Values and w ̸= v.

Attack 8c.(CQ9b) It is the case that endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),X ,R,S)∈ endor-
sement, but S ̸|= A, S |= B, B ∈ Prop, value(B) = (v,−), and B ̸= A.

Attack 8d.(CQ9b) It is the case that endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),X ,R,S)∈ endor-
sement, S |= A. Also S |= B, B ∈ Prop, value(B) = (w,−), w ∈ Values, where B ̸= A

and w ̸= v.

The following attacks (and their variants) target specific elements of the EQR endorsed-

by-whom scheme and are not related to any particular critical question:

Attack 9a. It is not the case that α ∈ Opinions.

Attack 9b. It is not the case that α , and there is a β ∈Opinions, where β ̸= α , such
that β is the case.

Attack 10a. It is not the case that assert(α⟨E,F⟩) ∈ assert.
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Attack 10b. It is not the case that assert(α⟨E,F⟩), and there is a assert(β⟨E ′,F ′⟩)∈
assert where assert(β⟨E ′,F ′⟩) ̸= assert(α⟨E,F⟩) such that assert(β⟨E ′,F ′⟩) is the
case.

Attack 11a. It is not the case that X ⊆ Endorsers.

Attack 11b. It is not the case that X , and there is a Y ⊆ Endorsers, where Y ̸= X ,
such that Y is the case.

Attack 12a. It is not the case that endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),X ,R,S) ∈ endorse-
ment.

Attack 12b. It is not the case that endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),X ,R,S), and it
is the case that endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),X ,R,T ) ∈ endorsement, where T ∈
States and T ̸= S.

Attack 13a. It is not the case that S ∈ States.

Attack 13b. It is not the case that S, and there is a T ∈ States, where T ̸= S, such
that T is the case.

Attack 14a. It is not the case that S |= A.

Attack 14b. It is not the case that S |= A, and there is a B ∈ Prop, where B ̸= A,
such that S |= B is the case.

Attack 15a. It is not the case that A ∈ Prop.

Attack 15b. It is not the case that A, and there is a B ∈ Prop, where B ̸= A, such
that B is the case.

Attack 16a. It is not the case that value(A) = (v,+).

Attack 16b. It is not the case that value(A) = (v,+), and there is a value w∈Values,
where w ̸= v, such that value(A) = (w,+) or value(A) = (w,−).

Attack 17a. It is not the case that v ∈ Values.

Attack 17b. It is not the case that v, and there is a w ∈ Values, where w ̸= v, such
that w is the case.

The syntax of the EQR endorsed-by-whom dialogue is exactly like the EQR endorsement

one. The few differences between protocols are listed in Table A.10, Table A.11, Table
A.12, and Table A.13.
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5.4.2 Semantics

An axiomatic semantics for the EQR endorsed-by-whom dialogue presents the pre-condi-
tions necessary for the legal utterance of each locution under the protocol, and the post-
conditions arising from their legal utterance, along with any influence this might have
on the commitment store. The conditions characterising the EQR endorsed-by-whom dia-
logue are the same as the EQR endorsement dialogue with the differences listed in Table
A.10, Table A.11, Table A.12, and Table A.13.

5.4.3 Turns structure and Winning Conditions

The ordered sequence of locutions that describes each player’s turn in an EQR endorsed-

by-whom dialogue is identical to the one presented in the EQR claim dialogue (Section
5.2.3). The only differences comprise the semantical pre and post-conditions established
by the EQR endorsed-by-whom protocol (as highlighted in Section 5.4.2).

Winning conditions Similarly, the winning conditions of an EQR endorsed-by-whom

dialogue are identical to the ones already introduced for the EQR claim dialogue (Section
5.2.3).

5.5 Future Work

The EQR schemes have been created in three versions due to the relevance of the endorse-
ment/endorsed-by-whom focus. This served to highlight the importance that such en-
dorsement can have in the evaluation of the whole argument scheme from expert opinion.
An example concerning the application of the EQR (claim) scheme in a medical scenario
will be presented in Chapter 7. However, further investigations might also lead to interest-
ing applications involving endorsement in fields such as social sciences, law and politics,
i.e., in every area where it is not essential to focus on the truth-value of something. For
example, let us consider a legal trial for a case of tax fraud where the jury has to de-
cide (hence, act) upon the negligence of the indicted person. The defence may call to
witness many professionals, such as a financial expert and a psychologist. The financial
expert could testify about the execution of several suspicious transactions that are also
very difficult to track completely. On the other hand, the psychologist could attest to a
double personality disorder of the suspect and the possibility that these frauds have been
accomplished without full awareness by the indicted person. In this circumstance, the
final outcome of the trial depends on the endorsement given by the jury rather than the
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actual truth associated with each expert assertion. A similar example can be provided for
a political campaign, where the election among two candidates relies on the endorsement
provided by the voters rather than the actual truth claimed by the politicians. Sometimes,
it is instead the identity of the endorsers that matters. For instance, in a board of share-
holders, it may be convenient to discern who is endorsing a proposed idea. Indeed, the
endorsement provided by the majority shareholder is more influential than the one given
by any other member of the board.

For these reasons, EQR endorsement and endorsed-by-whom schemes may promote
specific studies that concern the logical nature of the endorsement. This could lead to a
formalisation that renders endorsements as a particular kind of argument labellings (dif-
ferent from the standard 3, 4 or 5-labellings approaches). Notice that this may involve
a consideration of the illocutionary force conveyed by the EQR scheme instantiations,
thus listing ‘endorse’ among the other pragmatical meanings (such as ‘command’ and
‘promise’) associated with speech acts. Alternatively, it could extend the research regard-
ing bipolar AFs, denoted as BAFs [39, 131], enhancing the involved support relationxi.
That is to say, BAFs could update their semantics by considering only the set of supports
(representing the endorsements) rather than the set of defeats, thus mimicking the idea
envisaged by the EQR (endorsement/endorsed-by-whom) schemes.

5.6 Conclusion

Two novel contributions arise from this chapter. Moving from the brief outline sketched
in [90], a (1.) fully-fledged Explanation-Question-Response (EQR) dialogue protocol has
been developed. This dialogue (considered as a new type that may be termed ‘explana-
tion’) is halfway between persuasion, information-giving/seeking and query and already
incorporates locutions for handling each of these tasks without the need for adopting ad-
ditional tools. As such, it provides a model tailored for supplying explanations to agents
eschewing formalism (as the Control Layer) that would unnecessarily complicate the pro-
tocol. Employed as the starting point of the dialogue, the (2.) EQR argument scheme
constitutes the second result of this chapter. The underlying idea is to merge the knowl-
edge elicited by the Argument Schemes Over Proposal for Action [7] and the Argument
Scheme from Expert Opinion (ASEO) [139] in a single pattern that would then yield the
advantage of concentrating and synthesizing the same amount of information in a unique
data structure that may be queried more conveniently. In a nutshell, the purpose of the

xiCore element of BAFs, the support relation accompanies the defeat relation and the set of arguments
to constitute the framework: BAFs = ⟨AR,defeat,support⟩ [39].
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EQR scheme is to formalise the consequences arising (and the presumptive reasoning
leading to them) by acting upon a specific expert opinion focusing on either the: asser-
tion (EQR claim scheme), the endorsement (EQR endorsement scheme) or the specific
endorsement (EQR endorsed-by-whom scheme). Each of these variations informs a cor-
responding version of the EQR dialogue protocol.
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Chapter 6

EQR dialogue characterisations for
resource-bounded real-world agents

Ideally, in order to provide more accurate dialectical interactions in-
volving real-world agents, we would want to incorporate the conve-
nient properties of Dialectical Cl-Arg (including the satisfaction of
the rationality postulates and the practical desiderata under minimal
resource consumption) into each EQR dialogue variants. However,
the simple machinery of Dialectical Cl-Arg does not suffice in deal-
ing properly with the inference rules encompassed by the argument
schemes. A rule-based general framework as D-ASPIC+ constitutes
a better choice instead. Indeed, not only it can handle default reason-
ing via its embedded defeasible rules, but it can also preserve all the
dialectical features of Dialectical Cl-Arg. As such, in this chapter, we
present a D-ASPIC+ model of the EQR argument scheme, denoted
as D-scheme, and its instantiations. Such instantiations will provide
EQR dialogue implementations that will characterise exchanges of
arguments between real-world resource-bounded agents with a better
approximation compared to the dialogues devised in Chapter 5.

6.1 D-ASPIC+ EQR Scheme

D-scheme can be identified as the EQR scheme whose logical structure has been mod-
elled as a D-ASPIC+ argument. The advantages of this operation consist mainly in the
possibility of generating EQR scheme instantiations that accounts for resource-bounded
real-world agents. As such, these models enjoy properties P1-P4 (Proposition 1) which
ensure to satisfy the rationality postulate under minimal resource consumption. In other
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words, we are going to design formalisations that render EQR scheme variants as D-
ASPIC+ arguments. Being both patterns of non-monotonic reasoning, their connection
follows naturally.

6.1.1 D-ASPIC+ EQR claim scheme

Let us examine once again the intuitive diagrammatic representation of the EQR claim

scheme that we are going to call Arg:

R
α⟨E,F⟩−−−→ S |= A ↑ v (Arg)

Arg is composed of states (i.e., R,S), logical formulae (i.e., α,E,F,A,v) and defeasible
rules (which can be approximately identified with the symbols −→, |=,↑ along with the
corresponding antecedents and consequents). Observe also that we can regard states as
sets of logical formulaei (that is to say, collections of logical formulae mapped to the
truth-value assignment that each state is supposed to encode). These preliminary remarks
allow us to move to the formal definition:

Definition 50 (D-ASPIC+ claim scheme). Let Arg be the EQR claim scheme. Assume

that states R and S are sets of logical formulae. Also, let α,E,F,A, and v, be logical

formulae such that α is defeasibly derived from E and F. Similarly, let S be defeasibly

derived from R and α , A from S and v from A. Then, the D-ASPIC+ EQR claim scheme

(henceforth D-claim scheme) is composed of the following elements:

• Rs = /0

• Rd = {(R,α,S,A,v)⇝ A;(E,F)⇝ α; (R,α)⇝ S; S⇝ A; A⇝ v}

• n((R,α,S,A,v)⇝A)= d0, n((E,F)⇝α)= d1, n((R,α)⇝ S)= d2, n(S⇝A)= d3,

n(A⇝ v) = d4

• Kn = /0

• Kp = {R,E,F}

Where Arg1, . . . ,Arg7 equals to:

• Arg1 = ({R}, /0,R);

iNotice that if the underlying language that instantiates the EQR claim scheme corresponds to classical
logic, then we are abusing the notation of Dialectical Cl-Arg. Indeed, the sets of classical logical formulae
should be denoted by uppercase greek letters (that is the standard we have followed in the previous chapters
involving Dialectical Cl-Arg arguments).
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• Arg2 = ({E}, /0,E);

• Arg3 = ({F}, /0,F);

• Arg4 = ({Arg2,Arg3,d1}, /0,α);

• Arg5 = ({Arg1,Arg4,d2}, /0,S);

• Arg6 = ({Arg5,d3}, /0,A);

• Arg7 = ({Arg6,d4}, /0,v).

Finally, the actual D-claim scheme will be represented as:

• Arg = ({Arg1,Arg4,Arg5,Arg6,Arg7,d0}, /0,A)

The general structure introduced by the D-claim scheme can be seen as a template
that, when instantiated by logic formulae, generates a fully-fledged D-ASPIC+ argument
instantiation. Multiple D-ASPIC+ arguments can then inform a pdAF that may be eval-
uated according to a Dung’s semantics. As already emphasized by Prakken in [106],

Figure 6.1: D-claim scheme instantiation (Arg) and other conflicting D-ASPIC+ arguments. Every such
D-ASPIC+ argument (Arg,Arg′,Arg′′,Arg′′′, i.e., the solid line boxes) and their respective sub-arguments
(Arg1, . . . ,Arg8, i.e., the dashed line boxes) are depicted as upside-down trees, whose leaves are premises,
yielding the arguments’ claim (i.e., the root node) via application of defeasible (dashed lines) and strict
(solid lines) rules. The straight arrows identify attacks between arguments highlighting the specific target.
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every critical question introduced in [139] corresponds to precise ASPIC types of attacks
(especially undercut and rebut). Here we can move a step forward and provide the cor-
responding ASPIC-attack for each possible attack available in the EQR claim dialogue
protocols (Table 6.1). Notice that such an attack might fall under more than one cate-
gory (i.e., undercut, rebut or undermine). In a similar situation, the classification will be
rendered according to the first element targeted. In general, if it is a defeasible rule, a
conclusion of a defeasible rule or a premise of the D-claim scheme, the attack will be
categorized as, respectively, undercut, rebut or undermine. Such classification will prove
useful also when dealing with defeats. Indeed, exactly as in ASPIC+ [98], even undercuts
in D-ASPIC+ are preference independent, hence they always succeed as defeats. That
is to say, half of the available attacks of the EQR claim dialogue protocol (represented
as D-ASPIC+ argument instantiations of the D-claim scheme and its respective critical
questions) automatically succeed as defeats.

EQR claim dialogue attacks Undercut Rebut Undermine
1a,1b
2a,2b

3a,3b,3c
4
5

6a,6b,6c
7a,7b

8a,8b,8c,8d
9a,9b

10a,10b
11a,11b
12a,12b
13a,13b
14a,14b
15a,15b

Table 6.1: Classification of EQR claim dialogue attacks as D-ASPIC+ attacks.

Example 14. Let Arg = ({Arg1,Arg4,Arg5,Arg6,Arg7,d0}, /0,A1), along with its sub-

arguments Arg1-Arg7, be the D-ASPIC+ arguments obtained by instantiating the D-
claim scheme of Definition 50. Let Arg′ = ({∼R1} , /0,∼R1) , Arg′′ = ({¬A1}, {Arg6},⋏),
Arg′′′ = ({Arg5,S1⇝ ¬d4} , /0,¬d4) be D-ASPIC+ arguments too. Let also Rs = ⊢CL

(i.e., the available strict rules correspond to the classical logic entailment),Rd = {(R1,α1,

S1,A1,v1)⇝ A1;(E1,F1)⇝ α1; (R1,α1)⇝ S1;S1⇝ A1;A1⇝ v1;S1⇝ ¬d4},n((R1,α1,

S1,A1,v1) ⇝ A1) = d0, n((E1,F1) ⇝ α1) = d1,n((R1,α1) ⇝ S1) = d2,n(S1 ⇝ A1) =

d3,n(A1⇝ v1) = d4,n(S1⇝ ¬d4) = d5, Kn = /0 and Kp = {E1,F1, R1,∼R1,¬A1}. Fig-

ure 6.1 represents the defined arguments and the attacks moved against each other. That
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is to say, Arg′ contrary undermines Arg on R1 ∈ premp(Arg) conveying CQ6 (either via

Attack 6a or Attack 6b). Arg′′′, instead, undercuts Arg by attacking the (top) defeasible

rule d4 of argument Arg7 (via Attack 14a). Finally, Arg′′ rebuts Arg on Arg6 ∈ sub(Arg)

conclusion, i.e., A1 (via Attack 13a). Indeed, Arg′′ shows how supposing Arg6 and com-

mitting to ¬A1 (i.e., Arg8 = ({¬A1}, /0,¬A1)) will lead to a contradiction (rendered by

⋏).

6.1.2 D-ASPIC+ EQR endorsement scheme

Following the same reasoning of the previous section, we can translate the EQR en-

dorsement scheme into a D-ASPIC+ argument. Let us first recall the EQR endorsement

scheme’s diagrammatic representation:

R
assert(α⟨E,F⟩)−−−−−−−−−→ S |= A ↑ v (Arg*)

Observe that the logical structure of Arg∗ and the one of the EQR claim scheme (i.e.,
Arg) are almost identicalii. Their only differences concern: (i) the alternative meaning

given to the defeasible rule R
assert(α⟨E,F⟩)−−−−−−−−−→ S, which now denotes the endorsement of an

assertion rather than a simple assertion; (ii) the additional label assert that specifies the
illocutionary act of publicly uttering the expert’s opinion α .

Definition 51 (D-ASPIC+ endorsement scheme). Let the D-ASPIC+ EQR endorsement
scheme (henceforth D-endorsement scheme) be formally defined as in Definition 50 with

the following exception: assert
(
α⟨E,F⟩

)
differs from α⟨E,F⟩ only for the additional spec-

ification of the illocutionary act assert undertaken when α is defeasibly entailed by E

and F.

That is to say, from the formal point of view only, the inner structures of D-endorsement

and D-claim schemes are equivalent. However, we can find a difference in the classifica-
tion of EQR endorsement dialogues attacks as D-ASPIC+ attacks (Table 6.2). In addition,
despite the identical organization and name, recall that these attacks derive from modi-
fied versions of the critical questions introduced for the EQR claim scheme (as such, they
semantically diverge from the ones presented in Table 6.1).

iiFor this reason, we are going to omit the graphical representation of Arg∗.
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EQR endorsement dialogue attacks Undercut Rebut Undermine
1a,1b
2a,2b

3a,3b,3c
4
5

6a,6b,6c
7a,7b

8a,8b,8c,8d
9a,9b

10a,10b
11a,11b
12a,12b
13a,13b
14a,14b
15a,15b
16a,16b

Table 6.2: Classification of EQR endorsement dialogue attacks as D-ASPIC+ attacks.

6.1.3 D-ASPIC+ EQR endorsed-by-whom scheme

Similarly to the D-claim and the D-endorsement schemes, we can also translate the EQR

endorsed-by-whom scheme into a D-ASPIC+ argument.

R
assert(α⟨E,F⟩), X
−−−−−−−−−−→ S |= A ↑ v (Arg†)

We can observe a correspondence between the logical structure of Arg† and the one of
the EQR endorsement scheme (i.e., Arg∗), which, indeed, are almost identical. Their only
difference concerns the additional element X denoting a group of endorsers that upholds
the endorsement of the assertion of the expert’s opinion assert(α⟨E,F⟩).

Definition 52 (D-ASPIC+ endorsed-by-whom scheme). Let D-ASPIC+ EQR endorsed-
by-whom scheme (henceforth D-endorsed-by-whom scheme) be formally defined as in

Definition 51 with the supplement of the element X. This modifies the D-endorsement
scheme as follows:

• Rs = /0,

• Rd = {(R,α,X ,S,A,v)⇝ A;(E,F)⇝ α;(R,α,X)⇝ S;S⇝ A;
A⇝ v}

• n((R,α,X ,S,A,v)⇝ A) = d0, n((E,F)⇝ α) = d1, n((R,α,X)⇝ S) = d2, n(S⇝

A) = d3, n(A⇝ v) = d4
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• Kn = /0

• Kp = {R,E,F,X}

Where Arg†1, . . ., Arg†8 equals to:

• Arg†1 = ({R}, /0,R);

• Arg†2 = ({E}, /0,E);

• Arg†3 = ({F}, /0,F);

• Arg†4 = ({X}, /0,X);

• Arg†5 = ({Arg†2,Arg†3,d1}, /0,α);

• Arg†6 = ({Arg†1,Arg†5,Arg†4,d2}, /0,S);

• Arg†7 = ({Arg†6,d3}, /0,A);

• Arg†8 = ({Arg†7,d4}, /0,v).

Finally, the actual D-endorsed-by-whom scheme will be represented as:

• Arg† =
({

Arg†1,Arg†5,Arg†4,Arg†6,Arg†7,Arg†8,d0
}
, /0,A

)

Figure 6.2: D-endorsed-by-whom scheme instantiation.

As for the previous D-scheme variants, we can detect and organize the EQR endorsed-

by-whom dialogues attacks as D-ASPIC+ attacks (Table 6.3). Once again, consider that
the critical questions upon which these attacks are based slightly differ from the ones
introduced for the other EQR scheme variants.
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EQR endorsed-by-whom dialogue attacks Undercut Rebut Undermine
1a,1b
2a,2b

3a,3b,3c
4
5

6a,6b,6c
7a,7b

8a,8b,8c,8d
9a,9b

10a,10b
11a,11b
12a,12b
13a,13b
14a,14b
15a,15b
16a,16b
17a,17b

Table 6.3: Classification of EQR endorsed-by-whom dialogue attacks as D-ASPIC+ attacks.

6.2 Implementing the dialogue

Dialogues concerning D-scheme instantiations and their critical questions (rendered as
D-ASPIC+ arguments too) have a tighter bond with the structured argumentation for-
malism than standard EQR dialogue variants. This means that if we can find a way for
simplifying the EQR dialogue locutions into the more basic attacks/defeats relation be-
tween arguments, we will be able to easily accommodate an evaluation according to one
of Dung’s semantics. However, we first have to identify a way of determining the overall
preference ordering among arguments and how such ordering is rendered in the dialogue.
Finally, we also have to account for the set S of arguments parametrized by the dialectical
defeats and pinpoint its corresponding element in the EQR dialogue structure employing
D-scheme instantiations.

6.2.1 Preference ordering

Dialectical defeats provide a way to establish whether an attack succeeds or fails in its
attempt to challenge the targeted argument. To do so, the defeats make use of a pref-
erence ordering over the D-ASPIC+ arguments. Before starting the actual dialogue, the
idea would then be to stipulate such preference ordering (i.e., ≺) by requesting the agents
to perform a preliminary inquiry dialogueiii on this matter. Notice that, although the em-

iiiConsider that this type of dialogue can benefit from the employment of metalevel arguments that
allow expressing the rationale for preferences and reason about conflicting object-level arguments. Indeed,
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ployment of Value-based argumentation framework (VAF)iv seems to be the best choice
to rely on this circumstance, the lack of arguments with a specific value element (indeed,
not every D-ASPIC+ argument moved in the dialogue is a D-scheme instantiation) ren-
ders less convenient the use of VAF. That is because we would still need to perform an
inquiry dialogue to determine the overall mapping between the arguments conveyed by
the EQR dialogue’s locutions and the existing values.

6.2.2 Parametrizing the set S

Dialectical defeats parametrize a set S from which committed sub-arguments can be
supposed to draw specific conclusions. However, we still have to establish the relationship
existing between S and the EQR dialogue that employs D-ASPIC+ arguments.

Intuitively, the proponent of the dialogue topic Arg (represented by the first D-scheme

instantiation played and meant to be tested) must defend from all the attacks/defeats
moved against it (including the critical questions converted into D-ASPIC+ arguments) in
order to assess its validity. In doing so, the proponent will probably deploy different argu-
ments which, although capable of defeating Arg’s defeaters, might require to be defended
as well. This leads to the construction of a set of committed PRO’s arguments revolving
around Arg, which seems to be the appropriate candidate to identify S . Indeed, there
should be no other extension representing a suitable candidate. The opponent’s primary
task is to invalidate the initial D-scheme moved by the proponent: it has no interest in
suggesting its own view on the topic or supporting different expert’s opinionsv, which
might generate an alternative set S . Unlike the proponent’s team, it could be said that
the opponent’s team does not have the burden of defending the arguments it commits to.

Before introducing a formal definition for S in the EQR dialogue, let us first present
the notation we are going to use throughout the remainder of the chapter.

Metalevel Argumentation Frameworks (MAF) can, for example, be used to formalise Preference-based
argumentation (PAF) [96].

ivValue-based argumentation framework (VAF) (extended as Audience-specific value-based argumen-
tation framework (AVAF)) acknowledges several possible classifications of the given values, identified as
‘audiences’. Each abstract argument is mapped to a value and every defeat, against which the semantics of
the frameworks is established, parametrized a single audience [14].

vIn the EQR dialogue, the explainee (OPP) party’s purpose is to retrieve and assess the required in-
formation rather than moving counter proposals, although this might happen when trying to invalidate the
explainer party (PRO) move. In this case, however, it would be just a consequence of an attack, not the
opponent’s main goal. To focus on proposing its own view, the explainee party should perform a dialectical
shift towards another dialogue protocol, hence abandoning (or pausing) the current EQR dialogue.
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Remark 4 (Notation). In the next sections, we are going to employ the following nota-

tion. The dialogue locutions and their conveyed (D-ASPIC+) arguments will be formally

denoted by Pl[locution]:argument, where Pl represents the team of players (either P or

O, abbreviations for PRO and OPP) that utters them.

(Pln)turn identifies, instead, the set of locutions and conveyed (D-ASPIC+) arguments

uttered by either team as the (last) nth-move of the unfolding dialoguevi. In addition, we

are going to use A ,A ′,A ′′, etc. as variables denoting arbitrary D-ASPIC+ arguments.

Finally, A ⋆ = A1-A2-· · · -Ai designates a sequence of alternating PRO and OPP ar-

guments (each of which is part of a locution, i.e., Pl[locution]:argument) ending with

argument Ai (for i > 0). The sequence is such that A1-A2 identifies the defeat occur-

ring from argument A1, moved by one team, to A2, moved by the other team. Writing

A1⇒S A ⋆ means that A1 indirectly dialectically defeats Ai, i.e., the last argument of

the sequence A ⋆.

Definition 53 (Set Sn). PRO commits to each locution and conveyed D-ASPIC+ argu-

ments (e.g., A ) it moves during the dialogue. Sn identifies an extension that includes

all of such arguments up to the nth-move of the unfolding dialogue. The only exception

will be represented by the undefended arguments, that occur in the same sequence, before

PRO utterance of a concede locution. Formally:

Sn = {A |
1) A is an argument moved by PRO;

2) If P[concede]:A ′ ∈ (Pk)turn (with k ≤ n), for every A ′′ moved

by PRO before (Pk)turn such that A ′⇒S jA
′′ or A ′⇒S j A ⋆

(with j < k and A ⋆ = A ′-· · · -A ′′) and ∄A ′′′ moved by PRO

such that A ′′′⇒{A ′} A ′, then A ̸= A ′′}

That is to say if PRO concedes an argument A ′ (as its k ≤ n move), then all of the
other PRO’s arguments (presented before its kth-move) that are dialectically (directly or
indirectly) defeated by A ′ (with respect to S j, where j < k ≤ n) and not defended, will
not be part of the set Sn. Consider also that the elements of Sn might change after
the utterance of specific locutions, leading Sn to be updated throughout the dialogue.
However, unlike in the dialectical argument games of Chapter 3, there will be no issue
concerning ‘disqualified defeats’. With these terms we mean the dialectical defeats that
will be invalidated due to the updates of the specific parametrized set S . Since in an EQR

viThat is to say, (Pn)turn and (On)turn identify the set of locutions and conveyed (D-ASPIC+) argu-
ments moved by PRO, respectively OPP, as the (last) nth-move of the unfolding dialogue.
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dialogue, it is PRO that determines the members of the set Sn by uttering the locution
concede, then changes in the dialectical defeats moved by OPP will not affect Sn and
its arguments. Observe indeed that a series of locutions can terminate (i.e., there are no
more available locutions to utter) either after a (i) PRO or an (ii) OPP move. In the latter
case (ii), PRO has uttered concede, thus meaning that it ‘surrenders’ to its counterpart
locution and conveyed argument. This yields that, independently from any potentially
disqualified defeats of OPP arguments, PRO has resigned its arguments in that dialogue’s
line of defence (unless a future move will manage to defend some of them iff they are
part of a new line of defence). On the other hand (i), if it is the proponent team that utters
the last locution in a series, then, regardless of the presence of any disqualified defeats of
OPP arguments, PRO will still ‘win’ that dialogue’s line of defence.

6.2.3 Dialogue formal protocol

In order to provide a formalisation of the EQR dialogue protocol that employs D-scheme

instantiations, we will have to first establish a form of conversion between the interactions
among locutions of the standard EQR dialogue and the basic attacks/defeats relation of
D-ASPIC+.

ask This locution aims at asking the ground on which it is the case that ‘something’ (say
a) and not otherwise. As such, it can be seen as an argument attacking/defeating
another argument on a.

state Except with PRO’s first turn (in which state corresponds just with the instantiation
of the initial D-scheme), the purpose of the locution is to answer the query moved
by the ask locution. This will establish the reason why the questioned ‘something’
is the case. state can then be seen as identifying such rationale via an argument
attacking/defeating the argument that posed the previous question.

deny Intuitively, this locution denotes a refutation against the ‘something’ (say a) it
is addressed. As such, it can be straightforwardly seen as an argument attack-
ing/defeating another argument on a. The same reasoning can be applied to deny
initial (which is merely a locution deny that directly targets the initial D-scheme

moved by PRO).

The role of locutions such as enter/leave dialogue, turn start/finished, concede, reject
and change player is, instead, to administer the dialogue in a more ‘structural’ way that is
not directly connected to arguments attacks/defeats. Their purpose is to identify specific
phases of each turn and different stages of the overall dialogue.
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Example 15. To clarify, let us consider a brief conversation as an example (avoiding

D-scheme instantiations for simplicity) and label each utterance with the corresponding

locution according to the notation of Remark 4.

P[state]:“It is going to rain soon”

O[ask]:“It is actually sunny, why do you say so?”

P[state]:“I heard it on the forecast of Channel 7”

O[deny]:“Channel 7 is a very unreliable source of information”

P[ask]:“Even for the weather forecast?”

O[state]:“Especially for the weather forecast...”

Suppose the proponent decides to believe the opponent’s assertion about Channel 7 (hence

uttering the concede locution). Given that PRO has now resigned from her initial argu-

ment, OPP can be deemed to have successfully defeated its counterpart’s argument, thus

winning this particular dispute.

We now have all the elements to formally introduce the unique dialogue protocol. In-
deed, there is only one protocol that includes D-claim, D-endorsement and D-endorsed-

by-whom schemesvii. That is because the introduced formalism affects all the EQR dia-
logue versions in the same way:

Definition 54 (Protocol). Let Arg be the D-scheme instantiation that needs to be tested

and Sn the set characterized as in Definition 53. Let also make use of the same notation

as described in Remark 4. Then, an EQR dialogue that employs D-scheme instantiations

and their critical questions (rendered as D-ASPIC+ arguments) unfolds in the following

way:

(54.0) PRO moves the first set of locutions, i.e., (P1)turn:

(a) P[enter dialogue], P[turn start]

(b) P[state]:Arg

(c) P[turn finished], P[change player]

(54.1) OPP moves the second set of locutions, i.e., (O2)turn:

viiAlthough each D-scheme will still maintain their specific CQs-informed attacks.
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(a) O[enter dialogue], O[turn start]

(b) O[deny initial]:A ′ or O[ask]:A ′, where A ′⇒S1 Arg

(c) O[turn finished], O[change player]

(54.2) If (Pln)turn and n= 2k+1 (for k > 0), then it is PRO’s turn to move, i.e., (Pn)turn.

Otherwise, if (Pln)turn and n = 2k (for k > 1), then it is OPP’s turn to move, i.e.,

(On)turn. That is to say, PRO moves on odd turns, while OPP moves on even turns.

(54.3) A generic PRO’s turn, i.e., (Pn)turn, is such that (in order):

(a) P[turn start]

(b) PRO chooses one among:

* P[concede]:A ′, if A ′ ∈ (On−1)turn and corresponds either to O[deny]:A ′,

O[ask]:A ′, or O[state]:A ′

* P[reject]:A ′, if A ′ ∈ (On−1)turn and corresponds either to O[deny]:
A ′ or O[state]:A ′. Alternatively, O[deny initial]:A ′ if A ′⇒Sn−2 Arg

* P[state]:A ′′, if A ′′ ⇒{A ′} A ′, A ′ ∈ (On−1)turn and corresponds to

O[ask]:A ′

(c) According to the choice of point (54.3(b)), PRO selects one among:

⋄ P[deny]:A ′′, or P[ask]:A ′′, where A ′′⇒{A ′′′}A ′′′, and A ′′′ ∈ (Oi)turn

(for i < n) if uttered after a P[concede]:A ′, such that A ′′′ ̸= A ′

⋄ P[deny]:A ′′, or P[ask]:A ′′, where A ′′⇒{A ′}A ′ if uttered after a P[reject]:A ′

(d) Arg ∈Sn, update Sn

(e) P[turn finished], P[change player]

(54.4) A generic OPP’s turn, i.e., (On)turn, is such that (in order):

(a) O[turn start]

(b) OPP chooses one among:

* O[concede]:A ′, if A ′ ∈ (Pn−1)turn, A ′ ̸= Arg and corresponds either

to P[deny]:A ′, P[ask]:A ′, or P[state]:A ′

* O[reject]:A ′, if A ′ ∈ (Pn−1)turn and corresponds either to P[deny]:
A ′ or P[state]:A ′

* O[state]:A ′′, if A ′′⇒Sn−1 A ′, A ′ ∈Sn−1, A ′ ∈ (Pn−1)turn and cor-

responds to P[ask]:A ′
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(c) According to the choice of point (54.4(b)), OPP selects one among:

⋄ O[deny]:A ′′, or O[ask]:A ′′, where A ′′⇒Sn−1 A ′′′, and A ′′′ ∈Sn−1 if

uttered after a O[concede]:A ′

⋄ O[deny]:A ′′, or O[ask]:A ′′, where A ′′ ⇒Sn−1 A ′, and A ′ ∈ Sn−1 if

uttered after a O[reject]:A ′

⋄ O[deny initial]:A ′′ such that A ′′⇒Sn−1 Arg if uttered after a O[concede]:A ′

(d) Every argument A ′′ of points (54.4(b)) and (54.4(c)) is such that it has not

already been moved and defeated (and not defended) in (Oi)turn (for i < n)

(e) O[turn finished], O[change player]

(54.5) The turn of the first team having no more locutions [deny], [deny initial], [ask] or

[state] available, i.e., (Pln)turn, is such that it overwrites any other previous move

requirements and (in order):

(a) Pl[turn start]

(b) Pl[concede]:A ′ or Pl[reject]:A ′, where A ′ ∈ (Pln−1)turn and corresponds

either to: Pl[deny]:A ′, Pl[state]:A ′ or Pl[ask]:A ′ (alternatively, it corre-

sponds to O[deny initial]:A ′, if (Pln−1)turn = (Pn−1)turn)

(c) Pl[leave dialogue]

Definition 54 formalises the moves available to each team of players during an EQR

dialogue that employs D-ASPIC+ arguments. PRO starts the game and utters a specific
set of locutions [(54.0)], after which it will be OPP’s turn to move [(54.1)]. Then, the two
teams of participants will alternate, uttering ordered lists of locutions in accordance with
the previous moves and phases of the dialogue [(54.3), (54.4)]. Notice that both PRO and
OPP will have to abide by the respective relevance conditions. These are rules that force
the teams to change the (temporary) outcome of the game to their advantage. That is to
say, at the end of its turn, PRO must have (directly or indirectly) defended the initial D-

scheme Arg [(54.3(d))]. On the other hand, at the end of its turn, OPP must have (directly
or indirectly) challenged the validity of Arg (i.e., the acceptability of Arg with respect to
Sn)[(54.4(b)), (54.4(c))]. Indeed, it suffices to defeat any argument in Sn to (directly o
indirectly) challenge Arg, hence satisfying OPP’s relevance condition. Finally, consider
also the importance of the non-repetition rule [(54.4(d))]: without this constraint, OPP
will be allowed to repeat the same attacks that have already been countered by PRO,
generating, in this way, an infinite dialogue.
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The conclusion of the dialogue will occur whenever one of the two teams will termi-
nate its available move [(54.5)]. At this point, PRO will be proclaimed the winner if OPP
leaves the dialogue first after having uttered the concede locution. In the opposite circum-
stance, OPP will win the dialogue instead. Otherwise, the result will be a draw. Recall
that a victory means being able to assess the validity of Arg (for PRO) or to dialectically
prove its invalidity (for OPP).

6.2.4 An example of an EQR dialogue involving a D-claim scheme
instantiation

In this section, we are going to devise an implementation of an EQR dialogue that be-
gins with a D-claim scheme and employs D-ASPIC+ arguments. Such an example will
combine both formal (the introduced locutions) and informal (natural language) elements
providing a clear illustration of the protocol presented in Definition 54.

Example 16. The dialogue we are going to consider is a model that seeks to assess the

validity of the following initial (instantiated) D-claim scheme:

(Arg) “Since we are in a pandemic emergency [R1]

the epidemiologist [F1] Dr.Stone [E1]

suggests that we should all be wearing face masks [α1].

This will result in a less critical situation [S1],

where the virus spreads slower [A1],

and people’s health is preserved [v1].

Therefore, we should assume that (acting upon the suggestion) the virus
will spread slower [A1] (thus preserving people’s health).”

We are also assuming that the participating agents have preemptively agreed on the gen-

eral argumentation system ASY. Moreover, a preliminary inquiry dialogue has been con-

ducted, leading to the identification of the strict partial order ≺ over the arguments de-

fined by the argumentation theory T = ⟨ASY,K ⟩. The knowledge base K is composed

of (for simplicity only) two subsets K BPRO and K BOPP, describing the knowledge of

the two teams of playersviii. Let us consider Figure 6.3. Every box represents a turn of the

proponent or the opponent team, i.e., (Pln)turn, where n coincides with the number in

viiiMore precisely, K BPRO is the union of all the knowledge bases of each agent that sides with the
proponent team. Similarly, K BOPP is the union of all the knowledge bases of each agent that sides with
the opponent team.
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the top left corner of such a box. Notice that, although we have not included control locu-

tions as Pl[turn start], Pl[turn finshed], Pl[change player], Pl[enter dialogue] or Pl[leave
dialogue], this will not affect the efficacy of the example, and it will allow for an easier

display.

The dialogue is based on the following elements:

• Rs = ⊢CL

• Rd = {(R1,α1,S1,A1,v1)⇝ A1;(E1,F1)⇝ α1;(R1,α1)⇝ S1;S1⇝ A1;A1⇝ v1;

r1⇝ ∼F1; e1⇝ ¬r1;(E1,F1)⇝ ¬α1;(E2,F1)⇝ α1;E3⇝ ¬d7}

• n((R1,α1,S1,A1,v1)⇝ A1) = d0;n((E1,F1)⇝ α1) = d1;n((R1,α1)⇝ S1) = d2;

n(S1⇝ A1)= d3; n(A1⇝ v1)= d4;n(r1⇝ ∼F1)= d5;n(e1⇝¬r1)= d6;n((E1,F1)

⇝ ¬α1) = d7;n((E2,F1)⇝ α1) = d8;n(E3⇝ ¬d7) = d9

• K BPRO = {R1,E1,E2,E3,F1,e1}

• K BOPP = {F1,¬F1,E1,∼E2,r1}

• Kn = /0

• Kp = K BPRO∪K BOPP

• Initial D-claim scheme: Arg = ({Arg1,Arg4,Arg5,Arg6,Arg7,d0} , /0,A1)

Where Arg1, . . . ,Arg7 equals to:

• Arg1 = ({R1}, /0,R1); Arg2 = ({E1}, /0,E1); Arg3 = ({F1}, /0,F1);

Arg4 = ({Arg2,Arg3,d1}, /0,α1); Arg5 = ({Arg1,Arg4,d2}, /0,S1);

Arg6 = ({Arg5,d3}, /0,A1); Arg7 = ({Arg6,d4}, /0,v1).

Finally, the remaining involved D-ASPIC+ arguments are as follows:

• PRO’s arguments: A4 = ({e1,d6} ,{r1},⋏) ;A6 = ({E2,F1,d8} , /0,α1) ;
A8 = ({E3,d9} , /0,¬d7)

• OPP’s arguments: A1 = ({¬F1} , /0,¬F1) ;A3 = ({r1,d5} , /0,∼F1) ;
A5 = ({E1,F1,d7} ,{Arg4} ,⋏) ;A7 = ({∼E2} , /0,∼E2)
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Figure 6.3: Example of a (terminated) EQR dialogue involving a D-claim scheme and D-ASPIC+ argu-
ments. The boxes represent PRO and OPP turns, and their order of playing is denoted by the number in
their respective top left corners. The arrows serve to highlight dialectical defeats between the connected
arguments. As it appears from the figure, since the opponent team concedes PRO’s last argument remain-
ing with no further move available, the proponent team wins the dialogue. Therefore, the initial D-claim
scheme instantiation must be valid.

The dialogue starts with PRO uttering the locution state and the conveyed argument

Arg. It then unfolds according to the protocol introduced in Definition 54. That is

to say, the opponent team challenges Arg by moving O[deny initial]:A1, after which

the two teams alternate each other in moving locutions to reply to their competitor.

We can easily follow the order according to which the dialogue has been developed,

thanks to the numbers in the boxes. Consider also that all the argument attacks suc-

ceed as defeats (denoted by the arrows in Figure 6.3) and that such defeats are divided

into undermine ([contradictory undermines]:A1 ⇒S1 Arg3, and so it indirectly defeats

also Arg; Arg3⇒{A1} A1; [contrary undermines]: A3⇒S3 Arg3; A7⇒S7 A6), falsum
(A4⇒{A3} A3 where Supp(A4) = {r1}; A5⇒S5 Arg where Supp(A5) = {Arg4}), rebut
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(A6⇒{A5} A5) and undercut (A8⇒{A5} A5). The dialogue terminates with the victory

of PRO: since OPP has no more available moves at its disposal, and utters concede, it

must be the first team to leave the dialogue.

The termination of the dialogue leaves us with a number of arguments (included in
a dialectical AF informed by the argumentation theory T ) that, along with the existing
defeats, can be semantically evaluated. Definition 53 characterized Sn as a set of com-
mitted arguments moved by PRO that might also contain the initial instantiated D-scheme

(say Arg) among its members. We can now show the following formal proof:

Theorem 15 (Soundness and Completeness). Let Arg be an instantiated D-scheme in-

cluded among the arguments of a dialectical AF informed by an argumentation theory

T . A terminated EQR dialogue starting with Arg is won or tied by PRO iff Arg is a

member of an admissible extension Adm of the dialectical AF.

Proof. According to the protocol of Definition 54 (and the winning conditions of chapter
5), if PRO won or tied the dialogue, then Arg is a member of the set Sn, where n is the
last move that occurs in the (terminated) dialogue. The theorem can be proven if we show
the equivalence existing between the two extensions Sn and Adm.

(⇒) By Definition 53, the set Sn is such that it defends its arguments, and it is also
conflict free (otherwise, OPP would have moved the conflicting argument against
Sn, preventing the assumed PRO’s victory or draw). However, these are the same
features that identify an admissible extension, as stated in Definition 31.

(⇐) Suppose that Arg ∈ Adm. We can play an EQR dialogue starting with Arg and
following the protocol of Definition 54. At each challenge moved by OPP, we can
respond with a locution that conveys an argument member of Adm. Since Adm is
admissible, the dialogue can terminate only with the victory of PRO or a tie between
the contenders (depending on the preference of the involved arguments). In either
case, Arg will be defended and included in a conflict free set Sn composed of the
same arguments of Adm.

Therefore, Sn and Adm must be equivalent.

6.2.5 A comparison with dialectical admissible argument games

The formal protocol devised in Definition 54 discloses several similarities between the
monological architecture of the dialectical argument games and the structure encom-
passed by the EQR dialogues employing D-scheme and D-ASPIC+ arguments. Indeed,
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by examining them thoroughly we can detect that (i) although there might be multiple
agents participating in an EQR dialogue, they are considered as two teams of players
joined together for the same purpose. That is to say, as we have seen, we can deem the
dialogue as being played only by a proponent (PRO) and an opponent (OPP), similarly
to the dialectical argument games. (ii) The proponent of the dialogue topic (topic rep-
resented by the first D-scheme instantiation played and meant to be tested) must defend
from all the attacks/defeats moved against it (including the critical questions converted
into D-ASPIC+ arguments), much like what PRO has to accomplish in a dialectical ar-
gument game. Observe also that (iii) the list of possible attacks of an EQR dialogue is
such that it comprehends moves that target every existing element of the D-ASPIC+ argu-
ments, enabling also the same types of attacks/defeats of the dialectical argument games.
Finally, it is worth taking into account (iv) the presence of relevance conditionsix in both
games and dialogues protocols.

The fact that EQR dialogues contemplate rational disagreement among (the two par-
ties of) agents makes them befitting the dialectical admissible/preferred game protocol.
That is to say, the outcome might generate different blocks of justified information which
can be formalised as arguments members of conflicting admissible/preferred extensions
according to Dung’s credulous semantics. From these considerations, it logically follows:

Proposition 14. Let Arg be an instantiated D-scheme in a pdAF. Let also ΦP-Dn identi-

fies a terminated ΦP-dialectical game for Arg. Then a terminated EQR dialogue starting

with Arg is won or tied by PRO iff there exists a dialectical winning strategy ΦP-W n for

Arg, such that the set PRO(ΦP-W n) of arguments moved by PRO in ΦP-W n is conflict

free.

Proof. It suffices to consider the proof of soundness and completeness of the dialectical
games (Theorem 10) and Theorem 15. Indeed, there exists a semantical equivalence
between EQR dialogues and the dialectical admissible/preferred argument games.

6.3 Future Work

When dealing with natural language, agents do not always move fully formed arguments.
For instance, during a conversation, enthymemes, i.e., arguments with an incomplete log-
ical structure, may occur. Enthymemes are very common in everyday dialectical interac-
tions, and they are usually the consequence of leaving implicit some piece of information.
Such additional information can be obtained by backwards or forward expanding the

ixRefer to Definition (54.3(d)), (54.4(b)) and (54.4(c)).
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given argument. The thorough research conducted on this topic [71, 146, 147] may elicit
a new line of investigation that introduces an analysis of enthymemes in the EQR dialogue
protocol that involves D-scheme and D-ASPIC+ instantiations. This would certainly gen-
erate a better account of the everyday exchange of arguments performed by real-world
agents.

Future studies may also lead to consideration of modifications to the protocol of Def-
inition 54 such as to perform more (semantically) restrictive games. Theorem 15 showed
how the instantiated D-scheme in an EQR dialogue, won or tied by PRO, is also a member
of an admissible extension of the AF that defines the dialogue arguments. An adaptation
of the current rules may enable the protocol to encode a more sceptical type of reasoning
such that it does not accept rational disagreement as an outcome. This would naturally
lead the dialogue topic’s argument, if defended by PRO, to be included in the grounded
extension of the AF. An interesting alternative could also be the consideration of a proto-
col that renders the kind of reasoning encoded by the stable semantics. Indeed, it can be
shown that stable extensions enjoy properties that might be deemed desirable: “[. . .]there

is the possible absence of stable extensions. When applying stable semantics in, for in-

stance, answer set programming, this can in fact be a desirable property. If one encodes

a problem such that the possible solutions correspond with the stable extensions, then the

absence of stable extensions indicates the absence of solutions to the original problem.”

[31].

6.4 Conclusion

Building on the previously introduced EQR scheme and dialogue, the current chapter
presents two main findings. The satisfaction of the rationality postulates under mini-
mal resource consumption renders D-ASPIC+ properties enticing for any formal system
whose purpose is to model real-world agents argumentation. As such, the first contribu-
tion provided concerns embedding these features into the developed EQR scheme. In-
deed, an adaptation to its logical structure generates the (1.) D-scheme, whose instanti-
ation by logical formulae yields a fully-fledged D-ASPIC+ argument instantiation. As
with the former argument scheme from which it derive, also D-scheme can be defined as
D-claim, D-endorsement and D-endorsed-by-whom, thus representing the specific focus
of the distinct variants. Similarly, they can be employed as core elements of the EQR di-
alogue. The resulting (2.) formal protocol is: (a) unique, independently from the adopted
variant; (b) informed by dialectical defeats; and (c) specifically conceived for D-ASPIC+

arguments. That is to say, an EQR dialogue involving D-scheme instantiation ensures
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a better approximation of a real-world dialectical interaction between resource-bounded
agents compared to the ‘more general’ version of EQR dialogue protocols introduced in
Chapter 5.
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Chapter 7

EQR dialogues and Explainable AI

The EQR scheme is an Argument Scheme (AS) specifically designed
to work as the core element of an EQR dialogue. Considering that the
EQR dialogue has been devised as a model of Explanation-Question-
Response [90] interactions between an explainer and an explainee, it
is easy to uncover the underlying connection with Explainable AI.
This research field aims at providing a more transparent and under-
standable communication between users and AIs by explaining the
rationale behind the operations and decisions of the artificial intelli-
gence algorithms. The recent past has seen the rise of several new
AI-driven recommendation systems, especially in the healthcare in-
dustry. In the medical sector, it is imperative that the exchange of
information occurs in a clear and accurate way, and this has to be re-
flected in any deployed systems. For these reasons, AS and their crit-
ical questions represent suitable formal tools for modelling explana-
tions, as shown by the state-of-the-art literature. Argument schemes
provide templates for the explanations to be delivered. These tem-
plates will then be instantiated by the required information (which
might differ depending on the situation). In this chapter, I am going
to deploy the EQR claim scheme and dialogue to provide clinical ex-
planations and assess their validity from the patient’s viewpoint. An
EQR scheme comprise multiple premises that can be investigated,
with further inquiries, to disclose additional information. Moreover,
such explanations can benefit from the conversion of EQR scheme
instantiations into D-scheme instantiations, hence succeeding in con-
veying data more tailored to real-world resource-bounded agents.
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7.1 Background

7.1.1 Clinical decision support systems

Artificial Intelligence constitutes a powerful means when deployed for assisting people in
making well-informed decisions. Such assistance is rendered as a set of recommendations
on which a human, who is interacting with the AI-based system, has the final word. In the
healthcare sector, decision support systems (DSS) can be defined as those systems that:

“ [. . .]provide clinicians or patients with computer-generated clinical knowl-

edge and patient-related information, intelligently filtered or presented at ap-

propriate times, to enhance patient care” [101]

DSS prove to be especially useful since they present: 1) time-saving virtual assistance
for practitioners; 2) help for patients in self-managing their health conditions, especially
when they need routine information regarding their treatments (suggested by human clin-
icians); 3) better documentation, retrieval and presentation of datai; 4) cost saving due
to the partial automation and optimization (while preferring cheaper, but still effective,
treatment options) of the workflow [120]. Several DSS employ advanced machine learn-
ing algorithms as their main AI reasoning mechanism, although they do not seem to pro-
vide robust evidence of improved diagnostic performance in clinical environments [129].
Other DSS employ instead computational argumentation as their AI reasoning mecha-
nism. Indeed, the handling of inconsistent and conflicting knowledge is a common feature
in medical decision-making processes, when the opinions of several medical experts are
solicited with regard to specific cases [82]. That is to say, argumentation-based reasoning
enables clinical decision support systems (cDSS) to manage such inconsistencies. Argu-
ments can reflect the opinion of a single practitioner, of a general/local medical guideline
or even represent the viewpoint of a patient with respect to a particular treatment. The
latter is of particular importance since it includes the patients’ preferences in the reason-
ing process. As an example of argumentation-driven cDSS, the authors of [76] model
medical recommendations via meta-level arguments that allows determining the ground
on which object-level arguments are justified or preferred. The work of [45] moves to-
wards the creation of a cDSS that employs the structured argumentation formalism of
ABA+ (stemming from the Assumption-Based Argumentation framework originally de-
scribed in [22]) for automated reasoning with conflicting clinical guidelines, patients’
information and preferences. The proposed clinical decision support system makes use

iNevertheless, data must still prove to be reliable and trustworthy by showing that its provenance is
non-repudiable [62].
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of the Transition-based Medical Recommendation model (TMR) and its integration with
electronic health records (EHR). This research is then extended in [46] where TMR rep-
resentations of guideline recommendations are mapped to ABA+G an enhanced version
of ABA+ capable of dealing with patient-centric goals and priorities among them.

Several studies have also been conducted in the field of cDSS considering patients suf-
fering from multimorbidities (as [40] and [100]). Although the results thus far achieved
have mostly been positive, in [18] the authors emphasize the need for further investi-
gations in regard to: considerations of shared decisions, patients’ preferences and so-
cial contexts, and a broader range of drug interactions (including food-drug interactions).
Argumentation-based cDSS have been developed also in this specific research area: the
CONSULT system (promoted in papers such as [74, 61, 11]) introduces a decision support
tool to help patients with chronic conditions manage their multimorbidities in collabora-
tion with their carers and the health care professionals who are looking after them.

7.1.2 Explainable AI (XAI)

The urge to overcome ethical issues involving AI-based systems, along with distrust from
their users, constitutes the reason for the recent interest in Explainable AI (XAI). The
idea is that the trustworthiness of AIs can be improved by building more transparent and
interpretable tools capable of: explaining what the system has done, what it is doing
now and what it is going to do next while disclosing salient information during these
processes [13]. Nevertheless, XAI researchers seem to employ only their intuitions of
what they consider to be a ‘good’ explanation when developing XAI models. Drawing
from social sciences studies, Miller identifies four main points that can help deliver better
explanations [94]:

(I) Explanations are contrastive, i.e., people usually don’t ask why an event occurred,
but why it has occurred instead of another event;

(II) Explanations are selected, i.e., people usually choose (being influenced by cognitive
biases in the process) to provide a specific explanation from amongst a (possibly
infinite) series of similar explanations;

(III) Referring to causality is more important in explanation than a reference to proba-
bilities;

(IV ) Explanations are social i.e., they are conveyed as part of dialogical interactions
between people and account for their beliefs.
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These points converge around a single conclusion: explanations are contextual.“While an

event may have many causes, often the explainee cares only about a small subset (relevant

to the context), the explainer selects a subset of this subset (based on several different cri-

teria), and explainer and explainee may interact and argue about this explanation.” [94].

There still remain many active issues concerning XAI. In [68], the authors present
a (non-exhaustive) list of such challenges, that includes topics such as: accuracy versus
interpretability, the use of abstractions to simplify explanations, or prioritizing competen-
cies over decisions. Another problem is related to the end-user who is meant to receive
the explanation. Indeed, the explainee might be an individual with a specific background
as: an analyst, a judge, an IT developer, a policy-maker, a medical practitioner, etc. An
effective explanation will take the target user groups into account since they might vary
in regards to their knowledge and needs for what should be explained. Finally, it is in-
teresting to notice that the research presented in [3], and more recently in [47], propose
an account of explanations that is primarily argumentative. Similarly, the survey of [130]
concludes that using argumentation to justify why an event started, or what led to a de-
cision, can enhance explainability. These intuitions are also backed by [90], where it
is suggested that AI systems should adopt an argumentation-based approach to explana-
tions. The advocated approach points toward Douglas Walton’s Argument schemes (AS),
thoroughly discussed in [142].

7.2 Argument schemes and explanations in clinical set-
ting

Argument schemes have been extensively investigated and employed in AI literature as
a way to directly convey presumptive reasoning in multi-agent interactions (for example,
[125, 107, 8]). Each AS is characterized by sets of critical questions (CQs) whose pur-
pose is to establish the validity of the scheme instantiations generating an argumentation
framework that can then be evaluated according to one of Dung’s semantics [53]. Such
evaluation embeds the rationale for choosing an argument over another, meaning that in-
stantiations of justified schemes can be employed for conveying explanationsii. The use
of argument schemes for providing explanations is, indeed, not unusual, especially in

iiNotice, however, that it might also occur a case in which argumentation and explanation are tightly
intertwined and it is difficult to distinguish one from the other. This can easily lead to the commitment of
logical fallacies, such as the well known arguing in circle fallacy. A possible solution to determine such
distinction involves looking at the context of the unfolding dialogue [17].
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the clinical setting. In [128], the authors introduce the Explain Argument Scheme, which
models explanations based on the reasons, types (of reasons) and levels (of abstraction)
and shows a support or counter rationale for giving a particular drug to a patient. The
work presented in [75, 111, 110] employs Explanation templates that differ according to
the reasoning and argument scheme represented and include placeholders for the actual
instantiated variables specific to a given application of the scheme. Formally:

Definition 55 (Explanation Template). Let AS be an argument scheme, VarAS = {x|x is
a variable in AS} be the set of variables of AS and txt is a natural language text that

includes elements from VarAS. Then, an Explanation template for AS can be rendered as

the tuple ExplAS = ⟨AS,VarAS, txt⟩.

Definition 56 (Explanation). An explanation is a tuple ⟨ExplAS, ASi⟩ such that ExplAS is

the explanation template introduced in Definition 55, ASi is an acceptable (under one of

Dung’s semantics) instantiation of AS, and every variable in txt of ExplAS is instantiated

by the corresponding element in ASi.

In the previously cited works, explanation templates have been mostly mapped to
the Argument Scheme for Proposed Treatment (ASPT) which are particularly suited for
providing medical explanations in a clinical scenario, as we are going to appreciate in the
following section.

7.2.1 Argument Scheme for Proposed Treatment

Introduced in [77], the Argument Scheme for Proposed Treatment derives from the Ar-

gument Scheme for Practical Reasoning [5]. It instantiates an argument in support of a
possible treatment T, given the facts Ft about the patients and the goal G to be achieved.
As with each argument scheme, ASPT is accompanied by a series of critical questions
that serve to assess the efficacy of the suggested treatment.

ASPT

Premise : Given the patient fact Ft
Premise : In order to realise goal G
Premise : Treatment T promotes goal G

Conclusion : Treatment T should be considered

The following list composes the critical questions specifically designed for ASPT (i.e.,
ASPT.CQs) [110]:
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• (ASPT.CQ1) Has treatment T been unsuccessfully used on the patient in the past?

• (ASPT.CQ2) Has treatment T caused side effects on the patient?

• (ASPT.CQ3) Given patient facts Ft, are there any counter-indications to treatment
T at step i?

• (ASPT.CQ4) Are there alternative actions to achieve the same goal G?

The instantiation of three of the above critical questions is informed by clinical argument
schemes (which are medical specializations of argument schemes presented in [142]) that
cover particular aspects of the suggested treatment. These schemes are AS from Patient

Medical History, AS from Negative Side Effect, AS for Contraindications and they inform,
respectively, ASPT.CQ1, ASPT.CQ2 and ASPT.CQ3 [110].

7.3 Explainer agents employing the EQR scheme: pro-
viding explanations via EQR claim dialogue in medi-
cal settings

7.3.1 EQR scheme

As we have already seen in the previous chapters, the EQR scheme is an AS expressly
developed to be employed (e.g. as the starting point) in an EQR dialogue. The underlying
idea is to merge the knowledge elicited by the ASOPA and ASEO formal patterns in a
single scheme that would then yield the advantage of concentrating and synthesizing the
same amount of information in a unique data structure that may be queried more conve-
niently. That is to say, the purpose of the EQR scheme is to formalise the consequences
arising (and the presumptive reasoning leading to them) by acting upon a specific expert
opinion focusing on either the: assertion (EQR claim scheme), the endorsement (EQR

endorsement scheme) or the specific endorsement (EQR endorsed-by-whom scheme). In
particular, the EQR claim scheme is accompanied by specifically designed critical ques-
tionsiii:

• (EQR claim.CQ1) How knowledgeable is E as an expert source?

• (EQR claim.CQ2) Is E an expert in the field F that α is in?

iiiThese are the same CQs presented in Chapter 5 but displayed in a single list with a slightly different
order (given that the former ASEO CQ7 refers to the Self-interest Question, which is not included among
the EQR claim critical questions).
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• (EQR claim.CQ3) Did E’s assertion imply A?

• (EQR claim.CQ4) Is E’s assertion entailing contradictory propositions?

• (EQR claim.CQ5) Is A consistent with what other experts assert?

• (EQR claim.CQ6) Is E’s assertion based on the (facts expressed by) state R?

• (EQR claim.CQ7) Is F a relevant disciplinary field?

• (EQR claim.CQ8) Is E’s assertion promoting a negative value?

Although not completely unrelated, considerations about the endorsement of the expert’s
assertion are less relevant in a medical setting. The focus is on the efficacy of the treatment
ensuing from the expert’s assertion and the conveyed value rather than the illocutionary
endorsing act (or the identity of the endorser\s). These elements might instead be more
significant when the EQR scheme is employed in different settings, such as a political
debate or a trial. For such reasons, only the claim scheme will be taken into account in
the remainder of the chapter.

7.3.2 EQR claim scheme and ASPT

Intuitively, the EQR claim scheme can display a large number of information bits to an
explainee when looking for clarifications about a proposed treatment. Notice indeed that
the EQR claim scheme can encompass ASPT such that it renders: (i) the treatment T as
expert’s opinion α (from an expert E in a field F), (ii) the patient fact Ft as part of the
current state R and (iii) the goal to be realised G as proposition A. That is to say, by em-
bedding ASPT into the EQR claim scheme, it will be possible to give more opportunities
for inquiry to an agent seeking medical explanations. Certainly, in this way, there are
more aspects that can be interrogated and that can help in finding a satisfactory (and more
complete) explanation. For example, the additional data comprised in the current state R,
the field of expertise F of the expert E, the immediate consequence S entailed by the pro-
posed treatment, or the value v conveyed by the truth-value of A, all of these are elements
that can be questioned by the patients. Especially, knowing the source of the recommen-
dation (E) may boost the agent’s trust in the explainer and the patient compliance with
the advised medical care plan. Moreover, the rationale behind the provided explanation
can be further investigated (resulting in additional, more detailed, explanations) thanks to
the extra information supplied by the answers to each critical question and argument that
informs the EQR claim scheme. An EQR claim Explanation Template is then determined
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as in Definition 55, although it employs the EQR claim scheme rather than a generic AS.
Similarly, we can formalise an instance of such a template as:

Definition 57 (EQR claim Explanation). An EQR claim explanation is a tuple ⟨ExplEQR claim,

EQR claimi⟩ such that ExplEQR claim is the explanation template for the EQR claim scheme,

EQR claimi is an acceptable (under one of Dung’s semantics) instantiation of the EQR
claim scheme, and every variable in txt of ExplEQR claim is instantiated by the correspond-

ing element in EQR claimi.

Figure 7.1: Graphical representation of the relationship between argument schemes and critical questions.
The arrows identify which elements inform which arguments. Indeed, CQs help to inform their correspond-
ing argument scheme since they allow to assess its validity. Consider also that ASPT and ASPT.CQ4
instantiate each other (as specified in [110]).
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Example 17. Suppose that we have an acceptable (under one of Dung’s semantics) in-

stantiation of the EQR claim scheme, informed by its critical questions, ASPT and a

knowledge base K . Assume also that the scheme variables VarEQR claim = {R,E,F,α,S,A,

v} are equivalent to the following:

R : the patient’s previous health record and the current fever and headache (due to
COVID-19)

E : the NICE guidelinesiv

F : medical management of COVID-19

α : the administering of paracetamol

S : the reduction of fever and headache

A : controlling the virus negative effects

v : the patient’s wellbeing

Finally, let txt be the natural language text: “Given {R}, the expertise of {E} in the field
of {F} indicates {α} as an effective treatment. This should lead to {S} which will bolster
the goal of {A} and promote {v}”. Then, the actual EQR claim Explanation would bev:

“Given the patient’s previous health record and the current fever and
headache (due to COVID-19), the expertise of the NICE guidelines in the
field of medical management of COVID-19 indicates the administering of
paracetamol as an effective treatment. This should lead to the reduction
of fever and headache which will bolster the goal of controlling the virus
negative effects and promote the patient’s wellbeing”.

7.3.3 EQR claim Dialogue and explanations

Explanations provided to real-world agents might involve different types of dialogues, e.g.
mostly persuasion [105], information-giving, information-seeking [141] and query [43].
Such explanations should then account for simultaneous occurrences of multiple (possi-
bly intertwined) dialogues. The research presented in [87] (which results have also been

ivhttps://www.nice.org.uk/guidance
vConsider that the conclusion of the EQR claim scheme has not been included in the text txt. That is

because, in the presented example, making the conclusion explicit would add redundancy to the explanation,
which might undermine its clarity and overload the patient with information.
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employed in [116, 111]) makes use of the Control Layer construct, i.e., specific rules that
determine the commencement and termination of a protocol, to allow for these simul-
taneous occurrences. Nevertheless, in Chapter 5 we have presented each Explanation-
Question-Response dialogue (EQR) as already incorporating locutions for handling per-
suasion, information-giving/seeking and query tasks without the need for adopting a Con-
trol Layer. As such, an EQR claim dialogue will start from the EQR claim explanation of
Definition 57 and will then try to assess its validity from the explainee point of view es-
chewing, in the process, any formalisms that would unnecessarily complicate the protocol
(such as the mentioned Control Layer).

7.3.4 Explanations via D-Scheme instantiations

In the previous chapters, we have examined D-ASPIC+ argumentsvi along with their fea-
tures and the advantages they entail over standard ASPIC+. Indeed, D-ASPIC+ is a
recently introduced version of ASPIC+ that provides a fully rational account for resource-
bounded real-world agents [51]. As already proved in [75], ASPIC+ arguments can be
easily mapped to argument schemes. Similarly, we can show an analogous representation
and render the EQR claim scheme as a D-ASPIC+ argument. This will generalise the
Definitions of chapter 6 through a more comprehensive Proposition:

Proposition 15. Every EQR scheme can be represented as a D-ASPIC+ argument.

Proof. Let Arg be an EQR scheme, hence composed of Premises and Conclusion. Con-
sider now that prem(Arg) = prem(Premise1) ∪ . . .∪ prem(Premisen), for 5 ≤ n ≤ 6, and
conc(Arg) = Conclusion. Assume also that no strict rules are involved, i.e., Rs = /0, and
that sub(Arg) = sub(Premise1) ∪ . . .∪ sub(Premisen)∪{Arg}, for 5≤ n≤ 6. Finally, let
Arg be exclusively labelled with either c or s (meaning that the speaker is committing
to the argument or it is just supposing it).
Then, we can trivially identify a direct mapping between Arg and the D-ASPIC+ Arg′ =

({Premise1, . . . ,Premisen,d}, /0,Conclusion) or Arg′′=( /0,{Premise1, . . . ,Premisen,d}, C-
onclusion), depending upon the c or s labelling of the argument, where n(conc(Premise1),

. . . ,conc(Premisen)⇝ Conclusion) = d, such that d ∈Rd is the defeasible TopRule.

Following the conclusion yielded by Proposition 15, the EQR claim dialogue can then
be played employing D-ASPIC+ arguments, meaning that we will be able to reproduce a
better approximation of a real-world interaction in a more human-friendly dialogue. As

viRefer especially to D-ASPIC+ section in chapter 2.
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such, in a medical scenario, this could mean being capable of delivering explanations
better tailored and understandable for the patients and their needs.

7.4 Practical implementation

A possible implementation of the proposed EQR explanation (Definition 57) may be ren-
dered through a virtual chatbot that interacts with a user via an EQR claim dialogue. In
this sense, the chatbot can be regarded as the last operative element of a cDSS such as,
for example, the CONSULT system. CONSULT [74, 61, 11] is a cDSS designed to help
patients self-manage their condition and adhere to agreed-upon treatment plans in collab-
oration with healthcare professionals. Its main components are outlined in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2: Flow chart describing the internal structure of the CONSULT cDSS. The input data is pro-
vided by different sources. The Schemes are templates for structuring and representing arguments, attacks
and explanations. A formal language (i.e., first-order logic) is used to encode the knowledge, retrieved
from the input data, in terms of Specifications that will then instantiate the attack and argument schemes
subsequently computed in the resulting AF by ASPARTIX [60]. ASPARTIX is an answer-set Solver that
takes argumentation frameworks as input and calculates admissible extensions (according to one of Dung’s
semantics) as specified by the user. The Explanation Generator (based on the sound and complete algo-
rithm developed in [75]) constructs textual explanations for the recommendations according to explanation
templates and the acceptable arguments produced by the Solver. The output will be stored in the Instanti-
ated Explanations repository which elements will feed the EQRbot, the chatbot responsible for interacting
with the patient.
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7.4.1 EQRbot

The agent that will handle the interaction with the patient is a retrieval type chatbot, i.e., a
kind of bot that focuses on retrieving contexts and keywords from the user’s prompts in or-
der to select the best response to givevii. The explanation process will occur as delineated
in Figure 7.3. After having provided the initial explanation (i.e., the EQR explanation in-
formed by an acceptable instantiation of the EQR claim scheme), the patient will be asked
to express their opinion. If the user is satisfied with the explanation, then the conversa-
tion will immediately end. Alternatively, the EQR claim dialogue will initiate, and the
chatbot will demand: a brief context (e.g., “Would you please specify the context of your

explanation request?”) along with the actual request from the patient. Consider that the
interaction is not limited by a specific set of options to which the explainee needs to com-
ply: the choice of words to use for formulating the inquiries is completely unrestricted.
By matching stored explanations (all of which account for the stakeholders’ preferences),
context and user input, the bot will output the additional solicited information (Figure
7.4). Observe that the double query prompted by the bot ensures a significant reduction
of misunderstandings when providing answers to the patient. That is because the match-
ing occurs via a double-layer word similarity counter function based on a BoW (Bag of
Words) model. The EQR claim dialogue will then unfold according to its protocol. The
explainer (chatbot) can be considered successful in its clarification attempt (which will
bring the dialogue to an end) if the proposed explanation is deemed satisfactory by the
user. Consider that the patient is aware of the EQRbot’s inability to address questions
regarding information not stored within (or not accessible by) the CONSULT system. As
such, a satisfactory explanation may also be depicted as the realization that the user has
to contact a healthcare professional should they have further queries. This will stop the
loop of answers/questions and will end the conversation. It will continue otherwise.

It should be noted that the presence of multiple initial acceptable EQR explanations
will not affect the chatbot operations. Since all of the explanations are acceptable, there
is no need to further invoke the reasoning engine. The explanations are all considered
equally good, seeing that our criteria for presenting an explanation is its acceptability
(in turn influenced by the stakeholders’ preferences), and so the EQRbot will randomly
choose one of the available options and will then begin its interaction with the user. To
this end, observe also that the bot is designed to avoid any unnecessary prolongation of
the interaction to focus only on the required explanations. For this reason, the EQRbot

viihttps://github.com/FCast07/EQRbot
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will not start a conversation (nor even send a message) without the user prompt, but will
react to each received text.

Figure 7.3: Flow chart describing the high-level operations performed by the chatbot (EQRbot).

7.4.1.1 NLP filter

The chatbot employs a Natural Language Processing (NLP) filter we developed in order
to refine the input it receives from the patient and the stored instantiated explanations
(Figure 7.3). The filtering process comprises: (a) the separation of the considered data
into lists of single words (tokenization); (b) the elimination of the most common English
words, including conjunctions and prepositions (stop-word removal); (c) the transforma-
tion of each verb into its infinitive form (lemmatization). The purpose of this refinement
procedure is to ease the word matching between a patient’s request and the system stored
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Algorithm 5 Matching Queries/Explanations
Input: EXP, an EQR explanation, and the (finite) set of the possible user’s queries Q
Output: all the requested explanation

1: print(EQR explanation)
2: for each q ∈ Q:
3: q == (c, r) ## q is a pair composed by a context (c) and specific

request (r) ##
4: find specific explanation(q)
5: end for each
6: ·
7: ·
8: Function find specific explanation(q)
9: NLP filter(c)

10: NLP filter(r)
11: specific explanation = “ ”
12: similarity counter = 0
13: provisional explanation = “ ”
14: for each EX ∈ EXP\{EQR explanation}
15: NLP filter(EX)
16: if double layer matcher(c, r,EX)> similarity counter then
17: similarity counter = double layer matcher(c, r,EX)
18: provisional explanation = EX
19: endif
20: end for each
21: specific explanation = provisional explanation
22: print(specific explanation)
23: end Function

information. Notice that NLP does not influence the reasoning engine nor its outcome
(i.e., the resulting arguments and their status), it only facilitates the matching operation.

7.4.1.2 The algorithm

The EQRbot’s inner operations can be described by an algorithm, Algorithm 5, that
takes as input the Instantiated Explanations repository (EXP), along with the set of
all the possible user queries (Q) related to the data conveyed by the initially provided
EQR explanation (which is also an element of EXP). The procedure continues until the
depletion of all the possible queries of Q, that is to say, until the user is satisfied with the
received information. Intuitively, NLP filter corresponds to the function that performs a
series of Natural Language Process operations as outlined in 7.4.1.1. double layer matcher,
instead, represents the BoW similarity procedure in charge of identifying the appropriate
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response to be delivered. double layer matcher takes advantage of the context designa-
tion, the frequency of key terms occurrence and multiple cross-counts of the input words
and the system stored data. Each resulting explanation will then be printed and displayed
in the chatbot graphical user interface (GUI).

Proposition 16. Given the interacting user collaboration (i.e., no out-of-context, non-

sense or out-of-the-system-capability input), Algorithm 5 is both sound and complete.

Indeed, the procedure can provide the requested information that is correct according
to the user’s input (soundness), and all such answers can be conveyed by the algorithm
(completeness). Obviously, this is limited by the data held by the system at the time of
the explanation delivery. That is to say, the procedure can only generate explanations
determined by the information saved in the system’s knowledge base.

Proof.

• [Soundness] The chatbot retrieves the patient’s prompt (q) as a pair of context (c)
and request (r). Then, the function find specific explanation (lines 8-23)
matches the input with one of the explanations stored in the system (EX) according
to a BoW similarity procedure denoted double layer matcher (lines 16-18). The
result of this operation will then consist of the information requested by the user. In
case of a mismatch, the process can be repeated until the user’s satisfaction (lines
2-5).

• [Completeness] All the requested information can be conveyed by the algorithm.
Indeed, each additional explanation the patient might require (associated with the
initial EQR explanation) is already saved in the system. They can all be retrieved
with the corresponding query (lines 2-5).

Since no machine learning operation is involved, hence no time is consumed in train-
ing a model, the algorithm will take polynomial time to run. That is because the function
find specific explanation will be called a maximum of |Q| times, i.e., up to the
number of elements of Q.
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7.4.2 Current Implementation

Let us consider the EQR explanation of Example 17. We implemented it via a Telegram
GUI. We chose to deploy the EQRbot via Telegram due to (i) its reputation as one of the
most well-known and utilized instant messenger applications, and (ii) its programmer-
friendly BOT API. To clarify the interaction depicted in Figure 7.4, let us suppose that
the user monitored by the CONSULT system is a woman named Frida. The electronic
health record supplies the cDSS with two pieces of information: the patient is pregnant,
and she is currently suffering from fever and headache caused by the Covid-19 virus.
To ease Frida from the pain, when prompted, the CONSULT reasoning engine computes
an acceptable (as per Definition 3) piece of advice in the form of an EQR explanation.
The EQRbot will display such a recommendation while encouraging also to ask for more
details. Supplying the context and the specific request, the patient will demand the ratio-
nale behind the choice of the expert that provides the received clinical advice (similarly
to EQR claim.CQ1). The chatbot reply involves a natural language explanation (Figure
7.4, left frame). In the example, the system considers NICE guidelines as the most reliable
source and provides an explanation accordingly. Notice, however, that CONSULT is engi-
neered as a cDSS that supplies recommendations attained from general health guidelines
(e.g., NICE). As explicitly stated before its usage, since the system is not supposed to han-
dle conflicts that require professional medical knowledge to be solved, the users should
seek advice from their general practitioners would such a circumstance occur. Indeed, this
may cause significant harm to the patient if not handled correctly, as emphasised in [119].
For the same reason, the cDSS (hence the EQRbot) is also updated by the patient’s latest
wellness sensor readings, the data in their EHR (so, for example, it will not recommend a
therapy that has caused negative side effects in the past) and their preferences regarding
treatments. The conversation continues (Figure 7.4, right frame) and Frida interrogates
the chatbot for additional information: she desires to know if alternative treatments are
availableviii (because, for instance, the drug indicated by CONSULT is not currently ac-
cessible to her). However, the cDSS confirms its previous recommendation informing
Frida that, due to her pregnancy, paracetamol is the most appropriate remedy to assume.

7.4.2.1 Evaluating the EQRbot against the previous baseline

A seven day within-subjects mixed-methods run in-the-wild ([143]) study has been con-
ducted to assess the usability and acceptability of the CONSULT system with two differ-

viiisimilarly to a variation of EQR claim.CQ3 that could be phrased as: ‘Are there alternative E’s asser-
tions that can be acted upon to (consistently) imply A?’.
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Figure 7.4: Instance of an EQR claim dialogue starting from the explanation of Example 17.

ent versions: with and without a chatbot. Such a pilot study demonstrated that real users
could employ the application over an extended period [10]. Connie, the conversational
agent previously equipped with the cDSS at the time of the experiment, accommodates
the patients willing to seek immediate evidence-based advice about a specific health prob-
lem. Informed by the user’s vital data, preferences, EHR and clinical guidelines retrieved
by the CONSULT system, the chatbot provides any additional explanation regarding the
proposed recommendation. The main aspects that characterise Connie can be outlined as:

• User’s Input. No free interaction occurs since the user’s prompt is restricted to
hard-coded multiple options.

• Interface. The chat, and related conversation log, are graphically displayed via
Mattermostix.

• Chatbot Type. Connie is a rule-based chatbotx, i.e., an agent capable of responding
only by following predetermined (scripted) replies according to the user’s input.

ixhttps://mattermost.com/
xhttps://www.codecademy.com/article/what-are-chatbots
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Figure 7.5: Example of interaction with the CONSULT’s chatbot.

• Reasoning Engine. The bot leverages the results of the operations performed by the
CONSULT system by means of the argumentation solver ASPARTIX.

• Explanation Delivery. No particular strategy is deployed. The explanations are
triggered via the options selected by the user.

An example of a conversation with Connie is illustrated in Figure 7.5. Here the interact-
ing patient is given the choice of selecting among four different options in response to the
question “What can I help you with?”. The user then decides to report a symptom con-
cerning backpain, asking also for more details once a reply is given. This option triggers
one last response from the chatbot, thus providing the explanation behind the rationale of
the proposed recommendation. Nonetheless, Connie presents some limitations, as sum-
marised by the result of the pilot study: “[. . . ] the lack of a more natural conversation flow

when interacting with the chatbot (e.g. close to the one that they [the patients] would have

with their GP)” [10]. Against Connie, considered as the previous baseline, the EQRbot
yields several advantages, as highlighted by the following bullet points:

• User’s Input. Free textual interaction. Each user’s prompt will be parsed by the
chatbot NLP filter and matched with the most appropriate reply. Any nonsense or
out-of-context input will be addressed by a random response from the bot.
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• Interface. The chat, and related conversation log, are graphically displayed via
Telegramxi.

• Chatbot Type. EQRbot is a retrieval-based chatbot, i.e., an agent that mostly re-
trieves its replies from a database of potential responses according to the most rel-
evant match with the user’s input.

• Reasoning Engine. The bot leverages the results of the operations performed by the
CONSULT system by means of the argumentation solver ASPARTIX.

• Explanation Delivery. The strategy follows the (partial) deployment of an EQR

claim dialogue. The aim is to reduce the number of potential user queries (includ-
ing possible follow-on questions) and concerns by concentrating the most relevant
information about a specific recommendation within a single explanation, i.e., the
one elicited by an acceptable instantiation of the EQR scheme.

The EQRbot represent an improvement over Connie since it addresses (in four out of the
five listed main features) the shortcomings ensuing from the pilot study outcome. Indeed,
it allows for (i) better approximations of natural conversations without textual restriction,
by employing (ii) Telegram GUI, i.e., a more user-friendly, and popular messaging appli-
cation than Mattermost. In general, (iii) retrieval-based chatbots are more versatile and
flexible than rule-based ones, hence more suited for real-world exchange of arguments.
Finally, despite its simplicity, (iv) having an explanation strategy brings the EQRbot closer
to an authentic question-answer dialogue.

7.5 Future Work

The envisaged practical implementation presents some limitations. For example, the user
must always utter the ask locution to challenge the received explanation, while the chatbot
plays ‘on the defence’ since it is only answering questions (employing the state locution)
and uttering the same ask locutions repeatedly. As such, moves as deny and deny initial
aren’t available to the players. Furthermore, the system does not dynamically generate
additional arguments while the dialogue unfoldsxii. This reduces the number of potential
questions that the chatbot can address. That is to say, if the user inquiries regard the initial

xihttps://telegram.org/
xiiNotice that this does not exclude the generation of additional arguments, once the patient’s conditions

change, before the starting of a new dialogue.
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explanation or its specifics, then no problem will occur. Indeed, the EQR claim explana-
tion has been informed by several CQs that should comprehend all the possible challenges
moved to it. However, if the inquiries concern a reference that involves a modification to
the knowledge base held by the system, then the virtual agent will fail in providing a
coherent response. For these reasons, future implementations might include a thorough
deployment of all the available locutions and an additional adjustment to the chatbot’s
capability of producing new arguments (given the potential extra information acquired
while the dialogue unfolds). Further improvements could also arise by combining the
recent developments in the field of Argument Mining [24] with additional chatbot code-
based instructions. Indeed, the mining and detection of the user’s argumentsxiii can assist
the bot in minimizing its misunderstanding of the sentences occurring in the dialogue.
Finally, the clarity of the explanation might benefit from a graphical visualization of the
arguments deployed during the dialogue. This could be achieved by Monkeypuzzle [52]
a web-based tool designed for argument analysis and visualisation (which is also part of
OAPL, an open-source suite of argumentation software [144]).

To fully evaluate the EQRbot performances after the proposed software updates, we
will then set up a user study specifically designed to test its new and enhanced explanatory
capabilities.

7.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, an approach that integrates EQR claim dialogue and scheme in the current
research landscape involving cDSS and argument schemes-based explanations has been
proposed. Focusing, in particular, on studies regarding the Argument Scheme for Pro-
posed Treatment, a possible way for enhancing the related explanation template has been
presented. Indeed, one of the main advantages entailed by the provided contributions is
(1.) the incorporation of ASPT into the EQR claim scheme. This will give more chances
of inquiry to an agent seeking explanations since there are more aspects that can be in-
terrogated and that can help in finding a satisfactory (and more complete) explanation.
For example, which specific expert is informing the treatment is a piece of information
that might increase the users’ trust in the medical recommendation system. In addition,
as already seen in chapter 6 and proven in Proposition 15, the EQR claim scheme can
be rendered as a D-ASPIC+ argument, hence providing instantiations that better account

xiiiArgument(ation) mining has been defined as “the general task of analyzing discourse on the pragmat-
ics level and applying a certain argumentation theory to model and automatically analyze the data at hand”
[69].
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for real-world resource-bounded agents. Another contribution concerns the use of a vir-
tual chatbot to deliver explanations. The proposed practical implementation envisages
equipping the CONSULT cDSS with a (2.) chatbot that employs the EQR claim dialogue
and scheme to convey explanations. This is a fair contribution to the research field of
argumentation-based dialogues. Indeed, such a bot is guided exclusively by an argumen-
tation reasoning engine in its decision-making process while it follows the EQR claim

protocol when interacting with the user. NLP is resorted to only as a means for enhancing
the words matching between the user input and the stored explanations accessible to the
chatbot. Such choice does not affect the status of arguments, the AF, or the validity of the
operations of the reasoning engine (including the soundness and completeness of its core
algorithm).
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Major contributions

In this chapter, the most important findings and the envisaged possible future research are
summarized. Overall, we can distinguish eleven main contributions stemming from the
presented work.

I. Design of specific argument game proof theories for Dialectical Cl-Arg admissible/preferred

semantics.

Incorporating dialectical defeats in the standard structure of the argument games proved
to be a non-trivial process which yielded the discovery of interesting properties that dif-
ferentiate dialectical games from the standard ones. That is to say, dialectical game
proof theories enjoy (a) specific relevance conditions that identify their protocols and
yield (b) the uniqueness of their winning strategies, whilst property F1 ensures (c) the
conflict-freeness of the set of arguments moved by the proponent in the winning strat-
egy. The latter is of particular importance since it provides the games with various pos-
sible efficiency improvements. Aside from these common features, dialectical admissi-
ble/preferred game protocols enjoy also the soundness and completeness properties while
restricting the moves played by OPP (i.e., the opponent of the player PRO, that is the pro-
ponent and starter of the game). Intuitively, if the arguments moved by PRO have already
shown their acceptability with respect to the current winning strategy, there is no need to
endlessly extend the game by allowing OPP to repeat its arguments in the same disputes.

II. Design of specific argument game proof theories for Dialectical Cl-Arg grounded se-

mantics.
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The design of the dialectical grounded game protocol can benefit from the same features
enjoyed by the dialectical admissible/preferred game. However, to prove the properties of
soundness and completeness of the procedure, another condition must be satisfied. That
is to say, if the game terminates and PRO is the winner, the set of arguments the proponent
moved in the winning strategy must be epistemically maximal (em). Such requirement en-
sures that the resulting admissible set is a subset of the pdAF grounded extension (which
can be constructed by iterating the framework characteristic function em sets). Another
prerequisite to securing the validity of the dialectical grounded game concerns the intu-
itive idea that the defence of an argument member to the grounded extension must resort
to some other argument than itself. This is reflected by an additional constraint in the pro-
tocol that prevents PRO from repeating the arguments it has already moved in the same
disputes.

III. Development of 3-value labelling for Dialectical Cl-Arg and entailed properties.

The characterisation of this new method relies on an adaptation of the dialectical de-
feats (which parametrize the set of justified arguments labelled IN without affecting OUT

or UNDEC arguments) to the standard labelling approach illustrated in [97]. As in the
standard case, it is possible to show the correspondence between dialectical extensions
and dialectical labellings. In addition, the latter also enjoys several properties thanks to
its connection with Dialectical Cl-Arg. These properties mostly involve the presence and
relations existing among dialectically IN arguments, thus providing innovative insights
for potential algorithms that employ dialectical labellings. It should also be noted that
dialectical labellings and dialectical defeats affect each other. Indeed, if the label of an ar-
gument changes, this can influence the dialectical defeats related to that argument which,
in turn, can cause other changes in the labelling.

IV. Creation of an algorithmic procedure for the generation of the dialectical preferred

labellings.

Inspired by algorithms and procedures already existing in the literature [25], the enu-
meration of the dialectical preferred labellings introduces original strategies which take
advantage of the properties enjoyed by the dialectical labellings. The result comprises
a (sound and complete) naive algorithm and its optimized version. The general idea for
both procedures is to reduce the number of dialectical transition sequences (which yields
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dialectical admissible labellings as an outcome) that need to be investigated in order to get
dialectical preferred labellings. In particular, the optimized algorithm prunes the search
space of the procedure by preventing further examinations of dialectical transition se-
quences where arguments are dialectically labelled IN but neither their elementary nor
their logically equivalent arguments (whose premises are subsets of the considered argu-
ment premises) are IN as well. This strategy provides a significant efficiency improvement
over the naive algorithm.

V. Creation of an algorithmic procedure for the generation of the dialectical grounded

labelling.

In Dialectical Cl-Arg, the iteration of the characteristic function, which yields the con-
structive definition of the grounded extension when starting from the empty set, requires
the epistemic maximality of the admissible sets generated at each iteration by the func-
tion. Since the dialectical algorithm simulates this operation, it is essential to include an
epistemically maximal check (and, if needed, a transformation) of the set in its procedure.
Nevertheless, thanks to the notion of epistemically preserved admissible sets, it has been
possible to prove that, against expectations, the procedure did not require an epistemically
maximal closure at the end of each of its iterations. As such, there is little difference be-
tween the standard [97] and the dialectical (sound and complete) algorithms in charge of
handling the grounded semantics.

VI. Introduction of the Explanation-Question-Response (EQR) argument scheme and its

variants.

The EQR scheme is an argument scheme whose logical structure can be seen as halfway
between the Argument Scheme Over Proposals for Action [7] and the Argument Scheme

from Expert Opinion [139]. Its purpose is to formalise the consequences arising (and
the presumptive reasoning leading to them) by acting upon a specific expert opinion and
presents three variants depending on the particular focus of the provided scheme: asser-
tion (EQR claim scheme); endorsement (EQR endorsement scheme); or precise endorse-
ment (EQR endorsed-by-whom scheme). The scheme proves to be especially useful for
explanation tasks that involve the retrieval of information from experts.

VII. Fully-fledged introduction of the Explanation-Question-Response dialogue protocols.
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The Explanation-Question-Response dialogue (EQR), first sketched in [90], is a novel
type of dialogue halfway between persuasion, information-giving/seeking and query that
already incorporates locutions for handling each of these tasks without the need for adopt-
ing a Control Layer. For this reason, the EQR dialogue (declined in its three alternatives
claim, endorsement, and endorsed-by-whom) provides a model more suited to supply
explanations to agents eschewing formalisms that would unnecessarily complicate the
protocol. Specifically, the dialogue protocols present a series of locutions along with an
axiomatic semantics which describes the pre-conditions necessary for each locution, and
any post-conditions arising from them. Such pre- and post-conditions influence the com-

mitment store of every agent participating in the dialogues and also affect the legal moves
(where the term ‘move’ is used to denote the utterance of a single locution) available to
the players.

VIII. Integration of EQR scheme and D-ASPIC+ arguments to generate D-Scheme in-

stantiations.

The full rational account conveyed by D-ASPIC+, the general (dialectical) framework
for structured arguments, can be encapsulated into the EQR scheme as well. That is to
say, it is possible to translate the properties of D-ASPIC+ (including the satisfaction of
practical desiderata and rationality postulates) into EQR scheme instantiations. The re-
sult of such an operation produces the so-called D-Scheme instantiations, which leverage
the EQR template whose instantiations generate real-world characterizations of resource-
bounded uses of arguments rendered as D-ASPIC+ arguments.

IX. Specification of a formal protocol for an EQR dialogue that involves D-scheme in-

stantiations.

Following the introduction of the D-scheme instantiations, it is possible to accommodate
an EQR dialogue protocol to formalise a dialogue that handles them. This requires intro-
ducing a way of dealing with dialectical defeats and interpreting the locutions relations as
standard AF attacks/defeats. The first condition has been solved by parametrizing the set
of locutions moved by the proponent to defend the argument that started the dialogue. The
latter, instead, has been addressed by a comprehensive analysis of the locutions available
to the players. As a consequence, the resulting dialogue can be easily evaluated according
to one of Dung’s semantics. Indeed, the devised formal protocol discloses several simi-
larities with the monological architecture of the dialectical preferred/admissible argument
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games which, as expected, proves to be equivalent.

X. Implementation of the EQR claim scheme as an explanation template for a clinical

decision support system.

Clinical decision support systems (cDSS) provide treatment recommendations to patients
/practitioners following specific medical guidelines. The EQR claim scheme constitutes
an explanation template particularly suited for medical scenarios where a patient self-
manages his/her health conditions. Indeed, by embedding ASPT, i.e., a clinical special-
ized AS, the EQR claim scheme is capable of supplying additional information that en-
hances the given explanation and may also increase the reliability towards the overall sys-
tem. That is to say, the possibility of retrieving data, as the identity of the recommender
expert and its field of expertise, may ensure patient compliance with the suggested treat-
ment.

XI. Engineering of a software chatbot capable of delivering explanations (partially) fol-

lowing the Explanation-Question-Response dialogue protocol.

In order to provide an application of the EQR claim dialogue, a software chatbot has
been engineered. After having disclosed the initial explanation (i.e., the EQR explanation
informed by an acceptable instantiation of the EQR scheme stored in a database), the bot
starts a (partial) EQR claim dialogue, if the user is still not satisfied. The software will
then retrieve the context and the requested information. Matching stored explanations,
context and user’s input (with the assistance of an NLP filter), the chatbot will output the
additional solicited data. This operation will be repeated until no more information is
demanded (or until the user realizes she has to contact a healthcare professional should
she have further queries). Notice that the bot deploys only a partial EQR claim dialogue
because it does not make use of locutions other than state and ask.

8.2 Future work

There are several future theoretical research directions and potential practical applications
established by the current thesis findings.
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8.2.1 Future theoretical work

The introduction of the dialectical argument game proof theories provides a fruitful ground
for additional inquiries. Indeed, the study commenced in [32, 33] and extensively pre-
sented in Chapter 3 may be further expanded by increasing the range of protocols under
consideration. This would include possible investigations of stable [31], semi-stable [25]
and ideal semantics [55, 26]. An analysis of the different semantics can also inspire the
design of new dialectical labelling algorithms, especially considering that the procedures
for the generation of dialectical stable and semi-stable labellings can benefit from the ones
already developed in Chapter 4. Moreover, a supplementary optimization of all the pro-
posed algorithms may arise from a consideration of a 4 or 5-values labellings procedure
[41, 99] (after having provided a suited adaptation to dialectical labellings).

The EQR scheme variants presented in Chapter 5 provide another interesting research
direction that may be pursued. That is to say, investigating the logical nature of the en-

dorsement of an expert opinion may result in a formalism that would produce a new
kind of labelling or propose an update of the existing bipolar argumentation frameworks
(BAFs) [39, 131]. Notice that the former may involve a consideration of the illocutionary
force conveyed by the EQR scheme instantiations, thus listing ‘endorse’ among the other
pragmatical meanings (such as ‘command’ and ‘promise’) associated with speech acts.
The latter, instead, suggests a connection with BAFs, i.e., AFs characterised by the pres-
ence of a support relation among the arguments of the framework. An exploration of the
potential link between support and endorsement may provide additional insight regarding
the formal role of the EQR scheme variants focussing on them.

Another possible line of investigation may be elicited by the formal EQR dialogue
protocol of Chapter 6. This protocol, informed by dialectical defeats and specifically
conceived for D-ASPIC+ arguments resulting from the instantiations of the D-Scheme

template, is particularly suited for resource-bounded real-world agents. In real-world di-
alogues, agents do not always move fully formed arguments. Rather, it often occurs that
they move incomplete arguments instead, called enthymemes [71, 146, 147]. Introduc-
ing a logical analysis of enthymemes in the dialogue protocol would generate a better
approximation of the everyday exchange of arguments performed by resource-bounded
agents.
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8.2.2 Possible applications of current research
8.2.2.1 Fake news filter: detecting a ‘false expert’

Let us now consider a potential application of an EQR claim dialogue in a social media
scenario. As a special case of such a dialogue involving D-claim scheme instantiations,
we can consider a fake news filter. Notice indeed that if the expert (role fulfilled by PROi)
is not capable of positively answering each one of the proffered critical questions, then
it can be identified as a ‘false expert’. That is to say, the information claimed by such
agent(s) should not be considered true, but false. The EQR claim dialogue protocol that
handles D-claim scheme instantiations can then be considered as a suitable dialectical tool
to (probabilistically) prevent fake news. Such a tool can be administered by an automated
software (the filter) responsible for leading the dialogue and assessing its outcome. Find-
ing a reliable dataset from which to derive the agents’ knowledge bases (agents composing
the two teams of players) constitutes the first step. The instantiation of the initial D-claim

scheme with the news we want to test represents the subsequent phase of the procedure.
The following steps will comprehend the unfolding of the dialogue according to the for-
mal protocol defined in Chapter 6. Then, if the opponent team succeeds in challenging
the news and winning the dialogue, we can assume (with a high degree of probability)
that the information embedded in the initial D-claim scheme is not acceptable according
to the current knowledge base, hence, it is false. Similar reasoning would occur in case
the outcome of the dialogue results in a draw, i.e., when a rational disagreement between
the contender parties is reached. Otherwise, the victory of the proponent team allows
establishing (with the same degree of probability) that the information conveyed by the
initial D-claim scheme is justifiable according to the current knowledge base, hence, it is
true.

8.2.2.2 EQR dialogue as a general explanations provider

Humans may interact with chatbots to request explanations in several different circum-
stances, for example: in a medical setting, where a patient could interrogate the bot about
its health conditions or ask about its prescribed medications; in a teaching or training
environment, where the student can benefit from an additional review on the subject of
study; during a trial, when the involved lawyers can acquire data from the bot regarding

iConsider that the proponent’s team may not always correspond with the expert that asserts the expert
opinion of the D-scheme. Indeed, it can also be identified with the agent(s) that simply support(s) or
deliver(s) the expert opinion.
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past cases; or even a situation where tech support is needed, or, more generally, any sce-
nario where information retrievals may be profitable. In all of these situations, the chatbot
acts as a virtual assistant that, not only helps the human retrieve the desired information,
but also permits the assessment of the validity of the attained explanation. The involved
dialogue also ensures the acquisition of further data by questioning (if necessary) the pro-
vided answers. To successfully reach such a broader versatility, the bot introduced in
Chapter 7 would need to improve its functionalities by employing the entire spectrum of
locutions available in the EQR protocol. Resorting to Argument Mining [24] may re-
sult in more accurate users’ arguments detection which translates into higher understand-
ing capability and smoother conversations. Although the chatbot would still work on an
argumentation-based reasoning engine (as in Chapter 7), it will not count only on a single
database and will, indeed, be able to extend its knowledge base. Equipped with a web-
scraping algorithm, the bot could independently retrieve the required data from reliable
web pages (such as university-related encyclopedias) and construct its arguments from
these newly established knowledge bases. This last additional procedure will largely in-
crease such a chatbot’s ability to provide explanations in multiple contexts and according
to different topics.

On the other hand, the EQR dialogue protocol could also be employed to structure
explanations in large language models, such as the recent Meta’s LLama [127] and the
(multimodal) GPT-4 [1]. Indeed, although they have great potential as AI-generative
mechanisms, they still lack full explanatory capabilities concerning their underlying pro-
cedures and black-box algorithms. As we have seen, argumentation and EQR dialogue
can be leveraged as powerful tools to enhance AI-systems explanation delivery.

8.3 Outcome of Research Objectives

This project stemmed from a philosophical curiosity towards the contrast existing be-
tween real-world agents’ limitations and the seeming omniscient requirements of classi-
cal logic formalism. Being the powerful theoretical tool that it is, logic has always served
the purpose of modelling the surrounding world and human reasoning processes, often
paired with argumentation. Yet many of the elaborated systems lack a proper consider-
ation of the scarce availability of resources that characterise real-world entities and their
interactions. Comprehending how to formalise the everyday argumentative exchange of
information between agents may entail significant contributions in multiple disciplinary
fields, including a more accurate approximation of our brain functions. However, before
being able to improve our logical mapping of the world, we should try to reduce the gap
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that spans reality and our argumentative models. Developing approaches that account for
resource constraints would be a move in the right direction, but first, we have to answer
the following:

■ Can we envisage and design logically structured argumentative proof-theoretical

models of dialectical interactions that approximate real-world resource-bounded

agent reasoning?

Guided by such a question, I have attempted to address the smaller related issues:

1. (a) Does a proof theoretical account of real-world exchanges of arguments differ
from the standard argument games?

(b) If so, can we still devise a procedure that enjoys soundness and completeness
properties?

2. (a) Can the dialectical inconsistencies of arguments be efficiently represented by
the standard 3-value labelling method and algorithms?

(b) Otherwise, can we adapt such a labelling approach to provide sound and com-
plete algorithms more suited to dialectical characterisations of arguments?

3. (a) Can we envisage an argument scheme capable of enhancing explanations specif-
ically addressed to real-world resource-bounded agents?

(b) If so, can we design a dialogue protocol informed by this template and the
enhanced explanation it conveys?

(c) Finally, can we outline a practical implementation for such an argument scheme?

The response to 1(a) is positive, whereas the results emerging from answering 1(b) can be
found in points I and II of Section 8.1. On the contrary, the outcome of 2(a) is negative,
and a reply to 2b) produced the findings listed in III, IV and V of Section 8.1. The
remaining contributions VI-XI of Section 8.1 arose from the positive answer to 3(a) and
the responses to 3(b) and 3(c).

Of course, this is only the tip of the iceberg. A minuscule step, let us say. There is
still a lot to learn and discover if we hope to deepen our understanding of the rationale
underpinnings human thoughts and mental processes. Nevertheless, there is one thing I
believe: regardless of all of our restrictions, shortcomings, and limitations, we will keep
moving forward. Being real-world resource-bounded agents is what drives us towards the
pursuit of science.
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Appendix A

List of locutions

Table A.1

Table 1. Locutions to control the dialogue
Locution Pre-conditions Post-conditions

Enter dialogue - Speaker has not already uttered enter dialogue - Speaker has entered dialogue

Leave dialogue - Speaker has uttered enter dialogue - Speaker has left dialogue

Turn start - Speaker has not already made its move - Speaker has started its turn

Turn finished
- Speaker has started its turn

- Speaker has finished making its move
- Speaker has finished its turn

Concede

- (1) Hearer has made an attack or
- (2) Hearer has asked a question on an element of speaker’s
position or

- (3) Hearer has answered a question asked by the speaker

- (1) Speaker committed to the negation of the element that
was denied by the hearer or
- (2) Speaker does not know the answer or

- (3) Speaker committed to the statement given as a response

by the hearer

Reject
- Hearer has made an attack or

- Hearer has answered a question asked by the speaker
- Disagreement reached

Change player - Speaker has uttered turn finished
- Speaker and hearer switch roles so new speaker can now

make a move
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Table A.2

Table 2a. Locutions to state a proposition
Locution Pre-conditions Post-conditions

State circumstances(R) - Speaker uttered enter dialogue

- Speaker committed to R
- Speaker committed to R ∈ States

State opinion(α) - Speaker uttered enter dialogue - Speaker committed to α ∈ Opinions

State expert(E) - Speaker uttered enter dialogue - Speaker committed to E ∈ Experts

State field(F) - Speaker uttered enter dialogue - Speaker committed to F ∈ Fields

State competences(α⟨E,F⟩)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Speaker committed to E ∈ Experts
- Speaker committed to F ∈ Fields

- Speaker committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences

State consequences(α⟨E,F⟩,R,S)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker committed to R
- Speaker committed to R ∈ States
- Speaker committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Speaker committed to E ∈ Experts
- Speaker committed to F ∈ Fields
- Speaker committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences

- Speaker committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩,R,S) ∈ assert
- Speaker committed to S ∈ States

State

logical consequences(S,A)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker committed to R
- Speaker committed to R ∈ States
- Speaker committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Speaker committed to E ∈ Experts
- Speaker committed to F ∈ Fields
- Speaker committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Speaker committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩,R,S) ∈ assert
- Speaker committed to S ∈ States

- Speaker committed to S |= A
- Speaker committed to A ∈ Prop

State purpose(A,v)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker committed to R
- Speaker committed to R ∈ States
- Speaker committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Speaker committed to E ∈ Experts
- Speaker committed to F ∈ Fields
- Speaker committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Speaker committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩,R,S) ∈ assert
- Speaker committed to S ∈ States
- Speaker committed to S |= A
- Speaker committed to A ∈ Prop

- Speaker committed to v ∈ Values
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Table A.3

Table 3a. Locutions to ask about an agent’s position
Locution Pre-conditions Post-conditions

Ask circumstances(R)

- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker not committed to
circumstances(R)

- Hearer must reply with state circumstances(R) or don’t
know(R)

Ask opinion(α)

- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker not committed to
opinion(α)

- Hearer must reply with state opinion(α) or don’t know(α)

Ask expert(E)

- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker not committed to
expert(E)

- Hearer must reply with state expert(E) or don’t know(E)

Ask field(F)

- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker not committed to
field(F)

- Hearer must reply with state field(F) or don’t know(F)

Ask competences(α⟨E,F⟩)

- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker not committed to
competences(α⟨E,F⟩)

- Hearer must reply with state competences(α⟨E,F⟩) or don’t
know(α⟨E,F⟩)

Ask consequences(α⟨E,F⟩,R,S)

- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker not committed to
consequences(α⟨E,F⟩,R,S)

- Hearer must reply with state consequences(α⟨E,F⟩,R,S) or
don’t know(α⟨E,F⟩,R,S)

Ask

logical consequences(S,A)

- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker not committed to
logical consequences(S,A)

- Hearer must reply with state logical consequences(S,A) or
don’t know(S,A)

Ask purpose(A,v)

- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker not committed to
purpose(A,v)

- Hearer must reply with state purpose(A,v) or don’t
know(A,v)
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Table A.4

Table 4a. Locutions to attack elements of a position
Locution Pre-conditions Post-conditions

Deny circumstances(R)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to R
- Hearer committed to R ∈ States

- Speaker committed to deny circumstances(R)

Deny opinion(α)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to α ∈ Opinions

- Speaker committed to deny opinion(α)

Deny expert(E)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to E ∈ Experts

- Speaker committed to deny expert(E)

Deny field(F)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to F ∈ Fields

- Speaker committed to deny field(F)

Deny consequences(α⟨E,F⟩,R,S)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to R
- Hearer committed to R ∈ States
- Hearer committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Hearer committed to E ∈ Experts
- Hearer committed to F ∈ Fields
- Hearer committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Hearer committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩,R,S) ∈ assert
- Hearer committed to S ∈ States

- Speaker committed to deny consequences(α⟨E,F⟩,R,S) ∈
assert

Deny

logical consequences(S,A)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to R
- Hearer committed to R ∈ States
- Hearer committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Hearer committed to E ∈ Experts
- Hearer committed to F ∈ Fields
- Hearer committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Hearer committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩,R,S) ∈ assert
- Hearer committed to S ∈ States
- Hearer committed to S |= A
- Hearer committed to A ∈ Prop

- Speaker committed to deny
logical consequences(S,A)
S |= A

Deny purpose(A,v)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to R
- Hearer committed to R ∈ States
- Hearer committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Hearer committed to E ∈ Experts
- Hearer committed to F ∈ Fields
- Hearer committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Hearer committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩,R,S) ∈ assert
- Hearer committed to S ∈ States
- Hearer committed to S |= A
- Hearer committed to A ∈ Prop
- Hearer committed to v ∈ Values

- Speaker committed to deny purpose(A,v)
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Table A.5

Table 5a. Locutions to attack validity of elements
Locution Pre-conditions Post-conditions

Deny circumstances exist(R)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to R

- Speaker committed to deny
circumstances exist(R)

Deny

competences exist(α⟨E,F⟩)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to R
- Hearer committed to R ∈ States
- Hearer committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Hearer committed to E ∈ Experts
- Hearer committed to F ∈ Fields
- Hearer committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences

- Speaker committed to deny
competences exist(α⟨E,F⟩)

Deny

resultant state exists(S)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to R
- Hearer committed to R ∈ States
- Hearer committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Hearer committed to E ∈ Experts
- Hearer committed to F ∈ Fields
- Hearer committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Hearer committed to S ∈ States

- Speaker committed to deny
resultant state exists(S)

Deny

proposition exists(A)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to R
- Hearer committed to R ∈ States
- Hearer committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Hearer committed to E ∈ Experts
- Hearer committed to F ∈ Fields
- Hearer committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Hearer committed to S ∈ States
- Hearer committed to A ∈ Prop

- Speaker committed to deny
proposition exists(A)

Deny value exists(v)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to R
- Hearer committed to R ∈ States
- Hearer committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Hearer committed to E ∈ Experts
- Hearer committed to F ∈ Fields
- Hearer committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Hearer committed to S ∈ States
- Hearer committed to A ∈ Prop
- Hearer committed to v ∈ Values

- Speaker committed to deny
value exists(v)
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Table A.6

Table 2b. Locutions to state a proposition
Locution Pre-conditions Post-conditions

State

expert’s assertion(α⟨E,F⟩)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker committed to R
- Speaker committed to R ∈ States
- Speaker committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Speaker committed to E ∈ Experts
- Speaker committed to F ∈ Fields
- Speaker committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences

- Speaker committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩) ∈ assert

State consequences

(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),R,S)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker committed to R
- Speaker committed to R ∈ States
- Speaker committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Speaker committed to E ∈ Experts
- Speaker committed to F ∈ Fields
- Speaker committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Speaker committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩) ∈ assert

- Speaker committed to
endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),R,S)
∈ endorsement
- Speaker committed to S ∈ States

State

logical consequences(S,A)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker committed to R
- Speaker committed to R ∈ States
- Speaker committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Speaker committed to E ∈ Experts
- Speaker committed to F ∈ Fields
- Speaker committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Speaker committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩) ∈ assert
- Speaker committed to
endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),R,S)
∈ endorsement
- Speaker committed to S ∈ States

- Speaker committed to S |= A
- Speaker committed to A ∈ Prop

State purpose(A,v)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker committed to R
- Speaker committed to R ∈ States
- Speaker committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Speaker committed to E ∈ Experts
- Speaker committed to F ∈ Fields
- Speaker committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Speaker committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩) ∈ assert
- Speaker committed to
endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),R,S)
∈ endorsement
- Speaker committed to S ∈ States
- Speaker committed to S |= A
- Speaker committed to A ∈ Prop

- Speaker committed to v ∈ Values
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Table A.7

Table 3b. Locutions to ask about an agent’s position
Locution Pre-conditions Post-conditions

Ask expert’s assertion(α⟨E,F⟩)

- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker not committed to
expert’s assertion(α⟨E,F⟩)

- Hearer must reply with state expert’s assertion(α⟨E,F⟩) or
don’t know expert’s assertion(α⟨E,F⟩)

Ask consequences

(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),R,S)

- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker not committed to
consequences(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),R,S)

- Hearer must reply with state
consequences(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),R,S) or don’t
know(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),R,S)
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Table A.8

Table 4b. Locutions to attack elements of a position
Locution Pre-conditions Post-conditions

Deny consequences

(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),R,S)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to R
- Hearer committed to R ∈ States
- Hearer committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Hearer committed to E ∈ Experts
- Hearer committed to F ∈ Fields
- Hearer committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Hearer committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩) ∈ assert
- Hearer committed to
endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),R,S)
∈ endorsement
- Hearer committed to S ∈ States

- Speaker committed to deny consequences
(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),R,S) ∈ endorsement

Deny

logical consequences(S,A)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to R
- Hearer committed to R ∈ States
- Hearer committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Hearer committed to E ∈ Experts
- Hearer committed to F ∈ Fields
- Hearer committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Hearer committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩) ∈ assert
- Hearer committed to
endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),R,S)
∈ endorsement
- Hearer committed to S ∈ States
- Hearer committed to S |= A
- Hearer committed to A ∈ Prop

- Speaker committed to deny
logical consequences(S,A)
S |= A

Deny purpose(A,v)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to R
- Hearer committed to R ∈ States
- Hearer committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Hearer committed to E ∈ Experts
- Hearer committed to F ∈ Fields
- Hearer committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Hearer committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩) ∈ assert
- Hearer committed to
endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),R,S)
∈ endorsement
- Hearer committed to S ∈ States
- Hearer committed to S |= A
- Hearer committed to A ∈ Prop
- Hearer committed to v ∈ Values

- Speaker committed to deny purpose(A,v)
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Table A.9

Table 5b. Locutions to attack validity of elements
Locution Pre-conditions Post-conditions

Deny

expert’s assertion(α⟨E,F⟩)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to R
- Hearer committed to R ∈ States
- Hearer committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Hearer committed to E ∈ Experts
- Hearer committed to F ∈ Fields
- Hearer committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Hearer committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩) ∈ assert

- Speaker committed to deny
expert’s assertion exist(α⟨E,F⟩)

Deny

resultant state exists(S)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to R
- Hearer committed to R ∈ States
- Hearer committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Hearer committed to E ∈ Experts
- Hearer committed to F ∈ Fields
- Hearer committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Hearer committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩) ∈ assert
- Hearer committed to S ∈ States

- Speaker committed to deny
resultant state exists(S)

Deny

proposition exists(A)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to R
- Hearer committed to R ∈ States
- Hearer committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Hearer committed to E ∈ Experts
- Hearer committed to F ∈ Fields
- Hearer committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Hearer committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩) ∈ assert
- Hearer committed to S ∈ States
- Hearer committed to A ∈ Prop

- Speaker committed to deny
proposition exists(A)

Deny value exists(v)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to R
- Hearer committed to R ∈ States
- Hearer committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Hearer committed to E ∈ Experts
- Hearer committed to F ∈ Fields
- Hearer committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Hearer committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩) ∈ assert
- Hearer committed to S ∈ States
- Hearer committed to A ∈ Prop
- Hearer committed to v ∈ Values

- Speaker committed to deny
value exists(v)
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Table A.10

Table 2c. Locutions to state a proposition
Locution Pre-conditions Post-conditions

State endorser(X)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker committed to R
- Speaker committed to R ∈ States
- Speaker committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Speaker committed to E ∈ Experts
- Speaker committed to F ∈ Fields
- Speaker committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Speaker committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩) ∈ assert

- Speaker committed to X
- Speaker committed to X ⊆ Endorsers

State consequences

(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),X ,R,S)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker committed to R
- Speaker committed to R ∈ States
- Speaker committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Speaker committed to E ∈ Experts
- Speaker committed to F ∈ Fields
- Speaker committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Speaker committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩) ∈ assert
- Speaker committed to X
- Speaker committed to X ⊆ Endorsers

- Speaker committed to
endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),X ,R,S)
∈ endorsement
- Speaker committed to S ∈ States

State

logical consequences(S,A)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker committed to R
- Speaker committed to R ∈ States
- Speaker committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Speaker committed to E ∈ Experts
- Speaker committed to F ∈ Fields
- Speaker committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Speaker committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩) ∈ assert
- Speaker committed to X
- Speaker committed to X ⊆ Endorsers
- Speaker committed to
endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),X ,R,S)
∈ endorsement
- Speaker committed to S ∈ States

- Speaker committed to S |= A
- Speaker committed to A ∈ Prop

State purpose(A,v)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker committed to R
- Speaker committed to R ∈ States
- Speaker committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Speaker committed to E ∈ Experts
- Speaker committed to F ∈ Fields
- Speaker committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Speaker committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩) ∈ assert
- Speaker committed to X
- Speaker committed to X ⊆ Endorsers
- Speaker committed to
endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),X ,R,S)
∈ endorsement
- Speaker committed to S ∈ States
- Speaker committed to S |= A
- Speaker committed to A ∈ Prop

- Speaker committed to v ∈ Values
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Table A.11

Table 3c. Locutions to ask about an agent’s position
Locution Pre-conditions Post-conditions

Ask endorser(X)

- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker not committed to
endorser(X)

- Hearer must reply with state endorser(X) or don’t know(X)

Ask consequences

(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),X ,R,S)

- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Speaker not committed to
consequences(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),X ,R,S)

- Hearer must reply with state
consequences(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),X ,R,S) or don’t
know(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),X ,R,S)
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Table A.12

Table 4c. Locutions to attack elements of a position
Locution Pre-conditions Post-conditions

Deny

endorser(X)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to X
- Hearer committed to X ⊆ Endorsers

- Speaker committed to deny
endorser(X)

Deny consequences

(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),X ,R,S)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to R
- Hearer committed to R ∈ States
- Hearer committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Hearer committed to E ∈ Experts
- Hearer committed to F ∈ Fields
- Hearer committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Hearer committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩) ∈ assert
- Hearer committed to X
- Hearer committed to X ⊆ Endorsers
- Hearer committed to
endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),X ,R,S)
∈ endorsement
- Hearer committed to S ∈ States

- Speaker committed to deny consequences
(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),X ,R,S) ∈ endorsement

Deny

logical consequences(S,A)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to R
- Hearer committed to R ∈ States
- Hearer committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Hearer committed to E ∈ Experts
- Hearer committed to F ∈ Fields
- Hearer committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Hearer committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩) ∈ assert
- Hearer committed to X
- Hearer committed to X ⊆ Endorsers
- Hearer committed to
endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),X ,R,S)
∈ endorsement
- Hearer committed to S ∈ States
- Hearer committed to S |= A
- Hearer committed to A ∈ Prop

- Speaker committed to deny
logical consequences(S,A)
S |= A

Deny purpose(A,v)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to R
- Hearer committed to R ∈ States
- Hearer committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Hearer committed to E ∈ Experts
- Hearer committed to F ∈ Fields
- Hearer committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Hearer committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩) ∈ assert
- Hearer committed to X
- Hearer committed to X ⊆ Endorsers
- Hearer committed to
endorsement(assert(α⟨E,F⟩),X ,R,S)
∈ endorsement
- Hearer committed to S ∈ States
- Hearer committed to S |= A
- Hearer committed to A ∈ Prop
- Hearer committed to v ∈ Values

- Speaker committed to deny purpose(A,v)
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Table A.13

Table 5c. Locutions to attack validity of elements
Locution Pre-conditions Post-conditions

Deny

endorser exists(X)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to X

- Speaker committed to deny
endorser exists(X)

Deny

resultant state exists(S)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to R
- Hearer committed to R ∈ States
- Hearer committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Hearer committed to E ∈ Experts
- Hearer committed to F ∈ Fields
- Hearer committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Hearer committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩) ∈ assert
- Hearer committed to X
- Hearer committed to X ⊆ Endorsers
- Hearer committed to S ∈ States

- Speaker committed to deny
resultant state exists(S)

Deny

proposition exists(A)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to R
- Hearer committed to R ∈ States
- Hearer committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Hearer committed to E ∈ Experts
- Hearer committed to F ∈ Fields
- Hearer committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Hearer committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩) ∈ assert
- Hearer committed to X
- Hearer committed to X ⊆ Endorsers
- Hearer committed to S ∈ States
- Hearer committed to A ∈ Prop

- Speaker committed to deny
proposition exists(A)

Deny value exists(v)

- Speaker uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer uttered enter dialogue
- Hearer committed to R
- Hearer committed to R ∈ States
- Hearer committed to α ∈ Opinions
- Hearer committed to E ∈ Experts
- Hearer committed to F ∈ Fields
- Hearer committed to
α⟨E,F⟩ ∈ Competences
- Hearer committed to
assert(α⟨E,F⟩) ∈ assert
- Hearer committed to X
- Hearer committed to X ⊆ Endorsers
- Hearer committed to S ∈ States
- Hearer committed to A ∈ Prop
- Hearer committed to v ∈ Values

- Speaker committed to deny
value exists(v)
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